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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This thesis draws together a general interest in the joumalism of Gabriel
García Márquez and a critical interest in a genre called "the literature of fact."
The critical interest will be grounded, mainly but not entirely, in a reading of one
of Gartía Márquez's most exemplary journalistic texts, Relato de un náufrago, an
excellent narrative, produced on short notice in newspaper offices, by a reporter
on assignment,^ and a text in which one finds almost ideal ground for discussion
of certain compelling artistic, ethical and practical issues arising from the literary
"imagination of the real."2
The tale itself is simple: On February 28,1955, Luis Alejandro Velasco and
seven other sailors on the Colombian naval destroyer ARC Caldas are swept
overboard in the Caribbean Sea en route to Colombia from Mobile, Alabama.
Only Velasco survives, managing to swim to a raft that contains no provisions.
Without food or water, he spends ten days lost at sea. Turning between hope
and despair, he has a series of small adventures. He is threatened by sharks. He
catches a sea guU and tries to eat it. Having tied himself securely to the floor of
the raft, he is nearly drowned when the raft flips upside down in the ocean,
trapping him underneath.

Exhausted, he begins to suffer what may be

hallucinations. On the tenth day, he spots land—the Colombian coast—and
swims two kilometers to shore, avoiding dangerous coastal shoals. He receives
care in a primitive village, then returns to a hero's welcome in Bogotá.
The endurance and valor of the sailor receive their just due in a
journalistic tour de force. The annals of journalism are replete with accounts of
reportorial grace under pressure: one thinks of Tom Wicker composing, on

scraps of paper in a telephone booth, the first New York Times reports of the JKF
assassination. In like vein, one may find in Relato deun náufrago evidence of
what can be called narrative grace under reportorial pressure: García Márquez
manages not only to fashion a fascinating story out of basic facts already known
to most of his readers, but to transcend what amounts to an occupational hazard
in joumalism, namely, an obsession with the one sensational fact it was his to
report first.
According to the author's prologue in the book version of the text,^ Gartía
Márquez discovered, during his fourth day of interviews with Velasco, what he
calls "una bomba relojería" (8). At the time of the Caldas tragedy, the destroyer
was carrying domestic appliances, a violation of naval regulations for a warship.
The contraband items had been privately purchased by the sailors for their
personal use at home.^ According to the account offered in Relato de un náufrago,
it was this contraband which forced the sailors off the deck during a period of
high waves, and which prevented the destroyer from effecting maneuvers
necessary to rescue the castaways. The offirial explanation had been that a storm
caused the tragedy.

During one of his interviews with Velasco, García

Márquez—according to his own account in the prologue—became the first
reporter to leam of the contraband, of its role in the tragedy, and, by extension,
of the official culpability of naval authorities and the military government of
Rojas Pinilla (9).
Chapter 11 offers a formal reading of the text as an action narrative under
the auspices of the theme "the will to live as a biological reflex." This formal
reading stems from the assertion that it is a practical impossibility to ignore
Relato de un náufrago as a species of historical document. To attain a dearer
notion of its "fictionalization," however, it may be well to ask what of the text

endures as a story, apart from the spedfic historical drcumstances outiined in the
prologue. Leaving aside, for the moment, its significance as a Latín American
documentary narrative,^ it might be useful to ask what interpretations can be
offered if one at least feigns treating the text as if it were a work of imaginative
invention. Since factual discourse hardly precludes conventíonal thematic and
formal readings of the text, Chapter in offers an allegorical reading illuminated
by a conventional mythic theme.
Chapter IV examines Relato de un náufrago

as a "journalistic

reconstmction." The thesis advanced by this project is that we need a dearer idea
of what we mean when we say that a given text, especially an ostensibly
journalistic text, has been "fictionalized," and that we must often venture beyond
the use of the term "fictionalization" as a mere synonym for "imaginatíve
invention," asking ourselves what options other than fabrication are available
to—and might have been utilized by—an author working within journalistíc
conventions. Such a thesis requires a critic to find evidence of literary strategies
that eschew the invention which is the prerogative of the fiction writer. Chapter
IV, therefore, treats Relato de un náufrago as the product of a particular kind of
working condition, the virtual intimacy of reporter and subject developed
through the protracted interview.
Chapter V examines the conflation of literary and political interests in
Relato and offers a theory of sensationalism which explains the deployment in
Relato (and by implication in other texts) of what is isolated as a sensational fact.
This sensational fact functions as contraband in the literary sense of information
that must be diffused by narrative interpretation. Chapter V belabors an
argument of Stanley Fish, Richard Rorty and others to the effect that there is no
such thing as "unmediated reality," that we live among a web of overlapping

interpretatíons of the world, and that while the world may present us with
forces that cause us to change our beliefs, it can never present us with sensory
data that relieve us of the responsibility to interpret. Although Fish's work was
not consulted untíl the thesis was nearly completed, his interpretivist, doggedly
anti-positivist stance is everywhere implidt in Chapters V and VI. Chapter V
characterizes sensationalism as a flight in panic from interpretation. Since the
flight, according to our theory, is futile, Chapter V suggests a meta-message for
sensatíonalism, which involves the recognitíon of the conventíonal and therefore
possibly provisional and even "fictional" nature of the ideologies which form the
skeletal structure of a culture.
Chapters II through V can be described as an experiment in literary
criticsm. Each chapter is an attempt to "thematirize" Relato deun náufrago, in the
sense that it attempts to redescribe the text by raiding ". . . . other disciplines for
vocabulary, distinctions, concerns . . . "6 Chapter n borrows from literary
criticism itself, using techniques of formal analysis; Chapter in borrows from
religion and pragmatism; Chapter IV, from psychotherapy; Chapter V, from
soriology (though only implirity), and Chapter VI, from pragmatism, sperifically
Richard Rorty's. Chapters II, IV, V, and VI also borrow from joumalism itself.
This may seem an incredible statement, considering that Relato de un náufrago
can obviously be read as a member of the journalistic genre. Yet one of the axes
being ground in this thesis is that the language and concerns of journalistíc
canons can be—should be—applied more rigorously to the joumalism of García
Márquez. This truism can easily be forgotten in the msh to see the joumalism of
Gartía Márquez solely as a kind of literary apprentíceship.
Chapter VI has two main purposes: (1) to examine Relato de un náufrago
and some other journalistíc texts of Gartía Márquez as instances of a genre called

the literature of fact, and (2) to relate the practíce of journalism and our printípal
García Márquez texts to the pragmatic philosophy of Richard Rorty. In
discussing the literature of fact, Chapter VI avoids the essentialist temptatíon to
present a rigid genre definitíon. It does this by presenting the literature of fact
itself as yet another interpretíve idea, an ideéd category which may or may not be
coUapsed into a critícal attitude. This is done by imagining the literature of fact as
a public discourse which includes joumalism, historiography and literary
joumalism, the last being defined as journalism about fiction which takes into
account the immediacy of fictíon to public debate. The second project invokes a
journalistic context to criticize philosophical realism (via Rorty). It then suggests
a pragmatic altemative, and uses this pragmatic alternative as a tool to analyze
Relato de un náufrago and several ancillary texts in terms of competing and
overlapping social "solidarities."
Finally, two notes on presentation: (1) The first reference to each work
cited is numbered and listed in the endnotes. Additional citations of the same
source are included in parentheses in the text. In most cases, titles of works
noted in parenthethes in the text have been shortened, in a manner that makes
them dearly recognizable in connection with each alphabetically listed author in
Works Cited. (2) The endnotes are more than occasionally used for extended
commentary, especially in Chapters IV, V, and VI. In certain instances, these
notes provide a subtext to the main discourse, a sort of controlled heckling of the
text proper. In their more conventional role, however, they offer a partial
solution to a perennial problem of style in scholarship: how to document and
elaborate without derailing the rhetoric^

CHAPTERn
ACTION NARRATIVES OF A STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL

Perhaps it is true, as Chesterton once opined, that the Iliad endures
because "all life is a battie, the Odyssey because all life is a journey, the Book ofjob
because all life is a riddle."^ The continued literary renown of its author
notwithstanding, it might be said of Relato de un náufrago, this "light, but
excellent adventure story," that it owes its endurance to a dever manipulatíon of
those elements cited by Vargas Llosa—"objectívity, incessant actíon, passages
skiUfully intermixed with drama, suspense and humor."^ Yet, inquiring as to
why this dever manipulation should have an eager audience, we might say,
echoing Chesterton, that Relato de un náufrago endures because all life is a
stmggle for survival.^0
In concentrating on this theme—indeed, on any theme—we are asking
what of Relato de un náufrago endures as a story apart from its informative
fimction in a given time and place. Yet there remains the practical impossibility
of ignoring the text as a species of historical document: we know from other
sources that the book not only has a factual hasis, but has been presented as a
work of reporting; that it is an account of a particular man in a particular place
and time; that it purports to tell what really happened. Aware of the narratíve
gifts of the young journalist at E/ Espectador, we approach the text with the
expectatíon that it will be a durable literary treatment of something "universal,"
of some theme it falls to the reader to invent as an interpretive tool, themes such
as those suggested in this chapter and the next. Yet we also see the book as a
report of a physical feat that can be located in geographical space and historical
time. The text may be read allegorically as the celebratíon of any number of

themes, but it also tries to explain that physical feat. It offers evidence of the
human capadty for physical endurance and informatíon about what one does to
survive at sea for ten days with nothing to eat or drink. We would not allow it to
replace a naval survival manual or the kind of survival instruction the sailor
himself refers to several times in the narratíve, any more than we would treat
Moby Dick solely as a treatise on whaling or The Swiss Family Robinson as the
ecological study of a South Seas island. Nevertheless, the informative function of
Relato de un náufrago is enough to give primacy to an interest in what Velasco did
for ten days. Of course, the literally true, reportorial answer to this question
could be: not much. Nevertheless, Relato de un náufrago draws life from its
ability to answer the questíon: YJhat did you do to save yourself? The actíons are
few, but the text rests on their intense reconstruction. Relato de un náufrago has a
deddedly mythic bent: it invites the reader to celebrate the survival. But there is
a scientífic dimension as well: the narrative serves to claim for reason a
mysterious, even miraculous event, for the politically sensational fact of the
contraband is edipsed by the more general sensatíonal fact of the survival of the
sailor.
Reîato de un náufrago is an illustration of the theme "the struggle for
survival." Yet one may venture beyond this useful truism, by distílling this theme
into a metaphor which has meaning by virtue of the reader's interest in the
joumalistíc question of what the sailor actually did to survive. Therefore, the text
is here characterized as a collection ofaction narratives which comprise a study of the
will to live as a biological reflex. Of course, few of the actíons narrated in the text
are literally reflex actions in the sense that a cough can be a reflex action which
saves one from choking to death. The notion of the will to live as a biological
reflex is a metaphor that characterizes narratives of actíon, in which acts appear

reflexive, or inevitable, insofcir as they constitute a narratíve fusion of thought
and actíon. The protagonist is represented, in narrative terms, as the locus for an
ideal fusion of thought and action. Insofar as he meets this ideal, he is the
dassical Greek hero cum character who is—as defined by Amélie Rorty—
known by his deeds: setting himself superhuman tasks,
[proving] himself worthy of divine regard, his achievements
are in the end acts of heroism rather than heroic
performances. What was originally a performace of great
deeds becomes courage and endurance in the face of fate and
chance; what was originally a test of prowess became
fortitude in the recognition of finitude. As the hero's
distance from the gods increases, his heroism comes to be
exemplified in his character rather than in sheer glory of his
actíon. ^l
In Relato deun náufrago, the metaphor of biological reflex encompasses not
only the narratives of physical action but the narratives of successive
psychological states, those narratives which allow Sorela to characterize the story
as an "altemation between hope and desperation" (152). Insofar as our reading is
infused with a curiosity about what the sailor did to save himself, these narrated
psychological states seem to be dominated by narrative descriptions of behavior
and to fit within the metaphor of the biological reflex. Narrations of action which
(recalling Sorela's terms) can be characterized as "desperately hopeful" or
"hopefully desperate" essentially point to reflex or instinctive-seeming behavior
that defies analysis according to the supposed feeling states indicated by the
words "hope" and "desperation." In the successive psychological narratives—
those which chart the "alternation of hope and desperation"—the narrator settles
for "fortitude in the face of finitude," but to the extent that the narrative answers
the journalistic question, ]Nhat did you do to save yourself?, one finds ample
celebration of "the sheer glory of his action."
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In Relato de un náufrago the action narratíves which best fit the notíon of
heroic achievement and the metaphorical frame of the biological reflex are the
three narratíves in which the threat of drowning is explicit. Of course, the text
represents threats to survival other than those of being swallowed up by the sea
(starvatíon, suffocation, sharks, insanity), yet the three "threat of drowning"
narratives, which appear roughly at the beginning, middle and end of the text,
add a symmetry to the plot that brings them into the foreground, since each
narratíve exhibits a different facet of a "stmggle for survival" triangle that obtains
among the sea, the sailor, and the raft. The sea, even in tranquility, is,
personified, an abiding menace. The raft, personified, is an inconstant
companion. In the first "threat of drowning" narrative, the raft is an elusive
friend; in the second, a treacherous accomplice of the sea; in the third, a dubious
mate that must be abandoned. Under the auspices of our guiding metaphor it
will be useful to examine portions of each in some detail.
In the first, the narrator describes what happens immediately after he is
washed overboard:
me tranquilizaba que alrededor de mi otros marineros se
encontraban en iguales drcunstantías. Entonces fue cuando
vi la balsa. Eran dos, aparejadas, como a siete metros de
distantía la una de la otra. Aparetíeron inesperadamente en
la cresta de una ola, del lado donde gritaban mis
companeros. Me pareciô extrano que ninguno de ellos
hubiera podido alcanzarlas. En un segundo, una de las
balsas desaparecía de mi vista. Vacilé entre correr el riesgo
de nadar hatía la otra o permanecer seguro, agarrado a la
caja. Pero antes de que hubiera tenido tiempo de tomar una
determinaciôn, me encontré nadando hacia la última balsa
visible, cada vez más lejana. Nadé por espacio de tres
minutos. Por un instante dejé de ver la balsa, pero procuré
no perder la directíôn. Bruscamente, un golpe de la ola puso
al lado mío, blanca, enorme y vatía. Me agarré con fuerza al
enjaretado y traté de saltar al interior. Solo lo logré a la
tercera tentativa. Ya dentro de la balsa, jadeante, azotado por

la brisa, implacable y helada, me incorporé trabajosamente.
Entonces vi a tres de mis companeros alrededor de la balsa,
tratando de alcanzarla. (22)
This passage contains a literal instance of biological reflex (". . . antes de
que hubiera tenido tiempo de tomar una determinaciôn, me encontré nadando
hacia la últíma balsa visible. . . ") The narrator reports the mental acts of
presentíng himself with a choice of swimming to a raft or remaining "safe" on the
floating box. But before he can come to a decision he finds himself swimming
toward the last raft, as if the detísion had been made "for him" by his body. We
cannot discard such literal evidence for our metaphor. Yet at the same time we
must remain true to the metaphorical use of the notion of biological reflex:
actions reported in the text which appear reflexive insofar as they present
themselves as a narrative fusion of thought and action. In this respect, it is
important to point out that our sample from the first "threat of drowning"
narratíve has 173 words, fewer than 40 of which report physical actíons of
Velasco, e.g., behavior of the sailor which theoretically could have been observed
and reported by someone else, without retrospective reference to his alleged
cognitíve powers or emotíonal states at the time. In addition to the second part of
the fragment quoted above there are the following examples:
Nadé por espacio de tres minutos.
Me agarré con fuerza al enjaretado y traté de saltar al
interior. Solo lo logré a la tercera tentatíva.
. . . me incorporé trabajosamente...
In light of the textual evidence presented thus far from this portion of the
first "threat of drowning" narrative, one should explain not how these fewer than
forty words of physical actíon can be construed as actual reflex behavior, but
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forty words of physical actíon can be construed as actual reflex behavior, but
how the narrative presents itself as a virtually seamless fusion of cognition,
emotíon and action. Furthermore, it may be suggested that the narrator's reports
of the actions of others, of his own perceptions and of his own feelings are
textually subordinate to reports of his own actíons, even in passages in which
representatíon of his own actions is quantitatívely small.
An analogy with film is instructive, taking as a startíng point Chapman's
comparison of "description" in novels as a counterpart of image depictíon in
movies. According to Chapman, the different ways that visual details are
presented by novels and by films hinge on the notíon of assertion. Descriptive
prose narratíve wiU often "assert" a visual detail—i.e., make an "assertíon that
something is actually the case"—while film narrative does not. To explain:
When I say, "The cart was tiny; it came onto the bridge," I am
assertíng that certain property of the cart of being small in
size and that certain relation of arriving at the bridge.
However, when I say, "The green cart came onto the bridge,"
the greenness of the cart is not asserted but slipped in
without syntactic fuss. It is only named. Textually, it
emerges by the way. Now, most fiím narratives seem to be
of the latter textual order: it requires a spedal effort for a
film to assert a property or a relation. The donúnant mode is
presentatíonal, not assertíve... So in its essentíal mode, film
does not describe at all but merely . . . depicts, in the original
etymological sense of that word: renders in pictoral form.^2
Chapman anticipates an objectíon. What about the close-up shot in film—
doesn't that describe? Citing as examples several famous close-ups from
Hitchcock films, Chapman says no:
For all their capacity to arrest our attentíon, these tíose-ups
in no way invite aesthetíc contemplation; on the contrary,
they function as extremely powerful components in the
structure of suspense. (124)
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This remark is rich in implicatíons for Relato de un náufrago as a series of
action narratíves. The opening lines of the passage can be rephrased to make the
remarks on film dose-up iUuminate the functíon of descriptíve passages in Relato,
keeping in mind that any utterance is coimted as purely descriptíve if it does not
report on behavior of the narrator which could have been reported by someone
else without retrospectíve reference to the sailor's cognitíve powers or emotíonal
states at the tíme of the events being narrated.
For all their capacity to arrest our attentíon, these [reports of
the actions of others and of the perceptions and emotional
states of the narrator] in no way invite, [in and of
themselves] aesthetic contemplation: they mere y] function
as extremely powerful components in the structure of
suspense.
In Relato de un náufrago these elements—broadly characterized as
descriptive—function as "powerful components in the structure of suspense" to
the degree that they tease the reader's interest in the outcome of actions the
narrator takes to save himself. Chapman reminds us that narrative provides two
orders of time: the fictional time of the events narrated, story-time, and the actual
time of reading the text, discourse-time (119). Chapman says film, in contrast to
prose, represents a "sense of continuing action." A key element in this assertion
is the assumption that description in prose arrests the narrative, or the storytime, or the action. According to Chapman, the time-line of the story being read
from the page can be "interrupted and frozen. Events are stopped, though our
reading, or discourse-time continues, and we look at the characters and the
setting elements as at a tableau vivant" (119). Treated as a strip of film, its purely
descriptive elements exdsed, our fragment of Relato narrative remains—^with no
change of chronology—a purely visual and cohesive narrative:
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Me encontré nadando hada la última balsa visible. Nadé por
espado de tres minutos. Me agarré con fuerza el enjaretado y
traté de saltar al interior. Solo lo logré a la tercera tentativa.
Me incorporé trabajosamente.
Depicted among the descriptive sentences in the actual narratíve, these
discrete images of behavior constitute freeze frames: the tertiary sentences
function as pauses during which the suspense is modulated. Suspense then
emerges as a functíon of impatíence for the arrival of the next freeze frame in the
chronology of discrete images of actions taken by the sailor to save himself. Also,
the descriptíve sentences help to shape the discourse-tíme in proportion to story
tíme. In other words, they make the time it takes to read the whole passage
correspond in a manner narrationally proportíonal

to the time it might have

taken the sailor to perform the actíons starkly described in the abridged narrative
of "pure action."
At this point, it will be useful to refer back to the Relato passage abridged
into "pure" narrative, in order to see whether it satisfies the definition of
narrative offered by Prince: "the representation of at least two real or fictive
events in a time sequence, neither of which presupposes or entails the other [latter
italics added]."^3 xhis definitíon points to what is the primary fictíve aspect of
narratíve, whether imaginary or historical: the ilîusion of cause and effect brought
about by representíng events in a temporal sequence. The acceptance of this
iUusion may be a necessary precondition for the kind of coherence, logical or
aesthetic, without which White says a "mere list of confirmable and singular
existential statements does not add up to an account of reality.''^"^ At first glance,
it may seem that any two of the discrete statements assembled above in the
abridged passage do in fact entail each other: this is the power of the iUusion,
which is also the power and the seductive difficulty of narrative. For there is
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nothing, for example, in the statement "Nadé por espatío de tres minutos" that
entails the statement which follows ("Me agarré con fuerza el enjaretado..."). The
possibilitíes of what could have followed are infinite. Textbook twaddle about
topic sentences notwithstanding, the rules controlling the grammatícal coherence
of a sentence cannot be protracted into more general rules controUing the
coherence of a well-written paragraph. The end of each sentence signals the
beginning of an abyss. It may now be prudent to hazard a guess that the success
of action narrative has something to do with the iUusion of cause and effect
created by passages abridged into pure accounts of narrated behavior. The
illusion is strong in the complete Relato passage about swinuning to the raft.
This may point to the artistry of the descriptive passages, which, deftíy deployed,
create suspense without threatening the illusion of cause and effect.
Before moving on to the other two passages, a summary is in order: the
"pure" action narrative is coherent to the extent that discrete narrative statements
appear to entail one another. The complete narrative—description included—
remains coherent insofar as the descriptive passages create suspense without
damaging the illusion of cause and effect. In Relato de un náufrago the descriptive
phrases are represented as if they inevitably culminated in the narrated behavior
of the sailor. To illustrate this point, we have trained our microscope on a
specific passage in Relato. If we call the passage "compact," it is because we sense
that the sailor's perceptions (the descriptions) and his feelings are coherent with
his actions. This coherence is based on the iUusion of cause and effect between
the reported descriptions and reported narrator actions. And this narrative
fusion of thought and action supports the allegorical reading of Relato de un
náufrago as the will to live as a biological reflex.
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The descriptive sentences do not meditate upon the actíon; nor do they
explain it; they impede it. Perhaps more importantíy, they fortífy a sense of the
sailor's prowess as a "super-reliable" narrator. Robert Sims writes that the Relato
narrator is largely a combination of a narrador respectivo and a narrador-personaje.
This dual narrator feigns innocence of the complicatíng wisdom of hindsight.
"Para Gartía Márquez [Sims writes] se trata de redutír la distancia entre los dos
narradores para reactualizar la dimensiôn viventíal del hecho, como si ocurriera
por primera vez."l5 The illusion that the events being narrated are unfolding for
the first tíme as one reads permits the reader to imagine the descriptive sentences
as evidence of a kind of heroism. Velasco cannot, Atlas-like, carry his drowning
companions on his back in the midst of his instínctive acts of self preservation,
but he offers the equivalent of Atlas in perceptive power: while saving himself,
he provides descriptions of his companions, the waves, the position of the life
boats. As a "super-reliable" narrator he transcends his animal egotism,
simultaneously coping with and seeing the situatíon.
We know the sailor survives: the title tells us, the prologue affirms it. In a
sense, our referential knowledge that the sailor will survive presents the narrator
with a challenge. He must engage our interest even though we know his ordeal
has a happy ending. Yet the narrative challenge is not so great as one might
imagine. We are none of us readers such predestinatíonists. Rather we are all
wide-eyed existentialists ever freshly amazed at how the fate we thought fixed
could have been different had we made some simple different choice in the past.
A decent action narratíve will hold our interest according to our horror at the
ihou^t of whãt could have happened, as áoes the Relato passage that deals most
explitítly with the threat of drowning. The sailor seems in the greatest danger
because he has tied himself to the raft:
15

Traté de navegar hacia el otro lado, para equilibrar la
embarcaciôn, pero me lo impidiô la fuerte correa de cuero
amarrada al enjaretado. En un instante comprendí lo que
estaba pasando: la balsa se había volteado por completo. Yo
estaba en el fondo, amarrado firmamente a la borda. Me
estaba ahogando y mis manos buscaban en vano la hebilla
del cinturôn para soltarla.
Desesperadamente, pero tratando de no atolondrarme, traté
de abrir la hebilla. Sabía que no disponía de mucho tiempo:
en buen estado físico puedo durar más de ochenta segundos
bajo el agua. Había dejado de respirar desde el momento en
que me sentí en el fondo de la balsa. Iban por lo menos cinco
segundos. Corrí la mano alrededor al cinturôn. En otro
segundo encontré la hebilla. Estaba ajustada contra el
enjaretado, de manera que yo debía suspenderme de la
balsa con la otra mano para aflojar la presiôn. Tardé mucho
en encontrar de donde agarrarme fuertemente. Luego me
suspendí a pulso con el brazo izquierdo. La mano derecha
encontrô la hebilla, se orientô rápidamente y aflojo la correa.
Manteniendo la hebilla abierta dejé caer de nuevo el cuerpo
hatía el fondo, sin soltarme de la borda, y en una fractíôn de
segundo me sentí libre del enjaretado. Sentía que me
estallaban los pulmones. Con un último esfuerzo me agarré
de la borda con las dos manos; me suspendí con todas mis
fuerzas, todavía sin respirar. Involuntariamente, con mi peso
no logré otra cosa que voltear de nuevo la balsa. Y yo volví a
quedar debajo de dla. (59-60)

Tliis passage, the centerpiece of the tliree threat-of-drowning narratives,
also contains two literal references to reflex action ("mis manos buscaban en vano
la hebiUa del cinturôn" and

"La mano derecha encontrô la hebilla, se orientô

rapidamente y aflojo la correa"). Yet unlike the fragment of the first narrative, it
contains a higher percentage of narrator actions, and is therefore even more
congenial to a reading according to the metaphor of biological reflex. Like the
movie dose-ups mentíoned by Chapman, the relatívely few descriptíve passages
(e.g., "[La hebilla] estaba ajustada contra el enjaretado") do not invite
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contemplation but function as suspense elements wlúch adhere textually to the
reported physical actions of the narrator.
The final threat-of-drowiúng passage introduces a certain item, a religious
medallion that might bear upper-case characterizatíon as The Symbol:
No tuve tíempo de acordarme de los tiburones. Solté el
remo, cerré los ojos y me arrojé al agua. Al contacto del agua
helada me reconforté. Desde el nivel del mar perdí la visiôn
de la costa. Tan pronto como estuve en el agua me di cuenta
de que había cometído dos errores: no me había quitado la
camisa ni me había ajustado los zapatos. Traté de no
hundirme. Fue eso lo primero que tuve que hacer, antes de
empezar a nadar. Me quité la camisa y me la amarré
fuertemente alrededor de la cintura. Luego, me apreté los
cordones de los zapatos. Entonces sí empecé a nadar.
Primero desesperadamente. Luego con más calma, sintíendo
que a cada brazada se me agotaban las fuerzas, y ahora sin
ver la tierra.
No había avanzado cinco metros cuando sentí que me
reventô la cadena con la medalla de la Virgen del Carmen.
Me detuve. Alcancé a recogerla cuando empezaba a
hundirme en el agua verde y revuelta. Como no tenía
tiempo de guardármela en los bolsillos la apreté con fuerza
entre los dientes y seguí nadando. (73-74)
Of course the sailor's concern with the medallion intensifies the suspense.
Velasco risks drowning to retrieve it and carry it, dog-like, in his teeth. If the
suspense is maddening, it is not Gartía Márquez we curse, but the actor/narrator
himself, perhaps for his sentímental devotion to his guardian saint. In a literary
sense, the medallion intrudes into the narrative as a trite religious symbol. Yet
the assumptíon of the historical actuality of the events being related might lead
the reader to wonder if he or she is caught in a bind between the critícism of a
text and the critítísm of behavior: in light of Velasco's bravery, the reader núght
be reluctant to criticize the sailor's religious sensibility, accepting the concern for
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the medallion as a bravado touch which makes this final struggle for survival a
virtuoso performance. Some readers might also find revelant a remark of the
joumalist John McPhee to the effect that what might be trite and maudlin in
fiction works in non-fiction because it is true.^^ The thesis of this chapter,
however, suggests the contrary: the introductíon of the medallion does not work
"because it is true"; it works because it functions representatíonally as a delay
that teases the reader's desire to see Velasco safely to shore. The medallion of the
Virgin of Carmen may be viewed as a gratuitous symbol, or as a fact deployed—
with no trace of irony—^for narrative effect. Religious readers may feel inspired,
while the irreligious may decide that this meticulous account of Velasco's
bravery simply sweeps in mentíon of his devout stupidity.
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CHAPTERm
THE FALL FROM A STATE OF GRACE IN NATURE

In Chapter H, a reading of Relato deun náufrago was presented under the
auspices of the theme "All life is a struggle for survival." This allegorical notíon
was examined formally in terms of a metaphor of narratíve.

Analyzing

individual sentences from selected passages of action narratíve, it was noted
what in the structure of the text itself supported its metaphorical reading as "the
will to live as a biological reflex." This chapter presents a conventíonal
allegorical reading, one in which the represented content of Relato de un náufrago
is treated as another representation of a story firmly imbedded in Western
culture, the Christían myth of the Fall of Man, or his expulsion from a state of
grace in nature. Such an allegorical reading, using as a point of departure and
frame of reference a familiar religious myth, need not represent a project "in
which the data of one narratíve line are radically impoverished by their rewritíng
according to the paradigm of another narratíve."^^ jn this case, the paradigm is
elastic: the myth of the Fall of Man can be translated from theological into
evolutionary terms. In theological terms, the "fall of man" is a punishment for
volitíonal misbehavior, specifically an act of intellectual curiosity; in evolutíonary
terms, it is the inevitable result of the prodigious development of the neocortex,
the seat of self-constíousness.
Traditíonal philosophy treats self-consciousness as one of the crowning
attributes of humankind. In ordinary discourse, however, self-constíousness is,
quite simply, a perennial irritatíon, if not a tragic burden. When we describe
ourselves as "self-constíous," we feel we are speaking of an embarrassing and
sometimes painful inability to perform without a debilitating awareness of
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ourselves, particularly an awareness of ourselves as distinct from the
surrounding environment. In evolutionary terms, then, the state of being "fallen"
from nature represents the need of humankind to continually renegotiate and
redefine its relatíons to—and within—an environment, a set of relatíons that
must be defined as much in terms of culture and intention as in terms of biology
and instinct. The terrible knowledge of Good and Evil attained through the
eatíng of the forbidden fruit represents the terrible knowledge that we are cursed
to confront biology with culture, that we are forced, with improvised symbol
systems, to imagine a place for ourselves in a "natural" order. Self-constíousness,
in its ordinary, pejoratíve sense, signals a failure of these projects of imaginatíon
and wiU; and these failures are often made palpable by our problematic
relationship with language.
Notwithstanding its traditíonal treatment as a kind of divine gift, as a
means by which the "highest" animal gropes its way toward a transcendental
tmth, language can also be understood—more fundamentally and perhaps more
productively— as "part of the behavior of human beings."^^ Used to generate
and receive instructíons, language not only coordinates behavior, including other
verbal behavior, it also invents behavior, or possibilities for behavior, and
therefore its instructíons, perhaps mercifully, are often ambiguous. Moreover,
language is a tool that cannot be separated from its user. Insofar as language
cannot be negated, it signals the "fallen" state which demands a constant
renegotiation with the culture of which language itself is an omnipresent part.
Life in language is a life in a kind of limbo between the animalhood of Eden and
the godhead of divine transcendence, a "fallen" state from which its human
victims may imagine two basic means of escape: up or down. "Up," the
aspiratíon of traditíonal philosophy, is the notion that "there is some way of
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breaking out of language in order to compare it with something else," a notíon
fueled by nothing less than what Rorty calls a "Platonic urge to escape from the
finitude of one's place and time" and to "compare ourselves with something
absolute." (Consequences xix). Escape "down" tums inside-out the philosophical
desire to "step outside our skins;" it is a desire to live more deeply within our
skins, wordlessly. Escaping "down," we are tempted by the ideal of silence, by
the notion of "pure experience." We try to imagine our old place in Eden, our
direct, wordless apprehension of experience in an instinctual order. Yet if there
is, as Rorty asserts, "no way to think about either the world or our purposes
except by using language" {Consequences xix), we are doomed to undertake this
project with words; we must report the experience by analogy. Frye mentíons
this "dilemma of experience" in traditíonal Christían thought, according to which
Adam was capable of preternatural power of experience
before his fall, and we have lost this capacity. Our stmctures
of reason and imaginatíon are therefore analogical constmcts
designed to recapture . . . something of the lost directness of
apprehension.l9
It should be noted that Frye is writing about literary critídsm, in a context
highly critical of using direct experience, or initial response, as a point of
departure for literary theory. This is of no direct concern to the present thesis.
But the theme of the lost directness of apprehension—and the attempt to
recapture it by lessening the "analogical" distance between language and
experience—can inform a reading of Relato de un náufrago, an "actíon" text which
reifies experience and whose protagonist is tortured by an awareness of his
having "fallen" from his place in the natural order.20 As we saw in Chapter n,
the will to live as a biological reflex is developed narratívely into an apparentiy
seamless fusion of thought and action. Relato de un náufrago, an actíon narrative.
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can be viewed, then, as an unabashed effort to recapture by analogy the "lost
directness" of which Frye speaks. This is to say, the text pays tribute to the
attempt to escape "down," the action narrative being a close, "wordy" substítute
for a wordless response, insofar as it deals mainly in reports of actíons, and in
visual and other sensory impressions. Yet an allegorical reading seeks a more
literal "content" message in the text, and it is to this "content" that we now tum.
With respect to the theme of regaining a "lost directness of apprehension"
and the "pure experience" of a wordless existence within an instinctual natural
order, it is noteworthy that the text might at first glance appear to bring a
"happy" narratíve dosure to the sailor's dealings with the animal kingdom. A sea
gull, once threatened with death at the hands of the sailor, becomes a kind of pet:
La gaviota se quedô completamente inmôvil. Luego se puso
junto a mi cabeza, también inmôvil. Pero tan pronto como
moví la cabeza empezô a picotearme, casi con ternura.
Aquello se volvía un juego. Cambié varias veces de
posidôn. Y varias veces la gaviota se moviô al lado de mi
cabeza. Ya al amanecer, sin necesidad de proceder con
cautela, extendí la mano y la agarré por el cuello.
No pensé en darle muerte... Tenía hambre, pero no pensaba
satíarla en aquel animal amigo, que me había acompanado
durante toda la noche, sin hacerme dano. . . Entonces,
levantô la cabeza y a las primeras luces del día vi sus ojos,
transparentes y asustados. Aunque en algún momento
hubiera pensado en descuartizarla, al ver sus enormes ojos
tristes hubiera desistido de mi propôsito. (63-64)
This cozy St. Francis of Assisi scene is complemented—perhaps
foreshadowed—^by an earlier intídent, a comical burst of Dr. Doolittle rage in
which the sailor wildly attempts to strike cirding sharks with an oar (56). This
personal rage ironically serves to humanize the sharks, since it treats them as
moral agents, deserving of personal blame. Shortly after his rendezvous with the
sea gull, the sailor is "terrorized" by what may be an hallutínation: a giant sea
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turtle, four meters from head to tail (66). But this monstrous image, revealed in a
narrative frame of dreamlike resignatíon, is a kind of fairy tale picture, as gentle
and sentimental in its way as the scene with the sea guU.^l After Velasco washes
ashore, a dog licks the sailor's wounds (79): the recontíliation with the natural
order might therefore seem complete. Yet this sweet imagery cannot erase traces
of the predatory nightmare. Just as a pet owner can never completely put from
his mind the image of his kitten gnawing playfully on the stíll-beating heart of a
baby bird, so the reader of Relato de un náufrago remembers the horror of this
cardboard St. Francis trying to claw his way into the instínctual order. Relato
thrusts the reader toward a direct apprehension of experience, and the text
includes images which reify visual perception itself as an act of stoicism.22 Yet
the "analogical constructs" which proceed toward capturing "something of the
lost directness of apprehension"—and which are perhaps the most powerful
descriptíve passages in the book—are those dealing with the narrator's ersatz
performance as a primordial hunter, espetíally his futile attempts to devour his
prey. First a sea gull:
Al principio, traté de desplumarla cuidadosamente, con
tíerto método. Pero no contaba con la fragilidad de su piel.
Quitándole las plimias empezô a deshacérseme entre las
manos. La lavé dentro de la balsa. La despresé de im solo
tírôn y la presentía de sus rosados intestinos, de sus vísceras
azules, me revolviô el estômago. Me llevé a la boca una
hilaza de muzlo, pero no pude tragarlo. Era simple. Me
pareciô que estaba masticando una rana. Sin poder
disimular la repugnancia, arrojé el pedazo que tenía en la
boca y permanecí largo rato inmôvil, con aquel repugnante
amasijo de plumas y huesos sangrientos en la mano. (47)
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Then a fish:
Al cabo de pocos minutos comprendí que necesitaba
proceder con más violencia si en realidad quería comerme
mi presa. Me puse en pie, le pisé fuertemente la cola y le
metí el cabo de uno de los remos en las agallas. Tenía una
comparazôn gruesa y resistente. Barrenando con el cabo del
remo logré por fin destrozarle las agallas. Me di cuenta de
que todavía no estaba muerto. Le descargué otro golpe en la
cabeza. Luego traté de arrancarle las duras láminas
protectoras de las agallas y en ese momento no supe si la
sangre que corría por mis dedos era mía o del pescado. Yo
tenía las manos heridas y en came viva los extremos de los
dedos. (54)
Masticaba con asco. Siempre me ha repugnado el olor a
pescado crudo. Pero el sabor es todavía mas repugnante:
tiene un remoto sabor a chontaduro crudo, pero más
desabrido y viscoso. Nadie se ha comido nunca un pescado
vivo. Pero cuando mastícaba el primer alimento que llegaba
a mi boca en siete días, tuve por primera vez en mi vida la
repugnante certidumbre de que me estaba comiendo un
pescado vivo. (55)
With these passages in mind, Frye's remarks about "the precritical
experience of literature," can be rephrased into a plausible description of the
narratíve challenge of Relato de un náufrago:
The pre-critical experience [of life] is wordless, and all
[narrative description] which attempts to ground itself on
such experience tends to assume that the primary [response]
is a wordless reaction, to be described in some metaphor of
immediate and non-verbal contact, such as "taste."
[Narrative description], in this view, is a secondary
operation of trying to find the words to describe the taste.
{Critical Path 26)
As an action narrative, Relato deun náufrago is a compelling "secondary
operatíon." It finds "the words to describe the taste." Yet the words the text finds
in these depictíons of eating deconstruct its project of turning a character into a
hero, complete in his actions. Recalling Amélie Rorty's distinctíon between a
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hero and a character, we concede that while the drowning passages celebrate "the
sheer glory" of a heroic performance, the eatíng passages are a rather blunt
"recognitíon of finitude," a failure of "what was originally a test of prowess."
Action unfolding narratively as if it were biological reflex builds a
relentless expectation of completíon. This expectation is directiy frustrated when
the sailor tries to stomach the prey in whose apprehension so much story time
has been spent. As the graphic descriptions of gastronomic blood and gore
show, the sailor has been flung into a pre-verbal world of instinct, which he
finds revoltíng, whose "taste" he can never savor. Although at one point the
smell of animal blood makes him salivate (46), he takes no pleasure in the taste of
his prey. As an "analogical construct," the text allows the reader to taste
something of the narrator's original adventure as a hunter at sea, but in the
passages of gastronomic gore the reader is also given a virtual whiff of the
revulsion awaiting an unchecked desire to taste of experience. The starving
sailor's failure to eat his prey betrays his failure to fashion for himself an artifical
place within an instinctual order beyond which he has evolved as a selfconscious human being. As an actor in an actíon narratíve, the sailor is hardly a
self-constíous human organism painfully aware of the implications of its ability
to look at its limbs and utter "Why?" His fallen state is not the sort cursed by a
desire to escape "up," beyond language, but by a desire to escape "down," into
the pure experience of mute satiatíon. A preternaturally persnickety eater, he
fails.
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CHAPTERIV
THE COLLABORATIVE NARRATIVE

Introductíon
In the previous two chapters, we examined Relato de un náufrago as,
respectively, an actíon narratíve and an example of the myth of the fall from a
state of grace in nature. In this chapter, we will treat the text as a by-product of a
literal and a figurative coUaborative narrative. The figurative collaborative
narrative plays the Velasco drawn in the preface against the Velasco revealed in
the body of the text, thus suggestíng a symbolic coUaboratíon in which one man's
need to tell meshes with another's ability to tell. The literal collaborative
narrative, which we shall examine first, is the actual or possible historical
coUaboration between Velasco and Gartía Márquez, and it wiU be examined
following the idea of John J. Pauly in his "reinterpretatíon of the New Journalism
[in the United States] as a social rather than aesthetic discourse." Aware of the
myopia of treatíng this nonfictíon text "as a discrete work of the imaginatíon," but
without precluding the close textual analysis already presented, we can approach
Relato de un náufrago with the idea tiiat a journalistíc text can be interpreted as a
product of "social behavior." This allows examination of venues of publication
and the analysis of research and writing as sotíal acts which implicate "writers,
subjects and readers in relationships beyond the text." Such "social analysis does
not replace the text itself, but amplifies a text's play of meaning by 'reading'
writing as a form of work, performed under particular conditions."^^
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The Interview As Working Condition
In order to treat Relato de un náufrago as the product of a certain kind of
working condition and of a certain kind of sotíal relationship, it will be well to
examine four comments—three directiy related to the text in question—in which
an idea of a working relatíonship is at least implicit. The fírst comes from
Raymond Williams, who writes of Relato that
One can safely assume that Velasco and his tale are
fictionalized because the story is predominantly a creatíon of
Gartía Márquez the fiction writer, only disguised, at best, as
Gartía Márquez the joumalist. . . Within the broad outlines
of a basically true story García Márquez adroitly
manipulates the anecdote to maintain a level of suspense
necessary for a newspaper series. In short, entertainment
was of the highest priority, not historical accuracy. 24
It is not clear that García Márquez would agree with Williams, although
the author's opinion is of course not privileged. Without directly confronting the
issue of historical accuracy, Gartía Márquez, in the Relato preface (published in
1970), characterizes the text as a "journalistic reconstruction," and praises
Velasco:
Mi primera sorpresa fue que aquel muchacho de 20 anos,
macizo, con más cara de trompetista que de héroe de la
patria, tenía un instinto excepcional del arte de narrar, una
capatídad de síntesis y una memoria asombrosas, y bastante
dignidad silvestre como para sonreírse de su propio
heroísmo. (8)
And in an interview with the French magazine Lire, in 1979, García Márquez
directly addresses the question of the way in which the narrative was
constructed:
En Relato deun náufrago no hay una sola frase que se puede
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En Relato de un náufrago no hay una sola frase que se puede
atribuir al marinero Velasco. Me entrevisté con él durante
muchas horas. El me contaba su aventura, y yo le escuchaba
a la manera de un psicoanalista. Yo sabía donde había
lagunas en su historia desde el punto de vista literaria. A
partir de todas nús notas, yo volví a construir su aventura.
Ninguna frase de Relato de un náufrago es de Velasco, pero
todas las informaciones provienen de él. Es por eso que este
relato, escrito en primera persona, es cofirmado por Velasco
y yo. Mi trabajo consistiô en elaborar de manera literaria su
historia, darle una estructura, los trucos y el ambiente
necesarios para interesar al lector.25 [italics added]
This second comment by García Márquez recalls, in turn, remarks by
Smith regarding a certain relationship
endemic to literary journalism: the reporter adopts an
attitude of cozy selflessness, a kind of partisan
nonpartisanship; he takes on the solid and respectable aspect
of a nonjudgmental witness in order to be privy to the
"essential" subject. Later he metamorphoses into a willful
usurper . . . imposing order, center, logic, and meaning.
(208)
We wiU now try to assemble these comments into a tíny seminar on the
working relationship between García Márquez and Luis Alejandro Velasco.
With regard to Williams' comment, it must first be said that it has been
customary to study the joumalism of García Márquez as a kind of literary
apprentíceship. With this approach, a critíc may remain if not indifferent to, then
at least unfettered by, questions of factual accuracy: hence we reach the
common assumption that Relato deun náufrago unabashedly mixes the real and
the imaginary, using historical fact merely as a springboard for literary
imagination.26

When Wilhams observes that "The narrator's memory is

metículous" (129), he is dryly suggestíng that no actual human memory could
have served, at least completely, as a stenographic model for the events
presented in the text. Such a position would necessarily treat the author's
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prefatory tribute to the mental and moral gifts of the sailor as a literary device, an
"untruth" akin to avowals by novelists such as Defoe at the start of their fictíons
that "this really happened."
In his connments fifteen years after the journalistic genesis of Relato de un
náufrago, Garda Márquez, in the book preface, lauds the mental and moral
attributes of his subject. If not a literary device, the praise is perhaps rather too
effusive, the generosity of a grateful reporter rather recently recognized as a
novelist of world renown. But perhaps not. Perhaps a fuller account of the
literary value of Rélato de un náufrago should take into account the metículous
memory and narratíve gifts of the sailor to which the author attests: he may well
have had the memory without which "La Verdad Sobre Mi Aventura" might have
been purely perishable journalism, a sketchy account impervious to narrative
exploitatíon. On the other hand, if the author's prefatory praise for Velasco is
taken as a literary device, it performs the more subtle function of fusing the
coUaborators into a single narrator, with García Márquez effatíng himself by, in
effect, reportíng himself as a kind of earnest, helpfully skeptical, stenographer.
Finally, Smith's characterizatíon of the literary journalist as a willful "usurper"
complements Williams' characterization of the role Gartía Márquez played while
interviewing Velasco, that of "a fiction writer disguised as a joumalist," a
description which implies a tension—if not a conflict—between the roles of
novelist and joumalist. This tension, in turn, implies a relationship between
author and subject conducted under the shadow of a kind of narrative
opportunism that Smith suggests is "endemic to literary journalism."27
Williams paints the García Márquez of Relato as a kind of literary
opportunist, and Smith suggests that such opportunism is endemic to the genre,
while García Márquez, though having listened with the intensity of a
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psychiatrist, describes himself as a kind of stenographer, a parasite on the
narrative genius of lús subject. In this chapter, however, a more subtie and more
supple paradigm wiU be suggested. According to this paradigm, Relato de un
náufrago can be interpreted as a coUaborative narrative in which Velasco found in
García Márquez a satisfactory repository for his deepest need to tell, and as if
García Márquez, in tum, found in Velasco a subject worthy of his own ability to
tell. This need and this ability are given free play in the sort of protracted
interview sessions long regarded as a legitimate tool of literary or "new"
joumalism, in which a reporter seeks to step beyond accounts of behavior into
reports of the consciousness of his or her subject. This coUaborative project
presents us with a relationship subtie and complex enough to merit comparison
with the joint project of narration undertaken in the sort of psychoanalytic
dialogues described by Roy Schafer and the reformulation of psychoanaytic case
history as described by Donald P. Spence.^S
In order, however, to avoid building our interpretation on quicksand, it is
necessary to confront the reasonable doubts which accrue to a reading of Gartía
Márquez's daim in the Relato preface that
En 20 sesiones de seis horas diarias, durante las cuales yo
tomaba notas y soltaba preguntas tramposas para detectar
[las] contradicciones [en la historia de Velasco], logramos
reconstruir el relato compacto y verídico de sus diez días en
el mar. (8)
If one chooses not to believe García Márquez's claim that he spent twenty,
six-hour sessions with Velasco, one is left with the uncomfortable possibility that
the author extends his art by sly untruths in interviews. Yet there is certainly
reason to be cautious about the figure of twenty six-hour days (180 interview
hours), given the chronology of dates of publicatíon of the Velasco stories
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presented by Gilard {Vol. 2 : 96-97). If, as impUed in the preface, tiie sailors were
swept overboard on February 28, and if Velasco was lost at sea for ten days, his
arrival on the coast would have been on March 9. Gartía Márquez's first news
report on the survival appeared on March 12. This leaves twenty-three days
untíl the publicatíon of the first chapter of the text on April 5. Considering tíie
events described in the Relato preface, including Velasco's hospital stay and his
commercial endorsements, it would be more than easy to assume that he could
not possibly have presented himself at the offices of El Espectador before March
19, leaving at most sixteen days of interview time before the publicatíon of the
first installment, disregarding writíng time. Yet these hypothetical sixteen days
can be reduced even further. García Márquez filed a March 24 dispatch on
Velasco's return to Bogotá. Since it would have been impossible to begin the
protracted interviews before this date, we are left with only eleven available days.
Add to this the statement in the preface that Velasco spent several weeks
sequestered in a naval hospital (8), and the figure of 180 interview hours seems
patently absurd.
Until the apparent discrepancy between the Gilard chronology and García
Márquez's statement is explained, it remains possible—indeed, some would say
probable—that WiUiams's characterization of the reporting/writing process (the
author working within the broad outlines of a basically true story) is more
tenable than an alternative characterization to be presented here: that the text
represents a collaboration undertaken on the basis of the technique of the
protracted interview common among so-called new journalists in the United
States. Nonetheless, it seems prudent to consider the possibility that Relato de un
náufrago represents something more than a feat of literary ventriloquism. While
the figure of 180 hours seems unrealistic, this chapter will proceed on the
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assumptíon that there was enough substantial interview time to constitute a
collaborative narratíve, if not to support the author's claim that all the
"informatíon" came from his source.

The Need to Tell
The eventual establishment of a more reliable notíon of the nature of the
García Márquez-Velasco interviews is necessary for its comprehension as a
joumalistic achievement. It is also necessary for a more complete understanding
of the nature of its fictionalization. A reading of the text as a coUaboratíve
narrative would enjoy support from proof that the coUaboration was actual.
However, our reading of the text as a collaborative narratíve does not depend on
such proof. It is of no cmcial consequence for its use as a literary artifact. The
reader has the luxury, at least provisionally, of straddling the fence. It is
thematically irrevelant whether the relation between reporter and subject set
forth in the preface represents the factual reality of an actual working
relatíonship or the moral, s)mibolic reality of one invented as a literary device. 29
What the reader knows about the kind of author/subject relationship that
actually obtains in a journalistic venture (such as that described in the preface)
may be used to illuminate as a narrative device the author/reporter relationship
in Relato. The text, therefore, can be read either as a literal instance of the human
need to tell or as a fictional study of said need—a profound need which White
suggests may be satisfied by narrative itself:
Far from being a problem . . . narrative might well be
considered a solution to a problem of general human
concem, namely, the problem of how to translate knowing
into telling... [N]arrative is a metacode, a human universal
on the basis of which transcultural messages about the
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nature of shared reality can be transmitted. Arising, as
Barthes says, between our experience of the world and our
efforts to describe that experience in language, narrative
"ceaselessly substitutes meaning for the straightforward
copy of the events recounted." And it would foUow, on this
view, that the absence of narrative capacity or a refusal of
narrative indicates an absence or refusal of meaning itself.^O
Viewed in the light of this quotation, the relationship between Velasco and
García Márquez might be described as that between a professional who
translates into telling that which the amateur knows. But the the translation of
knowing into telling, as Spence and Schafer (speaking from the practice of
psychoanalysis) remind us, is not a simple linear process. In constructing
narratives, the telling can shape—can, in fact, constitute—the knowing.
Accounts of the past are shaped by present needs, by the constíousness of the
moment. Viewed in the light of psychoanalytic works which place emphasis on
life narratives, the joumalistic paradigm of the protracted interview can be
treated as if

it were a dialogue between an analyst and an analysand. With

respect to a reading of Relato de un náufrago our purpose in maintaining this
metaphor is two-fold: (a) to isolate techniques from the protracted interview that
give rise to fictionalization by means of the collaborative narrative, and (b) to
speculate on what might have been at stake for the historical protagonist of
Relato, Luis Alejandro Velasco, in terms of the protracted interview as a possibly
therapeutic encounter. In order to instigate the first of these projects, a few
general comments are in order.
Gilard has observed that "The work of García Márquez the joumaUst
deserves to be known in its totality not only for the valuable data it contributes to
the illumination of the literary work but for its intrinsic value."3i And Williams
has written that more consideration should be given to the journalism "per se" of
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García Márquez (117). If this is tme, it might be well to ask if the study of the
joumalism of Gartía Márquez, per se, for its intrinsic value, must not indude an
interest in the veradty, or referential validity, of these joumalistíc texts, which is
to say, an interest in their reportorial functíon and in the performance of Gartía
Márquez as a reporter of fact. Treatíng specific texts within the context of the
journalistíc conventions in which they were produced, such an approach seeks to
understand not what superior literary talent takes from joumalism but what it
brings to joumalism. At the core of this approach is an interest in how narrative
ingenuity can flourish within the shadow, if not the binding interdict, of
historical actuality, for it is likely that we will attain a better understanding of
García Márquez's literary achievement in a joumalistic context if we understand
when we may hold him accountable as a reporter of fact, and the extent to which
he worked under ordinary constraints of actuality. It seems a simple truth that
the practical impossibility of testing the referential value of every textual
utterance does not eliminate the theoretical desirability or feasability of so testing
some utterences of some texts, nor does it eliminate the necessity of raising
historical accuracy as an issue in the criticism of that literature which makes a
direct daim on our attention as títizens (that is, literature which might, literally
or figuratively, affect how we vote).

We need not be cloddish in pursuit of

historical truth ("Just the facts, ma'am") in order to sympathize with the idea that
we need a dearer critical notion of what we mean when we say that a given text,
especially an ostensibly joumalistic text, is "fictionalized"; that we need a better
notion of genre; and that we need a deeper understanding of literary life on the
border between fact and fiction.
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Fictionalization and
the Joumalistic "I"
Discarding the possibility of invention places the notion of fictionalization
in bas relief. As a matter of practical/acf, of course, eschewing the assumption of
inventíon leaves plenty of room for us to be duped. After all, the author can
always enter at the eleventh hour to say, "I made that up." Nevertiieless, such an
approach may in theoretical terms be profitable, if the flat assumptíon of
inventíon has blocked examination of how a text—Relato deun náufrago— may be
fictionalized in some of the joumalistícally legitímate ways to which we now tum
our attention.
As has been suggested, analyses of nonfictíon texts call for a more predse
definition of "fictionalization," at least to the point of clarifying whether by
"fictionalizatíon" the critic means "invention" in the sense proscribed by the
journalistic canon, e.g., whether the author's symbolic transformation of
documentary material indudes imaginary events. Relato de un náufrago can be
characterized as a nightmare symbolically transformed into an action-adventure
story. In a more fundamental sense, it can also be characterized as informatíon
provided by Velasco symbolically transformed into a narratíve voice invented by
Gartía Márquez. This voice and point of view are represented by what Malcolm
has called the "overreliable narrator":
Unlike the "I" of autobiography, who is meant to be seen as a
representation of the writer, the "I" of journalism is
connected to the writer only in a tenuous way—the way, say,
that Superman is connected to Clark Kent. The journalistic
"I" is an overreliable narrator, a functionary to whom crutíal
tasks of narration and argument and tone have been
entrusted, an ad hoc creation, like the chorus of Greek
tragedy. He is an emblematic figure, an embodiment of the
idea of the dispassionate observer of life. ^^
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Note that the authobiographical "I" is meant to be seen as a representation
of the writer. In reality, however, objective representation of the self, recollected,
as it were, in tranquility, is only an ideal, and in fact even the writer of an
autobiography, if competent, also must invent himself or herself as an
overreliable narrator. The overreliability, in essence, is manifest in a narrative
competence fueled by the proverbial wisdom of hindsight. The narrator can
achieve at least the appearance of omniscience (even when writíng in the first
person) simply through the fictive technique of seeming to think "on the spot,"
with a superhuman verbal agility usually reserved for, say, a Shakespearean
character performing a soliloquy. Most of us have had the experience, for
example, of later recounting an experience during which we were befuddled but
from which we were able to fashion an anecdote for the amusement of friends, a
narrative perhaps organized around the very theme of our original
l>efuddlement. We thereby make of ourselves overreliable narrators, as we
would make of ourselves overreliable narrators in a more explidtíy literary sense
by writing an autobiographical sketch in which both our memories and our
points of view are enriched by, say, having had research access to personal letters
unavailable at the time of the experiences being recalled. The coUaboration
between Velasco and García Márquez resulted in the joint production of this
overreliable narrator, an overreliability achieved by a division of labor: the sailor
reports, the writer writes.
During his ten days at sea, Velasco, stmggling against death, could hardly
have been a "dispassionate observer of life." With the help of Garda Márquez,
however, his reports of agony are successfuUy expressed in narrative structures
which provide the reader, safe in his armchair, with the tingly pleasure of
suspense. The joumalistic "I" is therefore just as much a fictive device as the
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fictional "I" insofar as it achieves for the protagonist-in-the-actíon a narratíve
competence only possible in retrospect. As was mentíoned in Chapter n , Robert
Sims has demonstrated how Relato de un náufrago, in certain important respects,
conceals the retrospectíve powers of Velasco. The text maintains the iUusion that
what we are reading issues directiy from the mouth of the protagonist-in-theactíon. The narrator as a protagonist immersed in the actíon is imbued with
superhuman powers of perceptíon by virtue of the narratíve fictíon that he can
think as clearly and profoundly during the action as he can later on, upon
reflection.33 And together, reporter and sailor create an overreliable narrator
through what is perhaps the most privileged structure of the joumalistic "I": the
license to invent the chronology of one's own thoughts.
To take one dramatic instance:
Velasco is dying of hunger when at last he manages to grab the live sea
gull. We have seen that he tried without success to eat it; along with his physical
difficulty with the bones and tough meat, the narrator reports feeling guilty:
according to him, it is considered a disgrace to eat a sea guU, traditionally
considered the sailor's best friend, a signal that land is not so far away. To
iUustrate the license of the joumalistic "I," it is only necessary to note that it is
unlikely that we will find important the question of whether Velasco felt this
shame at the time of the action, or whether it only occurred to him during one of
his sessions with García Márquez, perhaps only after the notion had been
suggested to him by the interviewer.
Lenient with respect to the chronology of mental and emotional states, we
grant to a work of nonfiction what we generally expect of a work of fiction: a
description of that unseen river of thought and feeling running continuously
through the consdousness of himian beings, the psychological reality that must
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remain all but hidden in most of daily life, but which \J

'cía

repeatedly revealed in novels—^namely, the deep, dark secref
When we speak of an overreliable narrator appearix.^
spot," with the verbal virtuosity of a Shakespearean character, we refer lo .
narrator's license to mbc reports of past action with reports of present thoughts, a
textual mix which renders the protagonist a superhuman actor-thinker. We take
the agile consciousness of this superhuman for granted in the novel—a genre
which owes much, if not most, of its vigor to the fascinating interplay between
private lives and the public world. But we are sometimes impressed (or
appalled) to find it in joumalistic texts, since the great bulk of daily reporting
with which the ordinary reader is familiar is necessarily—and perhaps wisely—
restricted to behavior. The subjective consciousness, which is expected of
fictional characters, is only glimpsed in daily and weekly press reports, where it
emerges mostiy in fragments of verbal behavior, recorded "quotes" attributed to
those strutting and fretting their moment upon the page.35 With this in mind, it
can be argued that a large part of what is called "fictionalization" in a nonfiction
text like Relato deun náufrago often points, not to invention, but to an exhaustive
description of a himian consciousness reconstmcted from protracted interviews
based on a virtual intimacy of reporter and subject.
A special, "technical" aspect of this virtual intimacy and of
"fictionalization" in a journalistic text is the transformation of actual speech—as
captured verbatím on a tape recorder—into prose. As it happens, García
Márquez did not use a tape recorder in his lengthy sessions with Velasco; Relato
deun náufrago is the written transformation into prose of speech recoUected by
the author with the aid of presumably copious notes. Yet it is relevant to the
present inquiry to dwell for a moment on the general question of the journalistic
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treatment of verbatím speech, since this treatment has relevance to García
Márquez's own notíon of the interview as a spedes of fictíon.36
Malcohn maintains that the translatíon of "tape-recorderese into English"
and the "major responsibility of tmstworthy quotatíon are in no way inimical"
but "fundamentally and detísively complementary." She gives an example from
her own joumalism of such a "translatíon," which renders forthright and
articulate the equivocating verbatím (tape-recorded) answer given by a
psychiatrist to a questíon Malcolm had posed about the possible innocence of a
certain convicted murderer.37 "AS everyone who has studied transcripts of taperecorded speech knows," writes Malcohn, "we all seem to be extremely reluctant
to come right out and say what we mean. ..." and "Moliére's M. Jourdain was
mistaken: we do not, after all, speak prose. . . . " This implies a journaUstíc
responsibility to "functíon as a writer rather than as a stenographer" (154,155).
Of course, there are highly artículate people whose transcribed speech does or
would read like prose.

But the speech of most of us, Malcolm says, is

characterized by "bizarre syntax, hesitations, circumlocutions, repetitions,
contradictíons and lacunae" (155), speech which the overreliable narrator can
plane, sand, trim and putty into written prose. If the nonfiction protagonist can
think like Hamlet amid the narrated action, he can as well speak like the Dane,
or, if his recorded speech points in a more modern directíon, like a Shavian
debator. In suggesting that the journalistic interview is a species of fictíon,
García Márquez, like Malcolm, directíy addresses the dubious role of the tape
recorder in his interview with Boncenne:
hay un problema relacionada con la utilizaciôn de la
grabadora de cinta. La mayoría de los periodistas, los que no
consideran la entrevista como una ficciôn, dejan obrar la
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grabadora de cinta y piensan que el respeto al que ellos
interrogan, consiste en retranscribir palabra por palabra lo
que dice. EUos no se dan cuenta de que este método de
trabajo es, en realidad, bastante irrespetuoso: Cuando se
habla, se vatíla, se desvía; se dice los disparates. Se habla y,
pretísamente, no se escribe. En cuanto a mí, la grabadora
sôlo debe servir para recoger los elementos que el periodista
selectíonará después, que interpretará y detídirá presentar a
su manera. En este sentido, es posible realizar una entrevista
de la misma manera como se escribe una novela o la poesía.
(55) 38

What García Márquez and Malcolm both allude to is not only the
necessary aesthetic polishing, but the shaping of a mass of verbal behavior into a
narratíve context. Yet it is doubtful that the journalistic interview—contrary to
what Gartía Márquez suggests—can be as free as a novelist's encounters with his
characters. The novelist can make his hero promote the poll tax one day, then
decide the next that it's better he abhor it: the journalist can make no such
change. As Malcolm suggests in another context, the reporter is a renter in a
house called Actuality; he can only rearrange the furniture, hang some pictures,
whereas the novelist, its owner, can, on a whim, raze that house and build
another (153). García Márquez, briUiant occupant though he was of Velasco's
house of Actuality, apparently remained a tenant.
We may press our case for the probability of a kind of fictionalization
consistent with the journalistic canon by focusing on an aspect of joumalistic
technique. Insofar as the collaboration between the sailor and the reporter
appears seamless, Relato deun náufrago can be viewed as one long quote rendered
as a first person monologue.39 Using this as a paradigm, we may approach a
characterization of the text as a journalistic reconstruction which employs a
particular kind of relation to the direct quote. Journalistically, the exact words
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spoken by Vdasco to Gartía Márquez—the dkect quote—can be handled in three
different ways:
(1) Relato de un náufrago can be approached as one long paraphrase. The
actual words are not Velasco's but the words that do appear are a paraphrase of
all the information that he submitted. At first glance, this would seem to be dose
to the characterization of the text made by the author himself, in his interview
with Lire. It is, however, an unproductive paradigm to apply to Relato, since it
implidtiy ignores the propensity of the "paraphraser" to narrate, that is to shape
the information by ordering it in a plot structure, and to discard informatíon
deemed, for whatever reason, to be unfit for the narratíve.
(2) The reconstructed quote as described by Malcolm. The speaker's
language is "cleaned up," and he is made to say what he means, rather than be
elliptícal. If Gartía Márquez is telling the historical truth about Velasco's power
of narrative, Relato may consist of a good deal of this sort of reconstruction,
basically a kind of grammatical and stylistic operation, an editing operation
designed for clarity.
(3) The construction of probable dialogue. This is prohibited according to
the canon of daiîy journalism and most magazine journalism. The tedmique is
employed in, for example, historical novels, in which the novelist reconstructs
probable dialogue based on the kind of conservation that could have taken place
between two people given what is known from other historical sources, such as
was done by Gartía Márquez himself in his narrative reconstruction of the life of
Simôn Bolívar. This sort of joumalistic reconstruction is also used in the popular
literary equivalents of the television docudramas (or the novels on which such
docudramas are based). There is, however, a less speculative form of probable
dialogue—that which has been employed by American journalists such as Gay
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Talese. In this Idnd of reconstmction, a reporter puts together dialogue based on
the recoUections of people who were actually present at a given scene that the
reporter wishes to describe in detail. Of course, the probable dialogue approach,
as a paradigm, would apply directiy to the reconstruction essayed in Relato only
if it were assumed that García Márquez were inventíng it all, or had access to
only "hearsay" accounts of the sailor's ten days at sea. The concept is introduced
here in order to suggest an extension of probable dialogue into a concept more
likely applicable to an understanding of Relato de un náufrago as a journalistíc
reconstmction. This is the concept of probable perception. This literary device
allows the narrator to retrospectívely feign perceptual knowledge he could not
have had, or did not have, or did not consdously acknowledge having, at the time
of the events being narrated.
There are various ways that the author can maneuver in this gray area
without resorting to outright invention. For example, on a certain day, the
narrator describes the weather.

It is perfectly likely, and joumalistícally

acceptable, that this perceptíon be reconstructed as a probable perception based
on retrospectíve research done on the weather conditions at the time. This is well
within the contractual rights of the overreliable narrator, concealing his
retrospective knowledge and research, and feigning a super-human memory.
This reconstruction would seem to be so probable that it would rest a good
distance away from "complete invention." Such a reconstruction would still be
well within the parameters of the coUaborative narrative, with its announced
commitment to the memory of the sailor. We move, however, a small step
toward "invention," although still within reconstruction when we consider the
notion of the juxtaposition of information. We are told that Luis Rengifro was a
sound sleeper and a loud snorer (12). A few pages later, the narrator makes a
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reference to this sense of snoring tranquility as he watches Rengifro swim toward
a raft after being cast overboard (24). The narrator is sure that Rengifro wiU
make it because of the calm he has shown in his sleep. Did Velasco make this
allusion? If he did, it is likely that he would live up to the praise heaped upon
him by the author: deep snoring as a metaphor for a calm, collected, even brave
attitude toward the vitíssitudes of existence. Still, if the author himself made the
connection, it would seem again to fall within the parameters of the collaboratíve
narrative and its superreliable performance, and it would be an instance of what
García Márquez refers to above as elaborating the sailor's story "de manera
literaria." A similar metaphor appears when the narrator, upon seeing a lowflying airplane, describes himself as waving at the plane as if he were greeting it
happily, rather than begging for help (35). Again, this might be an instance of
authorial interventíon: characterizing the wave in a manner that gave it a certain
irony, since we know that the sailor is not to be rescued.
But what about the appearance of the dead sailor Jaime Manjarres, whom
the narrator reports as having visited him on a daily basis? Of this reporting, one
núght first say that the journalistic "I" certainly allows the author to work within
the psychological reality of the sailor.

Indeed, the incorporation of the

retrospective narrator into the performer of the action would allow no
retrospective speculation about the actuality of the dead sailor. In the visit of
Jaime Manjarres it is of course possible to see the famous magical realism of the
author, and one might legitimately wonder if, at least in this case, the journalism
serves as workshop for the development of a literary device used later in his
work. On the other hand, the Uterary device later used might have been
spawned by the recoUection of what the "scientific" reader will regard as a
straight report of an hallutínation. The joumalistíc "I" permits the author not to
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have to play the role of the skeptíc since, ironically, a literal descriptíon of what
Velasco thinks he saw fits with the informatíve function of describing his
psychological state. As can be seen, for example, in the literary journalism of
V. S. Naipul, an author can report credulously on primitive customs and gods
about which he himself may be skeptical, so that the reader arrives at a kind of
anthropologist's empathy with the alien culture. This device is used by Gartía
Márquez in "La Marquesa de la serpiente.''^^

Of course, it would be of interest

to a study of the nature of "joumalistíc reconstructíon" to know whether Velasco
indeed reported that sighting of the dead shipmate. In this sense, we must keep
in mind that the owner of the house of Actuality—the subject—may indeed allow
the joumalist to alter the structure. Yet as we shall see in Chapter VI, in our
description of the literature of fact, a critic interested in journalistic
reconstruction need not stand in horror of an instance of outright invention.

Virtual Intimacy
It will be useful to examine further the nature of this collaborative
interdependency from a joumalistic point of view. Speaking of real people as
protagorústs, Malcohn alludes to "a crutíal element of the transformation from
Ufe to literature that the masters of the nonfiction genre achieve." It is "the
writer's identíficatíon with and affection for the subject, without which the
transformatíon cannot take place" (96).
This identíficatíon is usually manifest in a working relatíonship in which
the reporter becomes a virtual friend, the most sympathetic, but at the same time,
the most disinterested of Usteners, like a teacher with a student or an analyst with
a patient. Joseph Mitchell, whose own literary journaUsm has set a standard for
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the genre in the United States, describes his notíon of the author/subject relatíon
as foUows:
My whole idea of reporting—particularly reporting on
conversation—^is to talk to a man or woman long enough
under different circumstances . . . untíl, in effect, they reveal
their inner selves . . . I can't really write about anybody untíl
they speak what I caU the "reveaJing remark" or the revealing
anecdote of the thing that touched them. I've often
deliberately tried to find those things. You're trying to
report, at the beginning without knowing it, the unconstíous
as well as the constíousness of a man or woman.^^
It wUl be weU to compare these remarks with what we are told in Relato de
un náufrago and elsewhere about the circumstances in which the text was
written. Mitchell speaks as a New Yorker writer with the freedom to choose his
own subjects and the time to patientiy await their revelations. Gartía Márquez
was already known to his newspaper employers as a young reporter with
literary talent. Yet by his own accoimt in the Relato preface, it was not at his
writerly leisure that he found Velasco, nor did he choose his subject. It was as a
reporter of fact (doubling as a fUm critic), not as a writer toying with grist for the
miU, that Gartía Márquez deigned to Usten to the famous young castaway who
arrived in the offices of El Espectador one day in March of 1955 to sell his story.
As a staff member of a major liberal opposition newspaper, García Márquez
listened cynically. Velasco had been sequestered for several weeks in a naval
hospital, and had been penmtted to speak only with "reporters of the regime."
From a journaUstic point of view the hero was "stale news." He had been
offidaUy lauded, made patriotic speeches on the radio and appearances at beauty
contests, and had sold his services in commercials for shoes and watches. The
author thinks it is likely the sailor wiU say anything for money {Relato 8). In
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view of the official press censorship of the tíme, it is prudent to assume that
among the oppositíon press there núght have been the sense that Velasco, his
very real heroism notwithstanding, was a kind of tainted witness to history
trotted out by the Rojas PiniUa dictatorship. Clearly, the author felt littíe
"identíficatíon with and affection for his subject." On a a hunch that something
would come of it, however, García Márquez's boss, GuiUermo Cano, editor,
accepted Velasco's offer and put the reporter to work on the story {Relato, 8).
Yet one interesting similarity emerges in the joumaUstic projects described
by Joseph Mitchell and by the García Márquez who claims to have spent 180
hours interviewing his narrative alter-ego. Both play a role analogous to that of a
psychoanalyst helping a patient construct or reconstruct life narratives. It is not
surprising that Gartía Márquez says he listened to Velasco "in the manner of a
psychoanalyst." The analogy between reporter and subject, on the one hand, and
between psychoanalyst and analysand, on the other, is useful: both relationships
involve the shared construction of life histories of one of the participants
(analysand or subject) through a kind of lopsided dialogue in which data are
coUected by the testing of tentative narrative assumptions. The reporter, like the
analyst with his analysand, helps his subject with probing and challenging
questions and comments, to constmct narratives, life stories. These life stories, or
narratives, are inevitably shaped by the artistic and/or reportorial interests of the
journalist, just as psychoanalytic narratives are shaped by the therapeutic and/or
cultural interests or assumptions of the analyst.
Of course, this analogy applies mainly to the sort of protracted (formal
and informal) interview relationships impUed in the quote from Joseph Mitchell
and daimed by García Márquez as his working relationship with Velasco. It
does not apply to the sort of hit-and-run interview characteristic of daUy
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joumalism, in which the reporter and subject come not to share, and to create
novel narratíves, but to trade, working under the auspices of general and
generally unspoken narrative assumptions, with the subject, say, offering
valuable space-fiUing information in exchange for free pubUdty.
A qualification of the analogy as it relates specifically to Relato de un
náufrago wiU be instructíve. In a sense, journalist and analyst are engaged in
studying, respectívely, their subjects and their analysands, as these subjects and
analysands, in joumalistic interview and analytic dialogue, both discover and
invent themselves as instítutíons. In the analytíc enterprise all the life history of
the patient is theoreticaUy adirússible as evidence, as it is theoretically admissible
in the journalistic enterprise, insofar as it aspires to be a literature of fact.
However, the comparatively narrow nature of the treatment of Velasco in Relato
de un náufrago should be noted. In conventional terms, he is a flat character. This
judgment implies a certain assumption: In seeking as protagonists subjects from
the real world, the journalist, unlike the fiction writer, must simply recognize
that "most people don't make good subjects for joumalists" (Malcolm 122). Such
nonfiction "naturals" as murderer Perry Smith in Capote's In Cold Blood or the
inteUectual dereUct in Joseph Mitchell's Joe Gould's Secret, are, in a sense, able to
do the writer's work for him through their own spedal brand of self-invention
(Malcolm 96). Velasco, of course, is not the same self-inventing sort as Perry
Smith and Joe Gould; in Relato, he is of interest rather as a prototype of a man
fighting to survive.^2
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TheNeed
To Be Believed
Velasco, unUke certain nonfiction "naturals," emerges not as a great selfinventor, an interestíng philosophizer of himself. Instead, as a prototype of a
man fightíng to survive, his narratíve, transposed into analytic terms, emerges as
a kind of spedfic case history: he is like the patíent who seeks psychotherapy not
to dedpher lús ultimate concems, but to recondle himself to a partícular trauma.
In this working relationship, García Márquez is better understood, not as a
fiction writer disguised as a joumalist but as a journaUst disguised as a
psychiatrist—and a psychiatrist of a partícular stripe. If Velasco is a patíent
seeking to understand his relation to a particular trauma, Gartía Márquez is the
psychiatric social worker with a caseload of convicted criminals whose truth
daims he is compelled to test more directiy, in the manner of a detective, than his
more insulated coUeagues in private practice.

As an agent of a news

organization, connected to a public institution, García Márquez is compelled to
mediate most overtiy between the private interests of his subject-analysand and
the public interest of sodety at large.^^ Where the private analyst may pose to
the analysand questions designed to expose or delve beneath apparent
contradictions in the patient's necessary invention of himself as an institution,
Gartía Márquez poses, among other types, "trick" questions designed to expose
logical contradictions in his subject's account of a specific traumatic experience,
his struggle for survival, alone, at sea. In a sense, the project undertaken in
Reîato's arresting but straightforward narrative is a fundamental project to which
fictíon aspires: to make reaUty real, to reclaim for reality and for reason an
experience and an event which núght otherwise have remained, respectívely, a
nightmare for the subject and a mystery to society. The nightmare/mystery is
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reclaimed for reality, specifically the social reality of Colombia in 1955, by
transforming it into an actíon-adventure story.^
When García Márquez says that, listening, he knew where the gaps in
Velasco's story lay "from a literary point of view," this can be taken to mean gaps
in data that ntight threaten the coherence, and therefore the verisimilitude, of the
narrative. It is important to keep in mind, however, that such gaps do not exist
in the verbal reports of the sailor, but appear only insofar as the lack of certain
information is felt by the author to impede the testing of narrative possibiUties he
himself is generating. Such narrative possibilities, when crudely exploited,
expose the narrator, especially the joumalist, to the common charge of "being
biased" or "operating under preconceived notions." Yet if bias can be defined as
operating under the sway of an unexamined narrative assumption, the
exploitation of narrative possibility might be defined as its opposite: the open
generation and open testing of preconceptions which are viewed as narrative
hypotheses.^5
At any rate, in dosing such gaps by eliciting more information or by
discarding narrative possibUities, Gartía Márquez, as a reporter of fact, may have
been playing off the idea, in the words of Hayden White,
that the very distinction between real and imaginary events,
basic to modern discussions of both history and fiction,
presupposes a notion of reality in which "the true" is
identified with "the real" ônly insofar as it can be shown to
have the character of narrativity. ("Value of Narrativity" 6)
Yet the sense of reality to which Relato de un náufrago speaks may be
something at once more general and fundamental, something alluded to by
White himself in his suggestion, quoted earlier, that narrative is a solution to the
basic problem of translating knowing into telling. At this juncture it is possible to
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speculate on the nature of the "spedfic trauma," from which Velasco, viewed as a
patíent, might have suffered: the dislocation of his basic sense of reality, a
security we enjoy only in proportíon to our abiUty to exchange verbal reports of
our separate sensory apprehensions of the world, and our success in having our
reports verified or believed by others. In terms of simple verificatíon of ordinary
objects in space, a common sense arrived at by consensus is not usually
threatened; with respect to reports of events in time, historical events, the
situation is more problematíc, since verbal rep)orts of historical events cannot be
directíy verified in space, a fact that forever iUustrates the precarious relatíon of
language to reaUty, and the sometimes maddening degree to which we depend
on language to reify reality. To have had an extraordinary experience alone
would inspire a rather more urgent need to have our account of that reality
reified into a telling narrative, and believed. Thus viewed, the true dimax of
Relato de un náufrago arrives when Velasco, at last washed ashore, hears the
friendly query of the first human being who has addressed him in ten days:
Cuando oí su voz me di cuenta de que más que la sed, el
hambre y la desesperaciôn, me atormentaba el deseo de
contar lo que me había pasado. (79)
The thirst to tell, however, is never entirely slaked. As our desire to see
Velasco safely to shore is artfuUy frustrated by the narrative development of the
sailor's concern at the beginning of the swim with saving the reUgious medallion,
so now our desire to see his thirst to teU quenched is also frustrated:
Una de las mujeres fue a la cocina, trajo una ollita de la
canela hervida y se sentô al borde de la cama, a darme
cucharadas. Con las primeras gotas me sentí desesperado.
Con las segundas sentí que recobraba el ánimo. Entonces ya
no queria beber mas, sino contar lo que me había pasado.
(81)
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But nobody on this obscure part of the Colombian coast has heard of the
tragedy of the Caldas.
Varias veces insistí en contar lo que me había pasado.
Impasibles, los cuatro hombres y las otras dos mujeres
permanecían a los pies de la cama, mirándome. Aquello
paretía ima ceremonia. De no haber sido por la alegría de
estar a salvo de los tiburones, de los numerosos peligros del
mar que me habían amenazado durante diez días, habría
pensado que aquellos hombres y aquellas mujeres no
pertenetían a este planeta. (81)

It is, however, the sailor who has but a tenuous footing on this planet.
Viewed historically, Velasco's intense need to tell was crudely exploited, not
satisfied, in the weeks that foUowed his triumphant retum to sotíety. He became
a coddled pawn of the govemment, a shiU for commertíal interests, a curiosity
for the media {Relato 7,8). If the protracted interview did take place, it must have
been a great reUef to the sailor to find in Gartía Márquez a true Ustener with the
critical sympathy of an analyst. Yet to bring closure, as it were, to the need to
tell, it is the reader who must supply an image of his or her own attentive
listening. Keeping in mind the comment of Edward Hoagland that reading a
book is like being talked to alone by one person for a long time, the reader must
imagine granting or refusing to grant to Velasco relief not only from his
tormenting desire to tell, but, more importantly, from his desire to be believed.
After all, although our sanity depends on at least pretending that we share a
common reality, we are routinely imconvinced by the reports of others. Upon
his retum, Velasco finds a few skeptics in the crowd, and his final words are
defensive:
Algunas personas me dicen que esta historia es una
invenciôn fantástica. Yo les pregunto: Entonces, ^qué hice
durante mis diez días en el mar? (88)
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CHAPTERV
THE SENSATIONAL FACT
AS LITERARY CONTRABAND

Introduction
While the previous chapters have offered interpretations (called
"readings"), this chapter is a "reading" which also offers a theory. The theory has
to do with informatíon which is liable to be treated "sensatíonally," informatíon
which can be isolated textually or thematícaUy as a "sensatíonal fact."46 A
sensatíonal fact is any violation of a cultural canon; it is that information which
we might be disposed to treat as good gossip, or the kind of unusual event that
counts as "news." Sensatíonalism is a pitfall endemic to journalism, but in
advandng our theoretical interest with respect to Relato de un náufrago, we wiU
show that a sensatíonal fact in the text is not treated sensationally. On the
contrary, the sensatíonal fact in Relato deun náufrago is deployed as one element
in a narratíve that endures as a story. In science, the antídote for sensatíonaUsm is
explanatíon; in Uterature, it is narratíve, which is a form of interpretatíon.^^ Our
theory contends that sensationalism is nothing less than a flight in panic from
interpretatíon—a flight from what Bruner calls the "narrative comprehension" of
violations of a cultural canon.^^
In proposing a theory, we are proposing a scheme by which a great many
texts can be approached. Insofar as this theory is a literary theory, it proposes a
way of approaching texts that can even be presented as a part of nothing less
than a philosophy of life. This is a modest claim, of course, since suggesting
phUosophies of life is one of the workaday chores of any teacher of Uterature, at
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whatever level, the prevalence of technical readings of texts notwithstanding.
Yet this hope can perhaps be stated in even more humble terms. The theory
hinges on a piece of jargon—"the sensatíonal fact"—which we hope would
fadUtate a certain interestíng kind of normative reading of texts. By "normatíve"
is meant critícal conversations centered around one or more agreed-upon terms.
Of course, the jargon might be employed simplistícally to reduce a work to a base
element. But those able to use the term self-constíously can take it and rim with
it untíl such time as it no longer seems to facilitate the conversation. In what
follows, it wiU be demonstrated that the "sensational fact" can facilitate the
beginiúng of a useful conversatíon about Relato de un náufrago.^^

An Inventory of Literary Contraband
Chapter n referred in passing to the "more general sensational fact" of the
survival of the saUor. This "more general" sensational fact has relevance to our
analysis in terms of what endures as a story, but it does not comprise the
sensational fact which is described metaphorically as literary contraband. In
Chapter I, the discussion touched upon the sensational facts which had
historical and poUtical implications. These sensational facts are set forth in the
Relato preface:
La segunda sorpresa la tuve al cuarto día de trabajo, cuando
le pedí a Luis Alejandro Velasco que me describiera la
tormenta que ocasionô el desastre. Consciente de que la
dedaradôn vaUa su peso en oro, me replicô, con una sonrisa:
"Es que no había tormenta." Así era: los servicios
meterolôgicos nos confirmaron que aquél había sido uno
más de los febreros mansos y diáfanos del Caribe. La verdad,
nunca publicada hasta entonces, era que la nave dio un
bandazo por el viento en la mar gruesa, se soltô la carga mal
estibada en cubierta, y los ocho marineros cayeron al mar.
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Esa revelatíôn implicaba tres faltas enormes: primero, estaba
prohibido transportar carga en un destructor; segundo, fue a
causa del sobrepeso que la nave no pudo maniobrar para
rescatar a los náufragos, y tercero, era carga de contrabando:
neveras, televisores, lavadoras. Estaba claro que el relato,
como el destructor, Uevaba también mal amarrada una carga
política y moral que no habíamos previsto. (9)
This is the literary contraband in the text. Unless otherwise indicated,
"sensational fact" or "Uterary contraband" wiU be used here to refer to the four
sensational facts Usted by Gartía Márquez: the fact that there was no storm; the
fact that the ship was iUegally carrying cargo; the fact that the cargo was
contraband; and the fact that the contraband prevented maneuvers necessary to
rescue the sailors. The truth of these assertions wiU not be debated, but wiU
only assert that they constitute sensational reports which present a danger to
"narrative comprehension." Before outiining the theory, however, it is necessary
to make a careful inventory of this textual contraband, the better to understand
the subtiety of its relatíon to the narratíve as a whole.
[1] The contraband appears in descriptions which are part ofaction narratives.
[a] Escuché el reloj durante un minuto, aproximadamente.
Ramôn Herrera no se movía. Calculé que debía faltar un
cuarto para las doce. Dos horas para Uegar a Cartagena. El
buque paretíô suspendido en el aire un segundo. Saqué la
mano para mirar la hora, pero en ese instante no vi el brazo,
ni la mano, ni el reloj. No vi la ola. Sentí que la nave se iba de
todo y que la carga en que me apoyaba se estaba rondando.
(21)
[b] Tratando de salir a flote, nadé hatía arriba por espatío de
uno, dos, tres segundos. Seguí nadando hacia arriba. Me
faltaba aire. Me asfixiaba. Traté de agarrarme a la carga, pero
ya la carga no estaba alU. (21)
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[2] Mention ofthe contraband is slipped in "without syntactic fuss,"^ appearing
in the in the shadaw ofan opening sentence of deep foreboding.
(c) La inquietud [which has been inspired by the storm
scene in the movie The Caine Mutiny he and some fellow
sailors have seen in Mobile] me durô toda la semana. El día
del viaje se aproximaba con alarmante rapidez y yo trataba
de infundirme seguridad en la conversaciôn con mis
compafteros. El A.R.C. "Caldas" estaba listo para partir.
Durante esos días se hablaba con más insistencia de nuestras
familias, de Colombia y de nuestros proyectos para el
regreso. Poco a poco iba cargando el buque con regalos que
traíamos a nuestras casas: radios, neveras, lavadores y
estufas, espetíalmente. Yo traía una radio. (12)
The logic by which the contrabcind appears in [c] is a narratíve logic which
links the contraband to the foreboding in a way that foreshadows the tragedy.
The degree to which the foreshadowing is explicit depends on the sort of
information the reader has. The reader of the book text has the preface. The
reader of the newspaper series, depending on his or her foUowing of the case
from other sources, may have had other textual or gossip sources, as well as the
politcal savvy required of those under a dictatorship who are determined to
tiiink freely while speaking circimispectly.
[3] The contraband is again linked to the tragedy, this time buried in what we may
call a kind ofhuman interest description of the last hours ofa particular sailor.
[d] A las tres de la madrugada del 24 de febrero zarpô al
A.R.C. "Caldas" del puerto de Mobile, rumbo a Cartagena.
Todos sentíamos la felicidad de regresar a casa. Todos
traíamos regalos. El cabo primero Miguel Ortega, artiUero,
parecía el más alegre de todos. Creo que ningún marinero
ha sido nunca más juicioso que el cabo Miguel Ortega.
Durante sus ocho meses en Mobile no despilfarrô un dôlar.
Todo el dinero que recibiô lo invirtiô en regalos para su
esposa, que le esperaba en Cartagena. Esa madrugada,
cuando nos embarcamos, el cabo Miguel Ortega estaba en el
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puente, precisamente hablando de su esposa y sus lújos, lo
cual no era una casualidad, porque nunca hablaba de otra
cosa. Traía una nevera, una lavadora automátíca, y una radio
y una estufa. Doce horas después el cabo Miguel Ortega
estaría tumbado en su litera, muriéndose del mareo. Y
sesenta y dos horas después estaría muerto en el fondo del
mar. (13-14)
[4] There is an implied criticism of the naval officers for failing to cut the cargo
loose.
[e] —A la hora que manden cortar cabos para que la carga
se vaya al agua, yo soy el primero en cortar [dijo Ramon
Herrera]. (21)
[f] Yo también pensaba que de un momento o otro
ordenarían cortar las amarras de la carga. Es lo que se Uama
"zafarrancho de aligeramiento." Radios, neveras y estufas
habrían caído al aqua tan pronto como hubieran dado el
orden. Pensé que en ese caso tendría que bajar al dormitorio,
pues en la popa estábamos seguros porque habíamos
logrado aseguramos entre las neveras y las estufas. Sin ellas
nos habría arrastrado la ola. (20)
[g] "Van a dar la orden de cortar la carga,' pensé. Pero la
orden fue otra, dada con una voz segura y reposada:
Personal que transita en cubierto, usar salvavidas." (21)
[5] The contraband is woven into a paragraph of slightly stronger
foreboding and is tied to the direct denial that there was a storm, the official expîanation
of the tragedy.
[h] Ramôn Herrera estaba recogiendo unos cartones para
cubrirse con ellos y tratar de dormir. Con el movimiento era
imposible descansar en los dormitorios. Las olas, cada vez
mas fuertes y altas, estallaban en la cubierta. Entre las
neveras, las lavadores y las estufas, fuertemente aseguradas
en la popa, Ramôn Herrera y yo nos acostamos, bien
ajustados, para evitar que nos arrastrara una ola. Tendido
boca arriba yo contemplaba el tíelo. Me sentía más tranquilo,
acostado, con la seguridad de que dentro de pocas horas
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estaríamos en la bahía de Cartagena. No había tempestad; el
día estaba perfectamente daro, la visibilidad era completa y
el cielo estaba profundamente azul. Ahora ni siquiera me
apretaban las botas, pues me las había cambiado por unos
zapatos de caucho después de que entregué la guardia. (19)
In this last passage [h], there is a strictly textual narratíve logic to the
negatíve dedaration about the lack of a storm. In an earlier passage, the narrator
mentions a dangerous listíng of the ship, with a possible allusion to large waves,
which might portend bad weather (18). Therefore, he might feel the need to
emphasize the clear weather. Yet it would not be unreasonable to read an extratextual politícal logic, a statement of protest, into the the lines that begin "No
había tempestad," especiaUy in view of daily reporter Gartía Márquez's straight
account of the govemment explanation of the tragedy, which appeared in El
Espectador on March 30 {Vol 3 :554-559). 51
[6] The dramatic description of the sailor's first moments alone in the water
pushes the contraband into the forefront of the reader's consciousness (Robert Sims
159).52
[i] Mi primera impresiôn fue la de estar absolutamente solo
en la nútad del mar. Sosteniéndome a flote vi que otra ola
leventaba contra el destructor, y que éste, como a 200 metros
del lugar que me encontraba, se precipitaba en un abismo y
desaparecía de mi vista. Pensé que se había hundido. Y un
momento después, confirmando mi pensanúento, surgieron
en tomo a mí numerosas cajas de la mercantía con que el
destructor había sido cargado en MobUe. Me sostuve a flote
entre cajas de ropa, radios, neveras y toda clase de utensUios
domésticos que saltaban confusamente, batídas por las ojas.
No tuve en ese instante ninguna idea precisa de lo que
estaba sucediendo. Un poco atolondrado, me aferré a una de
las cajas flotantes y estúpidamente me puse a contemplar el
mar. (22)
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[7] The assertion about the clarity of the weather concludes the paragraph just
quoted. Combined with the visual awareness of the contraband, it binds together the two
elements of the literary contraband.
[]] El día era de una daridad perfecta. Salvo el fuerte oleaje
producido por la brisa y la mercancía dispersa en ía
superficie, no había nada en ese lugar que pareciera un
naufragio. (22)
References to the sensatíonal fact appear only ten tímes in the entire text.
Yet, woven into the text with what might be described as a kind of narratíve
cunning, the sensatíonal fact appears in contexts which encourage a subUminal
awareness of its significance. This literary contraband represents a paradox: its
historical weight belies its textual triviaUty. Resolving this paradox requires
explaining the weight of the sensational fact paradoxically by demonstratíng its
triviality as informatíon ensconced and deployed in what endures as a story.53
This sensational fact belies the official govemment version of the Caldas
tragedy—that blame could be laid on a storm. But it does so—recalling the
Chapman terminology exarrúned in Chapter n—by using descriptions in passing,
e.g., descriptions which do not assert, of which nothing is made. There is a
rationale for this. The government version of the historical truth cannot be
countered by simply another version of historical truth. The sensational fact
cannot be thrown directly into the face of the dictatorship. History is written by
those in power. The version of the lone voice cannot be weighed directly against
the version of the offitíal voice.54 Yet, deployed in a narratíve with which, on
the whole, the official voice must agree, the "subliminal" reports of the
sensatíonal fact draw blood.
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The Sensational Fact:
Its Sotíal and Joumalistic Matrix
Our task is to exploit the existence of tiiis literary contraband in order to
outline a theory of narrative. Since this theory has a special relevance to
joumaUstíc texts, it is appropriate to begin our discussion with a journalistíc
source. Alexander Cockbum aUudes to something of our sense of the sensatíonal
fact when he pinpoints the "need to teU" as the "psychopathology of joumalism."
Using the phrase figuratively, Cockbum begins by quoting from the memoirs of
the Victorian joumalist Henri de Blowitz, who refers to his "uncontroUable desire
to get to the bottom of sensational reports." De Blowitz discusses his role in what
he says was universally regarded in 1918 as one of the greatest scoops in the
history of journalism, "the publication, in the Times, of the Treaty of Berlin at the
very hour it was being signed in Berlin." Cockbum says that de Blowitz, though
proud of his efforts, remained puzzled about why this reportorial coup was
considered such a feat, and he quotes from the memoirs as foUows:
To have published an important document before anyone
else does not make you a great writer or even a great
joumaUst.. • Any joumaUst by profession might have done
what I did if he had said, "I will áo it," and had thought over
the ways of accomplishing his scheme. It was a feat in which
neither talent nor sdence stood for anything.
And Cockbum comments:
At the heart of de Blowitz's confusion was his difficulty in
confronting the fact that his sense of pleasure and triumph
was that of the gossip, the person first with the news,
suffused with the satisfaction of having slaked that
"uncontroUable desire to get to the bottom of sensational
reports." . . . But "gossip" (or even "mere gossip") is not one
of the terms of abuse generally acknowledged [in
journalism] . . . although gossip [in gossip columns] sells
papers, the actívity of gossip-mongering is stiU corralled off
as an actívity with which the "serious" joumalist should not
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concem himself. The reason is surely that gossip-mongering
is at the heart of the psychopathology of the trade, at the
center of that "uncontroUable desire" de Blowitz was talking
about. AU journalists worthy of the name are gossips, but
many of them find this simple urge, central to their calling,
too distasteful to recognize. They often prefer to turn matters
around and talk about "the pubUc's right to know" rather
than the joumalist's need to tell. The gossip's ambitíon is to
discover a secret and the gossip's triumph is to reveal that
secret, whatever treachery in the broaching of the secret may
be involved. (181-182) 55
Cockbum's remarks with respect to the "psychopathology" of joumalism
provide us with an excellent point of departure. But our departure should be
underlined as clearly as his point.

We insist that the aforementioned

"psychopathology," such as it is, does not Ue in the need to tell per se—surely a
universal need, according to our discussion of the coUaboratíve narrative in
Chapter IV—^but in the relation the teller has with the specific information that needs to
be told.

With this in mind, let us retum to de Blowitz's revealing remarks, the ones
in which it is assumed that one can get to the bottom of "sensational reports," a
notion which can be used to state clearly the assertion or moral axiom upon
which our theory of a sensatíonal fact is based: the notion that we can get to "the
bottom" of anything is a misleading and unproductive metaphor to the extent
that it dissolves responsibUity for interpretation. Therefore, we pejoratívely label
this notíon an "iUusion" because it preserves hope that there is such a thing as
"revealed tmth" or "immanent meaning" in any thing or any piece of informatíon
and discourages allegiance to a more pragmatic and productíve notíon of "truth"
as a compliment we pay to explanations or narratives that work for us. Our
theory, therefore, centers on a sensational fact defined pejoratively as that
information a writer must handle with interpretive tongs and treat with a
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jaundiced eye as potentíally dangerous narrative contraband.56 The sensatíonal
fact is informatíon that the teUer might be prone to treat "pathologicaUy" insofar
as he or she regards thetítíUatinginformatíon as having imminent meaning, i.e.,
a message so sensational that it seems to stand alone, as a revelatíon, in no need
of narratíve context. The sensatíonal fact should not be made to "speak for itself."
It must be spoken for, as an element, climactíc or otherwise, deployed in the
narratíve as a whole.57
The theory of the sensational fact posits a tension between two competing
notions: the notion that some information "speaks for itself" and the notion that
that notion is an iUusion, that the more sensational the information, the more it
must be spoken for. This tension seems to be nothing less than the tension
between a lingering desire for divine revelation, on the one hand, and, on the
other, an agnostic insistence on a human responsibility to generate plausible, if
not provable, explanations. This tension is Uluminated by a passage from Rorty.
Alluding to Sartre, Rorty could well be speaking of what we have called
"pathological" treatment of the sensational fact when he writes of
the notion of having reaUty unveiled to us, not as in a glass
darkly, but with some unimaginable sort of immediacy
which would make discourse and description superfluous. If
we could convert knowledge from something discursive,
something attained by continual adjustments of ideas or
words, into something as ineluctable as being shoved about,
or being transfixed by a sight which leaves us speechless,
then we should no longer have the responsibiUty for choice
among competing ideas and words, theories and
vocabularies... From Sartre's point of view, the urge to find
[epistemological necessity, or certainty] is the urge to be rid
of one's freedom to erect yet another alternative theory or
vocabulary. {Philosophy 335-336) 58
It wiU not suffice, however, for us to label an "iUusion" the notion that the
sensational fact "speaks for itself." It wiU be necessary to suggest a social matrix
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through which the iUusion is maintained. Therefore, in order to consider closely
a sense in which the sensational fact appears to "speak for itself," we shaU reduce
to a blunt message the awesome or mysterious sensatíon of reports which are
treatedas revelatíons.
A cultural canon involves both blunt statements of a prohibition or
cogiútíve expectation and a narratíve comprehension of its spedfic violatíons.
For example, the cultural canon prohibitíng certain kinds of homitíde recognizes
degrees of murder. AU of this—the justíficatíons and the implied narratíve
comprehensions of the violatíons—^is part of the verbal, explanatory justíficatíon
of the canon itself. Venturing somewhat beyond the canon in its strictly legal
and moral aspects, literature offers a narrative comprehension of both real and
imagined violations of the canon. These violations are examined in a narratíve
context which may take into account the intentional state of the violator or, as in
the case of Relato, may substitute for an "intentional state" a description of
behavior. Over decades or centuries these Uterary narrative comprehensions can
extend or modify the actual cultural canon. But their immediate function is to
provide an understanding of the nature of the violation, to put sensational facts
in a narratíve context.
Bruner shows how what we call the sensational fact is reclaimed for
culture through the making of narratives which have a "capacity for dealing
simultaneously with canonicality and exceptionality." And he refers to stories
being
designed to give exceptíonal behavior meaning in a manner
that impUcates both an intentíonal state in the protagonist (a
belief or a desire) and some canonical element in the culture
(national holiday, fundraiser, fringe nationalism). The
function of the story is to find an intentional state that
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mitigates or at least makes comprehensible a deviance from
a canonical cultural pattem. {Acts ofMeaning 47,49)
Thus, for example, many of the short stories of WiUiam Trevor are
"narratíve comprehensions" of the violation of the cultural canon prohibitíng
adultery, as that canon takes shape in England and Ireland.59 But the notion of
canonicality extends beyond norms of right and wrong behavior to a given
community's shared cognitive models of the ordinary, against which the
extraordinary must be measured or explained. Thus while persons permanently
bound to wheelchairs represent no violation of the moral order of our culture,
they might represent an "affront" to the cognitive norm of bipedal locomotion.
The curiosity of the normal walker about "what happened to them" is therefore
nothing "idle." On the contrary, it is a profound desire for a narrative
comprehension of what might be caUed this "cognitive" violation of the cultural
canon.^
The "Uterary" comprehension of a canonical violation may or may not seek
to justífy it.

The point is that both the cultural canon and the literary

comprehension of its violatíons are elaborate linguistic systems—explanations
designed for edification or persuasion. These narratíves or explanatory systems
are knowledge as Rorty, the pragmatist, roughly defines knowledge—evidence
of "the abiUty to get agreement by using persuasion rather than force."^^ Behind,
as it were, the "civilized" verbal systems which justify constraints on certain
behavior is the brute force by which it must be justified when agreement cannot
be attained by persuasion. With these concepts in mind, we can suggest that
sensatíonalism is the extíted recognitíon of the ever-present possibility of the use
of force as the final act of persuasion.
conjunctíon of a canon
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This possibility is implicit in the

Thou Shalt Not Commit Murder

with a report of its violatíon:
Mary shot John in the heart in cold blood.

This blunt binary opposition eschews the possibility of persuasion
represented by the verbal systems of justifications of a canon and a comprehesion
of its narrative violations; bringing to mind the possibUity of force, it implitítiy
treats the sensational fact as a revoluntionary threat to the canon.

The

sensational fact, treated as a revelation in and of itself, fairly shouts its
reactionary support for the cultural canon, but treated as the sociaUy sensatíonal
component of a complex of events and intentíons, it offers a more qualified but
doubtless stronger support for the canon or arguments for its dismantling
through a narratíve comprehension of its violations.^2 Therefore, insofar as the
sensational fact, treated sensatíonally, appears to "speak for itself," it shouts the
panicky truism that the Prohibitive Word has no weight against the Deviant
Deed. It represents the sociological equivalent of the cries of Chicken Little,
though it must be remembered that on occasion the sky—e.g., a particular social
order—is faUing down. The meta-message of these panicky reports is:
The justifications for the authority
on which social order is based are fragile fictions indeed.

This meta-message reflects what White identifies as the perception "at the heart"
of structuraUsm and what he calls the "absurdist" criticism of Derrida, Foucault,
et al, namely the perceptíon that
all cultural systems [are] products of the imposition of a
purely fictive meaning on an otherwise meaningless reality.
All meaning derives from language's power to bewitch
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intelligence with the promise of a mearúng that can always
be shown on analysis to be arbitrary and, ultimately,
spurious.63
Our theory takes this absurdist stance as an axiom. Yet it also asserts that
we hardly need arguments, absurdist or otherwise, to demonstrate the fragUity of
our "spurious" fictions. We need only witness or hear a sensational report of
some or other trangression of a canon in order to feel the earth tremble, to sense
that the sky is faUing. The fictions which justify social authority are fragUe to ihe
degree that people no longer believe them. The meaning of the verbal canon
depends on communal assent; it is derived from the response in good faith of
human beings to its signs.
We assert that canonical and cognitive law is fictional in the sense that it is
conventional and therefore theoretically provisional: there is always the
possibiUty of a better law, a better, or at least different, way of doing and seeing
things. The degree to which this assertion comes as a sudden revelation
depends on the degree to which the individual narrator conflates verbal
justifications for sotíal authority with reality itself, specifically with the reality of
authority as epitomized by force. As a normative endeavor, as a project which
prescribes rather than describes, our theory of sensationaUsm suggests that a kind
of maturity lies in no longer finding this meta-message sensational, e.g.,
frighteiúng, and in recognizing that a proper liberal balance between stability
and change depends on an interpretive consensus among groups and individuals
rather than on an ideal of "objective cognition" which imagines that some reports
relieve us of the obligation to interpret. It would not deny the force of certain
"causal truths," but it would, with Rorty, celebrate what we shall call "the
meaning of response" implied in Rorty's characterization of linguistic behavior
"as a way of grabbing hold of causal forces and making them do what we want,
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altering ourselves and our environment to suit our aspirations" {Objectivity 81). It
is tme that the psychotíc kiUer can act on this philosophy as easily as the saint.
But the denial of immanent meaning makes this nightmare no more probable
than the incantatíon of the belief tiiat Divine Law prohibits it. This philosophy
does not bring moral judgment for or against specific cultural canons—in a
democratic sodety, such judgments must be made on a case by case basis.
Instead, it argues for interpretation in the form of narrative comprehensions of
canonical violations.

It also recognizes, of course, that there may be no

knowledge in the form of agreement that we can share with, say, the psychotic
kUler, and that it may be finally necessary to justify the authority of the canon by
force.

The Sensational Fact of the Contraband,
Narrative Context, and Sotíal Authority
These reflections bring us finally to the relation of narrative and social
authority, and it is here that we shaU bring together some of Bruner's and White's
thoughts on narrative, Robert Sims's analysis of Relato de un náufrago, and our
theory of sensatíonalism. Sims writes at some length on the sensational fact of
the contraband, using as his point of departure the notion that Gartía Márquez
has always had a dual relation to power—a relation that includes the ostensibly
disparate desires to get dose to the center of power and to subvert it.
se vale de otra estrategia para penetrar y subvertir la
supuesta solidez de los hechos histôricos: asimilarlos al
universo de la fictíôn, transferirlos a un doble narrador... y
subvertirlos mediante la narratíôn. (155-156)
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Sims sees Relato de un náufrago as a politícal discourse placed in what
might be called a pseudo-innocent oppositíon to the military discourse—the
dictatorship's offitíal, presumably false, account of the reason for the tragedy.
According to our analysis in the previous section, the "raw sensationalism" of
Relato's literary contraband is outUned as foUows: the cultural canon violated by
the literary contraband is only superficially the assumption—presumably
embodied in Colombian naval regulations—that destroyers should be able to
effect necessary maneuvers to rescue castaways and that therefore (among other
reasons) warships should not carry domestic appUances and other non-essential
objects on deck. The reported contraband becomes sensational not from the
substance of its message but from the fact of its telUng. Contradicting the offitíal
version given by the dictatorship, it carries the message
The government is lying.
To the extent that a blatant Ue is viewed as evidence of vulnerabiUty, the
sensational fact of the reported contraband is a transgression of the cultural
canon
The dictatorship is invincible.
Therefore, the sensational fact translates into
The dictatorship is vuînerable.
According to our theory, a sensatíonal treatment of the literary contraband
would terminate and revolve around the blunt recognition of the canon {The
dictatorship is invincible) in conjunction with a blunt report of its violatíon {The
dictatorship is vulnerable). Yet Relato de un náufrago buries the sensational fact of
the contraband in a narratíve which is a diffusion of a more general sensatíonal
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fact: the survival of the sailor. When we suggested that insofar as there is a
"scientífic" dimension to Relato "the narrative serves to claim for reason a
mysterious, even ntiraculous event," we were speaking of the very mitígation to
which Bruner refers, the narratíve mitigation which makes a deviant event or
deviant behavior at least comprehensible. In the case of Relato as an "actíon text,"
the literary contraband is only one element of a narratíve which "comprehends"
what we have described as the more general sensational fact of the sailor's
survival, a violatíon of what we have called a "cognitíve" or "perceptual" canon,
which says
Sailors are not normálly expected to be lost
on the high seas, and when they are lostfor ten days
withoutfood or water, they are not expected to survive.^
This is the "cultural canon" fabula in which the literary contraband is hidden as
one element in the sjuzet. Therefore, Relato de un náufrago, though a kind of
political pamphlet is no blunt instrument; it is a literary artífact which craftíly
deploys an altematíve view of historical actuality under the auspices of a device
that Sims, in the above passage, calls "the dual narrator." There is a character
narrator—the actor in the midst of the drama—and the retrospective narrator—
the narrator who theoreticaUy knows a lot more than he tells. It is this Uterary
device that places Relato de un náufrago in what Sims calls "the universe of
fiction."
The basic importance of retrospection as a virtually unavoidable
psychological fact in narration has aU-eady been touched on in the examination of
the text as a series of action narratives and as a product of a narrative
coUaboration. Part of the thesis of the notion of the wiU to live as a biological
reflex hinges on the assertion that retrospective descriptive information is woven
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so completely into the action descriptions that the retrospective narrator is nearly
invisible, his subsequent reflectíons on his thoughts and feeUngs—as well as his
reports of his own perceptions and the behavior of others—forming the
sequentíal Ulusion of "causes" of the actíon. Sims's focus, however, reminds us
that the retrospectíve narrator is merged with the character narrator in a
politícaUy spedfic sense: the narrator betrays no knowledge that his version of
the tragedy belies the official version. The sensatíonal fact of the contraband is
not placed in direct opposition to the govemment version; it is ensconced in a
nationalistic narrative of triumph that the govemment itself must celebrate.
Through Bruner, we have already seen how the more general sensational
fact as a kind of deviance is, with narrative, made comprehensible to the cultural
canon. According to White, the cultural canon can be more clearly characterized,
with respect to Relato de un náufrago, as social authority.

Narrativity—the

presentatíon of events as if they "spoke [for] themselves" as a story with a
beginning, middle and an end—is for White inconceivable apart from an explitít
awareness of a sotíal system against which all notions of reality are tested:
Once we have been alerted to the intímate relationship Hegd
suggests exists between law, historicality, and narrativity,
we cannot but be struck by the frequency with which
narrativity, whether of the fictional or factual sort,
presupposes the existence of a legal system against or on
behalf of which [italics added] the typical agents of a narratíve
account miUtate. And this raises tiie suspicion that narrative
in general, from the folktale to the novel, from the annals to
the fuUy reaUzed "history," has to do with the topics of law,
legality, legitimacy, or, more generally, authority. ("Value of
Narrativity" 13)

Sims approaches Relato de un náufrago as, among other things, a text
which betrays a distinct awareness of the very social authority to which White
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alludes. His approach, however, is based on a statement of intentionality by the
author, in which Gartía Márquez quotes Lord Acton's famous dictum about
power and absolute power and says that the opportunity to reflect on power
"[e]s un tema que ha estado latente in todos mis libros."65 SUns's notíons about
the deployment of the sensatíonal fact in Relato de un náufrago arise, therefore,
from a kind of "figure in the carpet" reading of the text, using that phrase in the
sense of the Henry James short story in which a famous author—unUke the
García Márquez quoted by Sims—never finally delivers on his promise to
provide the key that unlocks the real meaning of all his books.66 Sims does not
use the notíon of authorial intentíon so glibly, of course, but his positíon commits
him (impUtítiy) to a reading in which Relato de un náufrago is presented as a card
carefuUy held, then shrewdly played against the govemment. This metaphor is
not without use: Sims and others are right to point out that Gartía Márquez was
surely aware of what a "time bomb" the sensational fact would turn out to be,
and we have seen that Gilard believes that the reporter may have been trawUng
for the scoop, suspecting something amiss.^^ Moreover, the notion of a card
played is not incompatible with White's contention that narrative cannot exist
apart from an awareness of social authority. White asserts, however, that an
awareness of sotíal authority is a precondition for narrative itself, that one cannot
narrativize without, finaUy, moralizing for or against, or both for and against, a
social system, and this, in White's scheme, would be as true for the most
ostensibly objective narrative historiography as for the most crudely "biased"
political tale.
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The Sensational Fact
As a Neurotic Memory
We shall now address the narrative deployment of the sensational fact.
We begin with the brute "causal truth," the factuality of the contraband cargo,
accepting it as an instance of historical actuaUty. Historical actuality is naturally
more problematic than the actuality of objects in space. In printíple, it is easier
for us to agree that the table is in the dining room than on what Tom said last
week at lunch. The report of the contraband, our sensational fact, is just such a
bit of historical actuality. Yet feigning onmisdence for the sake of iUustration, let
us accept the contraband as a fact, as an instance of actuality as undeniable as the
fire hydrant at the corner of Elm and State. We are, each one of us, Luis
Alejandro Velasco, and unlike all but a handful of people, we know that the
Caldas was carrying contraband and that the fact of this contraband provides a
tme explanatíon of a tragedy as surely as the daim of bad weather provides a
false one. Sims shows that it does no good merely to be "in possession" of this
fact. The fact must be properly deployed to be believed. But what is the nature
of this deployment? Sims and White would agree that the sensational fact must
be deployed in a coherent narrative sequence. On this view, the deployment of
the sensational fact is like the placing of a message in a bottle. A referentíal
tmth—this investígative scoop—is transported by, and disguised in, a fictíon.
The better the fictíon, the better the transport. Such a project could be justified
from a literary point of view on the grounds that a "writer can choose to invent,
or to distort particular facts, in a literary work, so as to make assertions about the
extra-literary world which have a generalizing truth." Joseph Conrad makes just
this point in a letter to a friend:
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As you know, I do not write history, but fictíon and am
therefore entítled to choose as I please what is most suitable
in regard to characters and partículars to help me in the
general impression I wish to produce. ^
Under the message-in-the bottie metaphor, however, Gartía Márquez can
be Unagined inventing a raft of "particulars" that lead to a general impression of
heroism (which can be seen as the fabuîa of Relato) in order to impress on the
reader the actuaUty of a partícular fact, (a sensational item in tiie sjuzet). This
reverses the the printíple that Coru-ad describes. A partícular fact is not distorted
to better reflect a more general truth; instead, a general story is fabricated to
legitímize a partícular fact.
Given the example of de Blowitz and Cockburn's penetratíng comments
examined above, it is temptíng to view the crafty deployment of the sensational
fact in Relato as García Márquez's transcendence of the need to be first with a
sensatíonal report. By this standard, the "transcendence" would be seen to have
been achieved by the reporter platíng himself in the service, as we have noted, of
Velasco's need to teU. This is the view we are advancing—^but cautíously. We
must be careful in employing Cockbum's psychological metaphor biographically.
Stepping around the pitfall of such a reading, we can more simply say that the
text transcends what we characterize as sensationalism. Taken literally, the notion
of a "transcendence" of the "psychopathology of journaUsm" points toward a
psycho-historical reading of the text. Such a reading places Garría Márquez in
direct opposition to the social circumstance in which Relato de un náufrago was
written, suggesting, in effect, that the text is what it is, despite the conditions in
which it was written.
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Such a negatíve is not easy to examine, let alone prove, and in the case of
Relato de un náufrago it presents distinct historical problems. There are at least
two concrete reasons for the sensatíonal fact having been buried. First, it is Ukely
that the press censorship under the Rojas PiniUa dictatorship rendered the
deployment of the sensational fact a kind of necessity.

Secondly, García

Márquez, as an employee of E/ Espectador, was committed to a lengthy literary
rendering of the survival in terms of competitívely telling "from the inside "a
story whose basic facts from the "outside" had already been published
repeatedly. In this commercial enterprise, it was undoubtedly expected that
García Márquez would apply his narrative gift to "stale news," much in the
manner of his earUer report of the catastrophic mud sUde in Antioquia.^^ AU of
which suggests, for instance, that it is easier to say that the text is what it is at
least partíally because of the constraints of the political censorship of the day and
because of his previous success in making a fresh narrative out of yesterday's
sensational facts.
We may treat the text as a sensational message in a fictional bottle, if we
assume the writíng was a project in which artistic interest was clearly
subordinate to scoring a politícal point. But White's notion of narratívity itself
being tíed to a conceptíon of a social center helps discard a crude distínctíon
between artístíc and poUtícal interests,70 since narrative interests are artístíc
interests which have an inevitable relatíon to a social center. We have already
tried to mediate these interests by employing the concept of the text as the
product of a partícular kind of working conditíon, the coUaborative narrative.
Thus we may treat the text as if it were indeed a "joumalistíc reconstruction" in
which the deployment of the sensational fact evolved as the result of a protracted
interview which dealt with the totality of the experience of the sailor at sea. In
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tliis view, the particular deployment of the sensatíonal fact is a response to the
best set of narratíve possibiUtíes as they unfolded in interviews which sought the
perspectíve of the sailor.
About this perspectíve we can only guess. It is possible that a politícally
sawy, wliistle-blowing Velasco—eager to set the record straight and spit in the
eye of the dictatorship—is the Velasco who showed up in the offices of El
Espectador. And it is possible that it was this Velasco whom the text supresses in
the strategic interest of making a seamless fusion between the "retrospective" and
"character" narrators posited by Sims. On the other hand, maybe the sailor's
poUtical irmocence was so great that it was only the reporter's politícal sawy that
had to be kept from the coUaboratíve narrative. It seems more reasonable to
accept a third view, that the Velasco who smilingly reveals his bombshell is well
aware of the import of his chance relatíon to the Uterary contraband ("Constíente
de que la dedaradôn vaUa su peso en oro, me replicô, con una sonrisa: 'Es que no
había tormenta' " [9]). But is also likely that that Velasco is also interested in
making that fact consistent with his own psychological truth.^l

Perhaps we

might venture further and say that this chance relation has inspired in him a
somewhat obsessive, haunted fixation on the fact of the contraband and his
"scoop" about the weather. But let us also say that he is weighing this obsession,
or trying to weigh it, against the story of his triumphant survival.
Here it is useful to borrow a loose analogy which White makes between
historiography and psychotherapy. Just as the historian demystifies certain
exotic events by placing them in a particular plot structure, so the patíent in
psychotherapy performs a similar task with certain painful events from his
personal history. From the therapist's point of view
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The problem is to get the patient to "reemplot" his whole life
history in such as way as to change the meaning of those
events for him and their significance for the economy of the
whole set of events that máce up his Ufe. As thus envisaged,
the therapeutic process is an exerdse in the refamUiarization
of events that have been defantíliarized, rendered alienated
from the patient's life history, by virtue of their
overdetemtination as causal forces. {Tropics 87)
White's analogy helps us interpret the deployment of the literary
contraband in light of the psychological interests of the sailor. In Chapter IV, we
examined the symboUc (and possibly literal) value of the coUaboratrive narrative
as therapy for the sailor's need to teU. Now we push the therapeutic metaphor a
little further. We imagine Velasco being bitter about the contraband cargo as a
cause of his nightmarish ten days lost at sea. However, through the emplotment
of his experience developed in the coUaborative narrative, he is able to transcend
the "overdeterntination" implitít m his bittemess over the actual contraband as a
"causal force." His "cure" would be effected by a resolute focus on the tragedy—
whatever its cause—as having provided an opportunity for the display of his
heroic endurance.^^ xhis is pure speculation, of course; we are not launching a
psychohistorical treatment of the actual Velasco. However, we are suggesting a
narrative possibility that might have been pursued in the actual coUaboration.
We imagine, for example, a textual recognition that the bittemess over the
contraband could be a "hatred" whose "systematic organization" would propel
the narrator into a direct confrontation with the government.73 In short, we can
imagine a more complex tale shaped by the trope of irony, a tale in which the
narrator understands the ironic relation of the contraband cargo to his personal
history.74
The irony in the exploitation of such a narrative possibUity is that what
would have been politically righteous for Velasco would have been psychologically
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incorrect. The Relato narrator doesn't questíon the legality or morality of the
contraband; he merely berates himself for being on deck at the tíme he was
washed overboard, since he was not required to be there {Relato 32). This small
gestiu-e of rage against fate places no blame on the contraband cargo and no
direct blame on the govemment.
In the prologue, García Márquez writes that "estaba claro que el relato,
como el destmctor, Uevaba también mal amarrada una carga poUtíca y moral que
no habíamos previsto"(9). Foster makes the metaphor more expUcit in his
suggestíon that the textual fact of the contraband is a "contraband tmth" owing to
its power to embarrass the govemment (50-51). Yet the metaphor withstands
dose scrutiny only in the sense that both "actual fact" and "contraband truth"
represent facts said to have had a sudden, surprising importance. The
metaphorical contraband of Relato is the fact that the information about the actual
contraband contradicts information distributed by a dictatorial govemment.
Speaking bluntiy, the better to emphasize an important distinction, it can be said
that this metaphorical contraband—this unforeseen "moral and political cargo"—is
good contraband insofêir as it has a subversive value against a govemment whose
strength depends its ability to suppress accounts of events which contradict its
own account. On the other hand, the actual contraband is evidence of remissive
behavior, defined here as l)ehavior that a sotíety cannot permit offitíaUy but does
not punish if it is not done openly.75 The contraband itself is no more an "evU"
to the narrator than the brave reporting of the verifiable facts is to García
Márquez. Consequently, the narrative frames the sensational fact in a way that
gives it a tragic and causal, but nonetheless actídental—and therefore morally
blameless—^function in the story as a whole.
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Relato de un náufrago conceals its literary contraband in a narratíve
comprehension of the violatíon of the "cognitíve" cultural canon that makes
tragic sea accidents and survivals such as Velasco's highly unlikely events. Thus
concealed, the literary contraband finds power in its deployment in a
natíonalistíc narratíve of triumph which the dicatorship itself must celebrate.
Therefore, the text dynamites the status quo whUe appearing to support it.
Eschev^ng attempts to force an epistemological point ("Cognitíve law demands
we agree that the ship was carrying contraband"), García Márquez frames the
sensational fact in a dialogical discourse in which the epistemological point is
made in passing. The factual contradiction, therefore, is not as intolerable as the
plausible narrative context in which the factual contradiction—the literary
contraband—^is deployed. With respect to the sensational fact, the government
plays the role of the neurotic.

It is the government which forces the

epistemological point by suggesting that discussion of the cause of the tragedy is
part of a technical discourse which the joumalist (and, by implication, his
readers) lack the technical expertise to understand. Sunk in what today's
psychological slang tauntingly calls "denial," the govemment (in the person of
the naval chief of information) "obsesses" in a letter to El Espectador, published on
its front page on AprU 27, five days after the end of the series, and on the eve of
the pubUcation of the spedal supplement carrying the entire series:
El Comando de la Armada se ha visto obligado a intervenir
en forma directa en lo relatíonado con la publicaciôn que El
Espectador ha venido haciendo sobre el accidente del
destructor ARC Caldas, y más exactamente, la forma como se
ha pubUcado el reportaje exdusivo concedido ese vespertino
por el marinero Luis A. Velasco.
Las publicaciones y comentarios de El Espectador
sobre el mencionado acddente no se han cenido en forma
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estricta a la verdad de los hechos, estando renidos no sôlo
con la técnica naval en lo que al manejo de los buques y sus
equipos se refiere, sino que han sido lesivos del prestigio de
la Armada Nadonal y del de sus miembros. Por tal motivo y
a fin de que El Espectador no continúe hadendo esta dase de
publicaciones que atentan contra la instituciôn naval,
abusando al mismo tíempo de la buena fe de la opiniôn
pública, se ha solicitado la intervenciôn de la Oficina de
Informaciôn y Propoganda del Estado a fin de que esta
entidad, asesorada por un oficial naval, apruebe las
publicaciones que en lo sucesivo se hagan respecto del
acddente sufrido por d ARC Caldas.
Hasta la fecha la Armada Nacional se abstuvo de
intervenir en la publicidad que se le dio al mencionado
actídente; pero es el caso que razones que este comando no
entra a mencionar, han conducido a la redacciôn de El
Espectador a juzgar con criterio mediterráneo y en forma poca
elegante una tragedia que puede suceder dondequiera que
operen unidades navales; y que a pesar del luto y dolor que
embargan a siete respetables hogares colombianos y a todos
los hombres de la Armada, no se tuvo inconveniente alguno
en Uegar al foUetín de cronistas neôfitos en la materia,
plagados de palabras y conceptos antitécnicos e ilôgicos,
puestos en boca del afortunado y meritorio marinero que
valerosamente salvô su vida. {Vol 2.: 78)

Decrying the treatment of the Caldas tragedy by El Espectador, this offitíal
text is long on rhetoric and short on refutation. It disputes no spetífic statements
pubUshed in La verdad sobre mi aventura; it merely opines that the truth has been
maligned by writers inexperienced with the material and crammed with antitechnical and iUogical words and concepts. Flexing the official muscle, it
suggests that there is another, technical narrative, but it is a narrative discourse
to which the reporter (and by implicatíon, his readers) cannot be admitted,
presumably because they are not knowledgable about certain technical aspects of
the navigatíon of a warship.
The letter surely must have heightened the effect of the narrative to be
pubUshed in its entírety the next day. Denied admission to a certam discourse.
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the public seeks redress in the verificatíon of a certain verifiable "truth," the
sensational reports which comprise the Uterary contraband.

The Uterary

contraband is thus flung into the foreground as a sensational fact, the "exotíc"
element which cannot find emplotment in the "neurotic" stance of the
govemment. Speaking figuratively, we can say that just as the reporter avoids
tiie "psychopathology" of tiúnking tíiat his scoop "speaks for itself," so his subject
transcends the neurosis of obsessively reliving his terror by ritually placing
blame for his predicament on the actual contraband. It is the dictatorship which
responds "neurotically," not to the literary contraband so much as to the general,
"healthy" manner in which Relato de un náufrago rejects in advance the
govemment's claim to have a better narrative. The sensational fact may shout,
The governement is not invincibîe. But the text does not say The governement is
wrong. It merely takes for granted a democratic discourse which assumes
alternative and contentious ways of looking at things.
This chapter would not be complete without mention of the photographic
evidence of the existence of the contraband, which was supplied in personal
"snapshots" taken by sailors on the Caldas and was published with the fuU text in
El Espectador on April 28. This "wordless text" would seem to be the very
empirical quintessence of the sensational fact, the "incontrovertible reality" that
brooks no interpretation, requires no fresh description, and stands alone as a
revelation. To this we can only say that the "causal force" of a retinal image can
be read in a million ways. Moreover, we hold that pictures can "lie," or can be
said "to lie," and that the "incontrovertible" nature of the photographs is made
possible by the "incontrovertíbly" coherent context provided by a successful
narratíve celebration of Velasco's survival.76 As we have shown, the literary
contraband represented by this physical evidence is given a tragic, accidental
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importance in Relato deun náufrago. Yet imagining these snapshots of smiling
sailors with their contraband cargo, snapshots taken to be kept as mementos at
home, we can imagine a different narratíve reading of this "raw sensory data," a
reading in which these smuggled stoves and refrigerators and young men
happily posing for the folks back home all represent a cruel irony: the technical
guUt, the moral culpabiUty of the victims themselves.
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CHAPTERVI
G ABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ,
THE LITERATURE OF FACT,
AND RICHARD RORTY'S PRAGMATISM

Introduction
This penultímate chapter proceeds on the assumptíon that "the Uterature
of fact" is both the name of an ideal genre and the expression of an attitude. The
genre ideal and the attítude help clarify two vested critical interests—one
narrow, one broad. The narrow interest is represented by a conception of genre
which is ideal in the sense that we say it never finally doses a category with an
exhaustive list of shared attributes. It is expressed by a categorical definition of
the literature of fact as nonfiction prose which exploits the narrative, descriptive or
subjective possibilities of actuality, without the invention of characters, events,
situations, and dialogueJ'^ The smaU virtue of this definition is that it helps us
announce in advance the spetífic critical interest set forth in part of Chapter FV—
the insistence that by unwittíngly using "fictionalization" as a synonym for
"inventíon," we blind ourselves to the use of joumalistíc techniques as literary
devices. An ideal geru-e category which eschews invention might focus attentíon
on Uterary devices which not only shape historiography but constítute it7^
The narrow critical interest embodied in this categorical definition may or
may not be seen as part of our general critical interest. This general interest is a
desire to draw together literary and journalistic concerns, to combine a
professional cultural canon that celebrates invention with one that eschews it. In
advandng this broad, general interest, we abandon altogether the idea of the
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literature of fact as a category of literary artifacts. Instead, we define the
"Uterature of fact" not as a genre but as a slogan which embodies a certain critical
attitude.79 in using the noun phrase "literature of fact" as a label for an attitude,
we employ a strategy in keeping with the pragmatist tendency to render
abstractions into expressions of attitude, concepts into dispositions to act. In our
definition-tumed-decree, the literature of fact points to an arena of interpretation
in which arguments are made or disccirded on the basis of an appeal to social
reality, with a moral regard for how things are or ought to be in the world; it
stands against the privatization of modern society decried by Richard Sennet in
The Fall of Public Man, and in favor of the kind of public discourse recalled by
Christopher Lasch in his assertion that it is through the vigorous exertíse of our
biases in public debate that we acquire more useful facts and disinterested
opinions.80 Under the auspices of the Uterature of fact, literary discourse would
be a supple form of political discourse, rather as practiced by George Orwell.8l
As writing, or as dramatic or cinematic narrative—and as criticism of these
within the discourse, if not within the discipline of modern historiography—^the
literature of fact wiU take seriously, for example, the role of filmmaker Oliver
Stone in the debate on the assassinatíon of John F. Kennedy, even when it
deplores his methods and derides his conclusions. This approach uses Uterature
to blur the distínctions between disciplines in a way that aUows us, for example,
to read as literary critícism the sociologist PhUip Rieff's analysis of Freud's
famous case history of "Dora."82 jn essence, the literature of fact, as literary
critítísm, points to "cultural critícism," the name given the literary critítísm for
whose practitíoners "the crititísm of literature [is] not so much a tedmical matter
of produtíng correct interpretations as the exercising of a sotíal responsibility
possessed of inescapably moral and evaluative dimensions. [Such criticism
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attempts] to further political, moral and otíier arguments through the discussion
of Uterary works" (Hawthome 32).
Our use of a categorical ideal and our characterizatíon of a critícal attitude
help us avoid the tempation to try to say something general or metaphysical
about the "nature" of fact and fiction. The ideal and the attítude also help us
avoid the additíonal temptatíon to make hard and fast rules about what counts as
"fact" and what counts as "literature." Instead, we suggest that our literature of
fact, both as ideal genre and as a critical attítude, can straddle the
commonsensically disparate categories of "fact" and "fictíon." This is done by
imagining the literature of fact as a discourse which embraces journalism,
lústoriography and literary joumaUsm, with Uterary joumalism being defined as
journalism about fiction, a criticism practiced along the lines of the culture
criticism defined above. This definition of literary joumalism requires us to
openly confess a bias toward a notíon of crititísm as a rhetorical activity. Thus,
while this chapter appears to cast a wider net than the earlier interpretive
readings, to forsake "small-scale jobs" in favor of trying "to paint the great big
picture," 83 it actually only supplements the questíon, "What kind of text is this?"
with the questíon, "What lcind of critic do we want to be?". The answer to the
latter questíon cannot be supplied by a definition; it must be demonstrated. But
we may say at this point that we would like to be the sort of critic who would not
make an automatic (usually invidious) distinction between "fact," and "fiction,"
and who would not equate the former with a material world which presents
itself untouched by interpretation (Fish 82). On the other hand, such a critic
would be alert to the manner in which conventional distinctions between fact
and fiction might, for example, bear on certain critical judgments, especially
when the distinction involves different sets of conventions for the production of
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different kinds of texts. In certain dramistances, when a narrative is assumed to
be historically true, there might be set in motíon an inversion of the mental
process that Coleridge called "the wiUmg suspension of disbelief," an inversion
suggested by Janet Malcolm in her assertíon that we read nonfictíon in a more
lenient spirit than we do fictíon, "from which we expect a more intense
experience" {Journalist 154). Take Relato de un naufrago—originaUy a newspaper
serial which owes its publicatíon in book form to the subsequent fame of the
author of Cien anos de soledad—and place the book in the hands of a critic who
beUeves it a work of fiction by an unknown author. One might dare to say that it
is likely that this critic wiU judge Relato an excellent book with which to pass the
odd hour in an airport waiting room.
Our assumptions, then, about the factuality of a narrative, and about the
degree to which the author is committed to factual accuracy, may be an
important, even crucial part of our judgments of individual works, insofar as
these distinctions embody assumptions about the way in which certain
journalistíc texts are produced. Early in Relato, the deaths of three castaway
sailors are rather crudely foreshadowed.

Luis Rengifo, who snores like a

trombone, "no habría podido dormir tan tranquilo si hubiera sabido que ocho
días después estaría muerto en el fondo del mar" (12). As the Caldas leaves port,
retiring sailor Ramon Herrera remarks that this wUl be the last time he wiU ever
set sail, and our narrator intones, "Y, en realidad, fue la última" (13). Sailor
Miguel Ortega never stops talking of his family, for whom he has bought many
presents, although "setenta y dos horas después estaría muerto en el fondo del
mar" (14). Read as a work of the imagination, these foreshadowings might be
condemned as a mere screen treatment for a grade B disaster movie; read as the
narrative treatment of factual material, these same melodramatic effects might
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not only elude critícism but find praise. Perhaps the knowledge that the men
were actual Uving men is part of what Malcobn calls the "edifying" character of
the nonfictíon genre, which allows us to read these fragments of melodrama in a
more "lenient spirit." But tiie "leniency" we grant surely does not have to stem
from tiie notíon that something that "reaUy happened" must make up for a "less
intense" reading experience.

One should not refrain from critícizing the

melodramtíc elements of foreshadowing simply because they "happened that
way." That would be tantamount to denying the necessity of artístry in all
conunuiúcatíon. However, critícal indulgence might very well be an indulgence
based on an awareness of the constraints of a genre. It may provide the writer a
certain leeway to use journalistic convention in one area, while spending tíme
shaping the narrative more deftly elsewhere. The simple fact may be that
Chapter 1 of Relato deun náufrago gives us People Magazine-\\ke glimpses of the
last minutes in the lives of several human beings, and that in context of the
constraints of the genre perhaps we should ask for no more. In this instance, a
prime genre constraint is the constraint of having a limited amount of time in
which to complete the work.84
These examples are designed to whet interest in the way a potentially
empty concern with "fact versus fiction" can be turned into a more productive
focus on how these terms embody assumptions which shape interpretations.
They introduce the strategy of this chapter, a play back and forth between
philosophical issues discussed by the pragmatist Richard Rorty and the textual
particulars provided by García Márquez. The foUowing section examines the
literary apprenticeship paradigm used in the study of the early journalism of
García Márquez, and suggests a path toward the use of a journaUstic altemative
to this paradigm. The section "On The Border" steps over to our general critical
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attítude, suggesting a point of view sympathetíc to life on a border between
literary conventíons of fact and fictíon, and using pragmatism to undemúne the
notíon of philosophical realism in a joumalistíc context. The effect of this is to
weigh the joumalistíc scales in favor of the notion of all reportíng as a form of
interpretatíon.

The sectíon "The Role of the Reader" moves away from

joumalistíc practíce in order to focus on the role of the reader of the Uterature of
fact, and the section "Avoiding the Binary Opposition" builds on this model not
to fix reading rules, but to suggest where there might arise disputes about the
rules m the reading of the literature of fact. The section " 'Protest' From Quibdô"
examines some aspects of a series García Márquez wrote about the Colombian
departamento el Chocô in order to apply some of the philosophical notions
discussed in the previous two sections. Certain particulars of the Chocô texts are
used to introduce—again in a spedficaUy joumaUstic context—a notion of truth
which replaces the notion of philosophical reaUsm discarded in "On The Border."
This is the pragmatíc notíon of truth as "what it is good to believe." The final
sectíon of this chapter employs Rorty's concept of "truth as soUdarity" to analyze
Relato de un náufrago and several antíllary newspaper texts by Gartía Márquez in
the Ught of the concept of competing and overlapping "sotíal solidarities."

Greguerismo and the Paradigm
of Literary Apprenticeship
García Márquez's joumalism before and during the reporting and writing
of Relato de un náufrago can be divided into three main phases of newspaper
work. The first two phases were periods as a columnist at El Universal in
Cartagena, which lasted from May 1948 to December 1949, and at El Heraldo in
BaranquiUa, which lasted from January 1950 to December 1952. The third phase
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was a period as a reporter and fibn critíc for El Espectador which lasted, in Bogotá,
from February 1954 to July 1955. The total number of signed columns and
journaUsm pieces from these periods, whUe prodigious, represents only a
fraction of the total work Gartía Márquez did at all three venues. A vast amount
of his output consisted of the "anonymous labor" of rewritíng wire copy,
especially at El Heraldo, where he was recognized as an especially adept wire
editor and headUne writer.85 Yet García Márquez, newsroom drone paying his
dues in the trenches, was also duly recognized as a budding young man of
letters,86 and was, therefore, in principle, and usually in practíce, granted, in his
columns at El Universal and El Heraldo, the freedom to meditate, say, upon the
letter "x" {Vol 1: 286), as long as pleasing phrases were tumed, just as, say, Robert
Frost, in his poetry, was free to reflect upon a woodpile. According to Sorela
(51), the author's column at El Universal reflected a general tendency in the
Colombian press of the day to give a columnist space to create a "cajôn de sastre,"
a taUor's sewing box of odds-and-ends. The columns, as Robert Sims says, had to
meet only one requirement for publication: they had to be well-written (31).
As a coltunnist, García Márquez can be broadly labeled a practitioner of
the genre of humorous commentary, for even the numerous colunms which treat
serious themes somewhat somberly are humorous in the sense that the
commentary is wry.

An excellent example of this wry humor is García

Márquez's use of a news item from Uruguay which describes a man opening
pistol fire on the characters on a movie screen. The item inspires the columnist to
reflect on the Pirandelloesque world in which the true cineaste lives and to
speculate on firearms as a possibly legitimate tool of fUm crititísm {Vol.l: 92). No
attempt is made to make the gunman's aberrant behavior sensible through
imaginative entry into his "consciousness." The use of the teletype item remains
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snugly within the essay type in which an author may forsake narrative showing
for the sake of an expediant joumaUstic telling. Despite the wry commentary, the
item is treated from the ordinary world of gossip, where we remain shocked or
amused or titillated by such aberrations, not from the world of imaginative
fiction which seeks to understand the aberration through speculative narrative.
Nevertheless, García Márquez did enjoy the sort of freedom which
pennits a columrúst to display a Midas touch with words. A survey of the varied
fruits of this freedom has led Raymond WiUiams to comment that "a considerable
portion" of García Márquez's total joumalistic output is "fiction," Yet such a
remark requires a clear statement of its presuppositions. It seems clear, for
example, that Williams is prepared to consider as fiction pieces such as a
teletyped news item which "could be converted into an anecdote with a
substantial portion of fiction and artistic transformation" (118). WiUiams appears
to be suggesting that such teletype-based items might count as the kind of grist
for a mUl in which an apprentice is allowed to pubUsh rough drafts of his fiction.
Yet it is reasonable to suggest that, rather than fabricate or embelUsh the strange
news items, Gartía Márquez reported them faithfuUy as they arrived on the wire,
rather as if he were performing the set-up for a joke, before embarking on wry
commentary or speculation conventionally granted the columnist, as in the
example of the "explosive" cineaste mentioned above. Of course, this is not to
say that Gartía Márquez did not occasionally fabricate persons in his columns.
In an E/ Universal piece of June 29,1948, the columnist describes tiie arrival in
Cartagena of the "[a]lto, estílizado y lejano" poet "César Guerra Valdés" {Vol. 1:
106). The poet is a fictíon, according to GUard, who nonetheless comments that
Guerra Valdés bears a remarkable resemblance to Pablo Neruda. Nevertheless, a
concentrated look, for example, at García Márquez's 38 debut pieces for El
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Universal suggests that the author may have been working largely within the
conventíons of column-writing common to North American newspapers. It is
interesting to note, for example, that among the El Universal columns only
three—prose-poem meditations on love—appear to have no "news hook"
whatsoever {Vol. 1:111-114).
Nevertheless, it may be weU as this juncture to approach Gartía Márquez's
brand of the literature of fact in a way that does not pose a binary opposition
between literary invention and joumalistic observation and commentary. One
approach is to focus on García Márquez's own characterization of his
commentaries, and from this characterization to imagine a school of literary
joumaUsm. In his second coluiim for E/ Universal, in a rhetorical apology for the
nature of his reflections on the accordion as the true national instrument of
Colombia, Gartía Márquez writes that "he querido escribir esta nota que tíene
printípio y tendrá final de greguería" {Vol. 1:80). Greguería is "an image in prose
(a very personal impression of an aspect of reality),"^^ and if the columns could
be imagined to constítute a school or joumalistic movement, that movement
could be called greguerismo, which would be the practice of reportorial
commentary and narratíve that is not necessarily idiosyncratic but which seeks
the odd angle in a way that seems to run against the grain of a given reportorial
routine. Greguerismo garciamarquino would thus be seen not only in columns but
in artides, such as the October 30,1954 E/ Espectador piece, "La Preparatíôn De La
Feria Internatíonal," in which García Márquez shifts attentíon from an offitíal
ceremony to its preparation, thus employing greguerismo in an ampUfied sense of
a search for oblique reportorial angles, angles not unlike those sought by North
American "New Joumalists such as Gay Talese in stories Uke "Frank Sinatra Has
a Cold."^^ The reportorial license afforded greguerismofindsa vivid iUustration
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in the 1896 Richard Harding Davis short story, "The Red Cross Girl," in which a
reporter is "[A]ssigned to cover the opening of a new convalescent center, an
event which involves a nvunber of rich and pronúnent people, induding the
wealthy man who donated money for the center,"89 but instead submits a story
which evokes the foUowing speech from the copy editor:
"Read the opening paragraph," protested ColUns [to the
paper's managing editor]. "Ifs lUce tiiat for a column! It's all
about a girl—about a Red Cross nurse. Not a word about
Flagg or Lord Deptford. No speeches! It's not a news story
at all. It's an editorial, and an essay, and a spring poem. I
don't know what it is. And, what's worse," wailed the copy
editor defiantiy and to the amazement of all," it's so damned
good that you can't touch it. You've got to let it go or kiU
it."90
A fictíonal attitude, by our scheme of the Uterature of fact, would be one
whoUy indifferent, in prindple, to the daims of Lord Deptford, while greguerismo
would define itself in subversive and impish relation to the agitated copy editor.
Even when greguerismo invents, it does so with the knowledge that the invention
is thrUling to the degree that it caricatures a conventional category of reporting.
For while we have said that we do not want to be the sort of critic who makes an
automatically invidious distínctíon between fact and fiction, we have also
suggested that the Uterature of fact need not surrender all ostensibly journaUstíc
texts to a critical canon Uttie mindful of joumalistic conventions. The surrender
seems complete when one begins with the assumption that the column space
allotted García Márquez functioned primarily as a gymnasium for the exertíse of
his literary talent,^^ a practice area to be separated from the real arena, and that
he therefore functioned as the "fiction writer in disguise" posited by WilUams
rather than as the "usurper" described by Smith (both in Chapter IV). It it here
that we see that the heuristíc strategy of eschewing inventíon brings us up hard
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against the dominant paradigm for the study of the journalism of García
Márquez. It is the powerful and useful paradigm of journalism as a literary
apprentíceship, a paradigm set forth in the foUowing quotatíon from Gilard.
Pese a su alta calidad [el] periodísmo [de García Márquez]
no interesaría hoy si no existieran los cuentos y las novdas, y
sin embargo es difícil—una vez que se dispone del material
documental—separar ambos aspectos, si bien una
espontánea y arbitraria jerarquizaciôn incita a ver las
crônicas y notas de prensa como mero trasfondo de la obra
de ficciôn. El periodísmo de Gartía Márquez, con todo y
haber logrado inigualables éxitos, fue printípalmente una
escuela de estílo, y constituyô el aprendizaje de una retôrica
original. {Vol.l: 32)
The literary apprenticeship paradigm is qualified, though certainly not
contradicted, by Gilard's own recognition of the importance of political
references in the colunms {Vol.l: 39). This qualificatíon balances the image of the
columnist as a Nabokian art-for-arts-sake glass sculptor in prose with the image
of a poUtically impish version of the "plain-spoken" OrweU.^^ This paradigm, as
shall be mentioned below, has been amended or qualified also by Robert Sims's
description of all of García Márquez's writing as escritura bigenérica, the
journalism and fiction feeding each other. Yet to fuUy advance the interest
implied by a categorical definition eschewing invention it would be necessary to
replace this dominant paradigm with one based on the established contingendes
of journalistic convention in Colombian journalism during the period in
question. This project is beyond the scope of the present thesis, and while we
shall not surrender to the dominant paradigm, we shaU effect a strategic retreat.
Current scholarship must concede that Gilard has thoroughly established the
"literary apprenticeship" paradigm, not only through the tracing of obvious
fictional "musings" in the newspaper columns, especially those of "Septimus" at
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E/ Heraldo, but through the metículous tracing in the columns and the artícles of
what GUard calls "las grandes obsessiones que nutrirían sus Ubros... la temátíca
de la casa . . . [y la] terca interrogaciôn sobre el tíempo y la historia. . . "{Vol. 1:
48).93
A strategic retreat, however, can include a parting shot. The shot is a
suggestion that Gilard himself includes material in his account of the E/
Espectador days which can be used to make a chink in his paradigm, a chink
spotlighted and enlarged by an interest in García Márquez's performance as a
reporter of fact within North American joumalistíc conventíons. A look at this
material requires a brief leap forward, from the E/ Universal and E/ Heraldo
colunrms, to Gartía Márquez's first reporting assignment for E/ Espectador. This
assignment resulted in the series Balance y Reconstrucciôn de la Catástrofe de
Antioquia, about the landslide which claimed 69 lives in the Antioquia sectíon of
MedeUín on July 12,1954 {Vol. 2: 256). Like La Verdad Sobre Mi Aventura, Balanace
y Reconstruccciôn is one of a group of E/ Espectador series that Gilard says
represents García Márquez's passage from the "inmoviUdad del comentario a la
vida del reportaje, de la interpretaciôn de la realidad a su reelaboratíôn" {Vol. 1:
39). These series reflected a propensity for narrative (visible, but constricted, in
some of the columns) which Gilard describes as "la preocupaciôn por contar
bien" {Vol. 2: 65). Sf>eaking of Balance y Reconstrucciôn and other series under the
assumptions of the literary apprenticeship paradigm, Gilard writes that "la
práctica del reportaje le sirviô a Gartía Márquez como una forma de preparatíôn
antes de emprender la redacciôn de obras literarias de un típo nuevo en él," and
that " [e]n esa forma de escribir reportaje, había más que el eco de
preocupatíones literarias nacientes," particularly earUer readings of Camus and
Hemingway {VoL 2: 64). Yet before invoking the Uterary apprenticeship
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paradigm, GUard mentions testímony of Gartía Márquez which has the effect of
drawing one away from that paradigm, toward a reading of the journalistic
development of the Balance series. Gartía Márquez was nervous, says GUard,
about his abUity to report without having had previous experience.
Pero a ese propôsito destaca Gartía Márquez la influentía
que ejertíeron sobre él los conceptos que le oyô a Cepeda
Samudio relatívos al periodismo norteamericano. Cuando se
encontrô ante la obligaciôn de escribir sobre hechos
concretos, complejos y mal conocidos, se acordô de lo que
decía su amigo y tratô de poner en práctíca esos preceptos.
(Vo/.2:64).
This anecdote is brushed aside to make way for the literary influences, a
perhaps preremptory gesture if one considers the mention—by Gilard in a
footnote on the previous page—of Gartía Márquez's daim to have done original
reporting on the Balance stories. Since the first article in the Balance series
appeared on August 2, three weeks after the catastrophe, it is easy to assume that
García Márquez was sent on a writing assignment as opposed to a reporting one,
and that he might have produced a narratíve overview much in the manner of a
Time magazine weekly wrap-up story, albeit with the inevitable toques
garciamarquinos.^^ Yet the footnote in question describes García Márquez's initial
failure to find interview subjects, his intuition of the "posibilidad periodística" in
finding a neighborhood where people had hapf)ened to walk a greater distance
to meet their death, and his success in finding there interview subjects which
provided him with fresh anecdotes for his reconstruction {VoL 2: 63 [fn 75]). A
journalistic reading, then, might proceed as foUows: The reports from Medellín
are a Uterature of fact which relies heavily on the collation of anecdotal evidence.
Stories gathered from accounts of eyewitnesses are rendered into direct quotes
only at certain dramatic moments, with the rest being incorporated into the third
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person, which impUes an omniscient point of view.95 The reports are somewhat
ironic, espetíaUy with regard to crowd behavior. García Márquez writes of the
"atolondrada explosiôn de espíritu público" {VoL 2:252), and with a keen, almost
satírical observatíon of crowd behavior provides succinct albeit reconstructed
descriptions of "la imprudente generosidad de la multítud, cada vez más
numerosa y desorganizada, que trataba de intervenir en la azarosa tarea [de
rescatar víctímas]" {VoL 2: 247). FinaUy, in analyzing tí\e cause of an explosion in
connectíon with the natural disaster, García Márquez shows a talent for the
siftíng of diverse informatíon and explanatíons; in evidence is the same skeptícal
intelUgence later exhibited in his regular newspaper reports of the Caldas tragedy
{VoL 2: 259).
In leaning away from a literary apprenticeship paradigm toward a
journaUstic paradigm, the reader places an emphasis on technique and the
contingentíes of behavior (e.g., the vitíssitudes of the interviewing process) at the
expense of a retrospective focus on free-floating themes like time and history. It
does not, however, predude a search for Uterary precedents. In commenting on
the literary actunen of the pieces, Sorela foUows Gilard's paradigm in citíng as
possible influences Daniel Defoe's A Journal of the Plague Year and Albert
Camus's The Plague, both of which, Sorela says, are likely to have taught Gartía
Márquez "las posibilidades dramáticas y periodísticas de una catástrofe
colectíva." Yet in additíon to the authors mentioned by GUard and Sorela, it is
likely also that Gartía Márquez was influenced in this reportíng by John Hersey's
Hiroshima, a web of metículous anecdotal descriptions of the lives of six
Hiroshima residents just before and after the atomic bomb exploded.^^ One of
the literary devices in Hiroshima is similiar to what Sorela, decribing the
Antíoquia stories, caUs "las constructíones típo mosaico a partír de anécdotas casi
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irrelevantes," a device used to develope tíie them of "la tragedia escondida en la
cotídianeidad" (134).
The presence of these theme in Balance y Reconstrucciôn allows us to link
tiiis text to the Chapter V discussion of the sensatíonal fact. In that discussion we
examined the notion of sensatíonalism being diffused by a "narrative
comprehension" in which the extraordinary was ensconced in the ordinary. The
theory advanced there was that sensational facts, dangerous literary contraband,
should be placed in a narrative context with has some continuity with an account
of events which represent no violation of the cultural or the cognitive canon.
From our theoretical pomt of view, the reports from MedeUín show a writer who
knew how not to fall victim to the sensational fact, e.g., to the desire to extíte
with information falsely deemed to be self-explanatory, so sensational as to
require no narrative context. In Balance y reconstrucciôn Gartía Márquez relates a
horror story: people are buried alive. Implicit in a sensational account of such an
occurrence would be the notion that verbal descriptions of the last, helpless,
desperate seconds of the victims are of interest in and of themselves—that just to
tell of this is enough.

Perhaps the lack of artistry in lesser accounts is

proportional to an impUed beUef in the immanent power of events as "irredutíble
reality," and in the immanent meaning of words naively believed to be
demanded by the events themselves rather than invented by the writer. Perhaps
not. At any rate Gartía Márquez does provide us with an image of horror. It
appears at the end of the first part of the series:
Angel tratô de correr nuevamente, pero sus piemas estaban
paralizadas. El lodo subiô de nivel en un segundo hasta el
pecho del estudiante que logrô Uberar su brazo derecho. En
esta posiciôn permaneciô hasta cuando cesaron los ruidos
atronadores, y sintio en sus piernas, en el fondo de aquel
denso e impenetrable mar de lodo, la mano de la muchacha
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que al principio se aferraba a él con fuerza desesperada, que
luego lo aranaba y que, finalmente, en contracciones cada
vez más débUes, se desasiô de sus tobiUos." {VoL 2:251)
Such reporting distinguishes itself from that of the National Enquirer by
the absence of what might be called a gloating tone with respect to the suffering
of others; or without elevatíng the biological horror of this death to the sotíal
horror that there is no human institution which can deny this inevitable
blackness for each of its earnest members. More importantly, however, it
distinguishes itself by its placement in narratives of the ordinary. Similarly,
when García Márquez, in the same reports, draws us back from the horror to
offer us a few mundane facts about the Ufe of the sand salesman, he is not only
building suspense, he is celebrating the ordinary aspect of the occupatíon of the
worker who earns the money that buys the house—aU in order to present us with
a sense of what is lost. It is not enough to stand in awe at the destruction of the
house itself.
To conclude this section, it wiU be weU to draw together two points
introduced in previous chapters.

The first point is a coda to the foregoing

analysis according to the theory of the sensational fact.

The coda is the

observation that the theory of sensationaUsm can be characterized as a
sotíological theory to the extent that it views narratives as inevitably related to a
center of sotíal authority, as described by White. The second point is tiiat this
sociological emphasis is coherent with an unavoidable political interest, in the
broad sense in which politics are defined by Pauly in Chapter IV of tiiis thesis.
These two points are implicit in another point to be developed later in this
chapter: a characterizatíon of the literature of fact as part of a pragmatíc bias
toward action and away from notíons of contemplation as mental activity free of
the bias inherent in hopes and beliefs. Now it wiU suffice to say that a
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"sensatíonal fact" reading of Balance y Reconstrucciôn helps set the stage for the
mentíon of Relato de un náufrago as one of a series of crônicas by Gartía Márquez
which mark the development of a reporter of openly vested ideological interests.
The period in which the crônicas in questíon were written mns from August 1954
to July 1955. Besides Relato de un náufrago and Balance y reconstruciôn de la
catástrofe de Antioquia, other crônicas worth mention in connection with the
present study are E/ Chocô que Colombia desconoce, which appeared on September
29 and 30, and October 1, of 1954 {VoL 2: 295-317); De Corea a la realidad, which
appeared on December 9,10 and 11 of 1954; and a single artide, which appeared
on May 6,1955 (eight days after the special supplement publication of the Relato
report), E/ drama de tres mil nifíos desplazados^'^ AU five are reporting pieces: they
are literature supplemented by numerous antíUary texts (the reports of other
news agentíes), documents which support the notion of all the basic contents as
"historical" events. Except for Balance y reconstruciôn, which itself has what could
be caUed touches of social realism, all of the texts are explidtly political. As we
have seen, Relato, which does not take an openly political stand, nonetheless
represents a briUiant political stealthiness practiced in the columns, its
sensational information deployed with cunning. E/ Choco que Colombia deconoce,
De Corea a la realidad, and E/ drama de tres mil nifios desplazados are each an
instance of advocacy joumalism: they openly assume a critical, reformist stance.
In E/ drama Gartía Márquez examines the effects of La Violentía on a mass of
children who have lost their parents, whUe De Corea is an extremely wellmeasured anti-war peace, a statement against the jingoism of Colombians
fighting in the Korean Conflict, a series lauded by Sorela as a "sútil y exhaustiva
denuntía del miUtarismo y la dependentía colombiana de Estados Unidos" (135).
E/ Chocô que Colombia desconoce wiU be examined later in this chapter in
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connection with the issue of reportorial fabrications. Platíng Relato de un náufrago
in the company of these texts places it in a genre m which the fresh angle sought
by greguerismo is harnessed to advocacy joumalism, making it one in a series of
politícal statements.

This focus suggests a path beyond the literary

apprentíceship paradigm, a path on which "fictíonalizatíon" is viewed not as a
rehearsal for a literary future then unrealized, but as a way of shaping an
ideological response to a partícular tíme and place.

The InevitabiUty of Interpretatíon
The foregoing sectíon impUtítiy employed the categorical definition of the
literature of fact as a heuristic device, a rhetorical tool which suggests that
empirical research proceed in a certain direction. Yet if our categorical definition
of the literature of fact, however concise, and the preceding remarks seem to
represent a certain plodding hostility to invention, a "just-the facts ma'am"
approach to literature, our broad characterization of the Uterature of fact as an
attitude can be seen as something quite different: an acceptance of a Uterary Ufe
on the boundary where what we caU facts and fictions grows
hazy. Boundaries after all are ambiguous places, liminal
zones made from the two sectors they divide. While
boundaries take from both sectors, they belong to neither.
To live continually on a boundary, whether experiential or
material, is to live in a realm where, at worst, war and
madness are common enemies, and where, at best, certainty
is precarious. We try to avoid long periods in such realms.
We build our houses in the middle of lots, throw water on
our faces to emerge from the realm of half sleep, and secure
our own view of the facts by connecting with others who
share them.98
This "boundary" metaphor complements Angus Fletcher's suggestion that
we need a different kind of critical ingenuity:
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Today the critic as artist may wish to deal with the
suspension between fact and art as an uncertain suspension
between memorandum and memoir, but if he is to work
somewhat less aesthetically and more systematically with
the idea of the imagination encountering documentary
materials, he must enter the difficult fields of epistemology,
perception, and the psychology of aesthetic creation...If the
critic wants to explain the relation between the poetic
artifice... and the "truth" of documentary materials, then he
must analyze his canons of evidence, as a stíentist would.^^
Our response to both quotations (taken as exhortations) is to try to stand
simultaneously in two sectors—the sector which celebrates the empirical
acumen of the reporter and says "amen" to Hersey's "sacred law of joumalism"
that "none of this was made up,"lOO and the sector which celebrates a postmodern sensibility suspicious of the word "fact" insofar as its use implies a
command for agreement based on the sort of "undeniable" reality analyzed in
Chapter V as a sensational fact. We can suggest that help has arrived for some of
the tasks Fletcher mentions, with more on the way. For example, Fletcher
regrets that none of the essays in The Literature ofFact deal "with one of the most
critical fact/fiction dUemmas, the introduction of legal thought into imaginative
literary works. For the law plays back and forth between facts of cases and
broad interpretíve legal concepts." As it happens, Spence (perhaps not so
cointídentally) has since suggested just such a focus on the law as a paradigm
for a psychoanalysis in transition from a pseudo-scientific to an interpretíve
discipline (161). This is of great interest to studies of the literature of fact
because the legal metaphor, as Spence demonstrates, offers insight into the
relatíon between "fact" and "interpretatíon." As we saw in the chapter on the
collaboratíve narratíve, psychoanalytic interpretatíon, especially when
presented in the "narratíonal" terms outíined by Schafer, is obviously of no
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small interest to a literary criticism that is open to the study of narrative,
whatever its indifference or hostility to traditíonal Freudian approaches.
Moreover, with the more recent

work of Spence and Schafer (from

psychoanalysis) and Bruner (on the cultural implicatíons of cognitíve studies
and of folk psychology), the literary critíc has a growing body of theoretícal
work from which to draw in treating "the idea of the imaginatíon encountering
documentary materials."
As for epistemological questíons, Rorty counsels critícs not to be afraid "of
subjectívity nor anxious for methodology," and to avoid "the misguided attempt
to be 'scientífic'. . ." ( Objectivity 79). If we have read Rorty correctíy in other
contexts, we are certain he would say that a concern with "fact" versus "fiction,"
and "hard" science versus "soft" humanities," is no longer relevant once one
understands "hard" science as just one more possible vocabulary, rather than the
epistemologically privileged vocabulary against which all others in a culture
must be judged. Since positivist phUosophy and analytical philosophy are based
on just such an assimiption, it is not suprising that Rorty basicaUy supports the
work of such writers as Derrida and Foucault, whose literary theories he
advances as another way of doing philosophy. This way of doing pliUosophy
supports the practice of a high-brow culture criticism quite at home with the
thought that the most arcane "hard" stíence can, if necessary, be swallowed by a
literary description, such as that which describes quantuum mechancs as "a
notoriously great, but quite untranslatable poem, written in a lamentably obscure
language" {Consequences 67).
All this suggests that Rorty's work gives us a way to use the term
"literature of fact" which does not tum on the philosophically traditional and
commonsensical concem with "appearance" versus "reality." In other words, his
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pragmatísm helps us throw out the distínctíon which says ti\at art "enriches" or
"entertains" us with "appearances," while stíence reminds us of tíie cold, hard
truti\. Rorty's pragmatism makes tiie poet the priest, not ti\e stíentist. Itfavors
tiie sort of Uterary crititísm which is at least ironic about whatever metiiodology
it employs, the sort of critítísm in which we "praise our heroes and damn our
viUains by makmg invidious comparisons" {Objectivity 79). Gartía Márquez, the
obvious hero of the preceeding chapters, wiU in this chapter share that honor
with Rorty himself. Weaving Rorty's pragmatísm into our critícal interest in
joumaUstíc texts, we shall be able to understand the "fact" in "the literature of
facf'ioi as a slogan word usefiU to the extent that it inspires a suspitíon of both
metaphysical abstractions and of what is known as phUosophical realism.
Since we too want to avoid pointless (and boring) abstractions, it wiU be
well to discuss metaphysical abstractions and philosophic realism in a
joumalistíc context, to imagine how joumalists might relate them to what they
actually do for a Uving. Most joumalists qua joumalists would have no objection
to a pejoratíve definitíon of "metaphysical abstractions." The Westem joumaUstic
canon, to the extent that it rests on the traditional Westem bias for empiricism, is
quick to praise the concrete. In joumaUsm, to put it biuntly, unexplained
abstractíons are simply considered a sign of bad writíng. In a news feature such
metaphysical abstractíon would be evident in an unexplained phrase like "The
Chicanos are good people." The joumalistíc canon demands the partículars that
give such an assertíon some Uterary weight.

W/»'C/Í

Chicanos? Where? Ui what

historical period? And what things have these particular Chicanos done in what
particular situatíons, that have led you to this exdamation that all Chicanos are
"good"? It would, however, be infinitely more difficult to foster among
joumaUsts and journalism critícs a similar indignatíon towards philosophical
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realism. The term can be defined as the belief that truth is best described by the
phrase "correspondence to reality." In other words, "The cat is on the mat" is tme
because that sentence "corresponds" or "links" with an actual cat on an actual mat
in front of our actual eyes. At first glance, an adherence to some form of
philosophical realism núght seem a psychological necessity for the joumalist,
who indeed might go crazy if she could not believe that the story lead she has
just typed into her computer "corresponded to the reality" of what she had
actually seen and heard at dty hall. But denymg that truthful language should
be understood as "corresponding to reality" is not to deny the existence of causal
forces—the sounds of certain words of títy countíl members resonating in the
ears of the reporter—which we títe to justify our belief in a particular sentence.
A denial of truth as "correspondence to reality" is better viewed as a strategy by
which we point out that the reporter's lead was not dictated by "reaUty," that it is
to a large degree suggested, if not dictated, by the sotíal conventions in which
she is working, specifically the standard vocabulary of a certain kind of "hard
news" story. After all, the the reporter's lead—"The Marigold Grove City
Council last night approved a motion to indefinitely suspend city garbage
coUectíon"—could have been buried deep within the story, with some other
"undeniable" causal force being given priority.

A disbelief in "truth as

correspondence" Unplies, therefore, a commitment to the belief that there are no
neutral descriptíons, tiiat all reports are interpretations, and that news stories are
deemed objectíve to tíie degree that they cohere with a standard instítutional
interpretatíon of events. This view of course flies in the face of the sacred cow of
"objectívity" worshipped by tí\e Western press. We suggest, however, that an
understanding of Ufe on the "literature of fact" border depends on an
appredatíon of how the most "objectíve" and "factual" reports are made ratiier
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than found, how they are stories told rather than dictations taken from something
capitalized as Reality.

The Role of the Reader
In travel up and down the ambiguous borders between "fact" and "fictíon"
described above, it might be weU to carry a guidebook which keeps us resolutely
focused not on the text but on the dual role of the reader. The use of this
guidebook implies acceptance of the assumptíon that it is impossible to extricate
what a work is from what one does with it. Therefore, we offer a general
descriptíon of the use to which texts, defined as instances of the Uterature of fact,
are put. In a phrase, the reader of the literature of fact is required to play two
roles: that of a newspaper reader seeking facts and informatíon in order to form
judicious opirúons and obtain advice on what to believe and how to behave in
the actual world, and that of the reader of fiction seeking what for a lack of a
better phrase can be called subtie lessons in the human condition. Jacques Barzun
has formulated a similar distinction between two basic uses to which all
knowledge can be put: the "immediate and tangible" use of "guiding technical
action," and the less visible use of guiding "thought and conduct at large." ^^2
This distínction between two ways of using has, in tum, been stated in even
broader terms, by Bruner, as two ways of knowing, the "logical" mode and the
"storied" mode. The former verifies by "eventual appeal to procedures for
establishing formal and empirical proof"; the latter establishes "not truth but
verisUniUtude" (AcfMfl/Mmí/s 11-12).
Bruner says we confound the two modes of knowing at our peril. But
confounding the storied and logical modes of knowmg may be something quite
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different from recognizing a dual role in the reading of the literature of fact, a
habit of mind which allows the reader to submit to the flow of the narrative, while
at the same tíme performing mentally as a kind of stíck-in-the-mud, asking, like
the historian, for a certain logical consistency not required of purely imaginatíve
literature.103

xhis reading project may entail the "debunking" of certain

narratives, but it may just as well entaU a sympathetíc reading designed to reveal
narratíve strategy as a perspectíve in an actual, debatable, public world. Mitchell,
discussing White's idea of narratívity as a "mode of making sense of reality,"
parenthetically allows a distínctíon between "the factual reaUty of actual events "
and "the moral, symboUc reaUty of fictions" (vUi). But of course the distinctíon
can be inverted, allowing us to speak as well, as we invariably do, of "the factual
reality of fictions" and "the moral, symbolic reality of actual events." The factual
and fictional modes of reader response are, in a certain sense, inextricably
entwined. But it is with the Uterature of fact that the dual roles of the reader must
be acknowledged most explicity. It is impossible to choose between the two roles,
for the roles rest on a continuum. It might be said, however, that discourse in the
literature of fact emphasizes the directness of response to, or the behavioral
consequences of a literary text. In pragmatic terms, this emphasis would make
optional, or seek to eliminate, as Rorty puts it, "the Greek contrast between
contemplation and action, between representing the world and coping with it"
{Philosophy 11). Literature of fact discourse, then, represents a bias toward action,
in the sense that it rests on the convictíon that we must "behave our way" towards
a better understanding of any situatíon, that the better understanding cannot be
established a priori by any rational fiat. The bias is iUustrated in the proposition
that the aforementioned newspaper reader wiU color or shadow the contemplative
fiction reader, not vice versa. However slowly and by whatever gradual process of
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Uterary osmosis a reader of fiction might assimilate the aforementíoned subtíe
lessons about the human conditíon, he or she would reject the notíon of acquiring
etemal truths through contemplation in favor of a notion of wrestíing out
provisional truths through actíon. As we have said, literary discourse would be a
supple form of politícal discourse, rather as practíced by Orwell. It would
recognize the Uterary work as "the most subtíe form of social direction," "a
moralizing form [which] can never be neutral in the etemal war of culture,"^^^
and it would take place under the auspices of a sotíal ideal m which "culture is no
longer dominated by the ideal of objectíve cognitíon but by that of aesthetíc
enhancement." 105
The dual role of the reader of the literature of fact requires a dialectical
attítude toward historical tmth. The approach may well concede that "facts" and
"fictions" are not "givens that we all recognize but rather the products of
interpretíve commimitíes whose work is the making of the two categories and
explairúng how they interact" (Eason 431). It may venture yet further, accepting
a "game" over a "picture" view of language, showing courage in the face of the
frightening possibility that "there are no ties at all between language and the
world, that we are wandering around among our own creations rather than
being constrained to the truth (Rorty, Consequences 134). At the same time, it
may maintain more than a merely nostalgic respect for Hersey's aforementíoned
respect for the "sacred" importance of the dedaratíon "None of this was made up"
(23). Thus, a critíc working under the auspices of the literature of fact may accept
without embarrassment a common sense notion of fact often discounted, if not
derided, in literary discussions. It may be true, as Hayden White suggests, that
the "distínction between real and imaginary events

presupposes a notíon of

reality in which 'the true' is identífied with 'the real' only insofar as it can be
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shown to possess the character of narratívity," that is, placed in a plausible
narratíve context. But it is nonethless a distínction which White himself describes
as "basic to

modern discussions of both history and fictíon" ("Value of

Narratívity, " p. 6). Even if we are indmed to view the use of the word "fact" with
a jaundiced eye, as a kind of false star on the non-existent firmament of
"aboriginal reality"; even if we are indined to assert, with Nelson Goodman, that
reality itself is a constmct, we are bound to a common sense distínctíon between
"the real" and "the imaginary," if only as a defense against a politícal history
govemed by the nightmare of the Big Lie. Of course, García Márquez has himself
treated this theme at length in his depiction of the mass denial of the banana
massacre in Cien anos de soledad.^^
To continue this dialectíc, our exclusive, categorical definition plays the
necessary role of the "straight man." The very intractabiUty of a defined
categorical ideal forces us into a more inclusive, interdisciplinary attitude: a
definitíon which stípulates a negative characteristíc such as "without inventíon,"
must have an escape hatch, owing to the impossibility of testing the referentíal
validity of every textual utterance. A critícally defined interest in texts that work
within historical actuality naturally encompasses an interest in how, in an
ostensibly journaUstic text, the commitment to historical truth can be abandoned
or compromised. Having confessed an interest in narratíve ingenuity within the
constraints of actuality, a critic need not be appalled to discover that García
Márquez may have invented something in a journalistic text. Our definition of
the Uterature of fact as an ideal category compels us to examine such disclosures
as interesting instances of deviance. The genre ideal of the literature of fact
invites interest in the particular deviance as, say, narrative strategy, or as an
instance of overweening ideological interest, or as a focus on what is at stake
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when historical truth is compromised, or, echoing an old newsroom joke, as a
study of "how the facts can get in the way of a good story." It is permissible,
therefore, to accept for the Uterature of fact even a largely invented text if such a
text carries a cargo of direct social significance in terms of its actuality, not a
cargo of realism, but a cargo of fact that is an object of factual disputation, as was
the case with the sensational fact of the contraband in Relato. Yet the
indusiveness of the category need not stop here, for we cannot exdude any text
which we can use as a prop for the critical pose described by the slogan "the
literature of fact," whether a Greek lyric poem or the case histories provided of
the urban cannibal Jeffrey Dahmer.i®'^ An approach defined by the literature of
fact may encompass the basic question posed by Rorty, namely, "what, if
anything, tums on the difference between being 'really there' and being 'made
up'? For what purposes is a convenient fiction as good as reality" {Consequences
10)?

Avoiding the BUiary Opposition
No line can be easUy drawn between the commonsensically disparate
categories "fact" and "fiction." Therefore, it is all too easy to dash genre
distínctíons based on shared attributes, as Robert Sims, for one, shows in his
convincing characterizatíon of the literary output of García Márquez as an
escritura bigenérica which confounds clearly defined notions of the novel and
joumalism as genres. If, however, the novel and joumalism as genres can be so
easUy coUapsed into each other, it seems worthwhUe to wonder what is at stake
in making the distínctíons in the first place.^08 New definitions create new
categories, and destroy old ones, and it is weU to darify what interests are served
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when the literary deck is reshuffled. We might profitably ask what disparate
uses we make of a work if we define it one day as fact, the next day as fiction.
These disparate uses touch upon the complex interplay between imagination and
reality, upon our cognitive models of the world as provisional fictions and upon
the notion of even the most imaginative fiction as a form of joumaUsm imbued
with the spirit of psychoanalysis, in which the writer reports as faithfuUy as
possible on his or her own imagination. The thesis presented here, however,
holds that this interplay between the real and the imaginary need not, indeed
should not, force us to abandon the commonsense distinction between "fiction"
and "fact," when such a distinction is useful. Under the auspices of pragmatism,
we need orúy assert our reasons for finding the distinction important or trivial in
a given case.
Robert Sims points to the study of narrative as the theoretical umbrella
under which both factual and fictional texts can be studied, specifically as the
ground for both the novels and the joumalism of García Márquez (23). The
approach outiined in the literature of fact, however, recognizes that the question
is not necessarily a matter of the (ultimately futUe) task of separating joumalism
from fiction. That attributes of both genres are indistinguishable textually is
taken as given. This given does not, however, erase the issue of reader response
to such texts, for the reader (or critic) must estabUsh a discourse for the
discussion of such works where factuality may become an issue. Under an
imagined contract with a reader, a joumalist may be granted various kinds of
poetic license; yet this Ucense does not necessarUy set aside the issue of lo real v.
lo inventado.
Sims points to general, or generally accepted, differences in ti\e respective
roles played by novelist and journalist, and says that "por lo general [el
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periodista] tiene que quedarse dentro del marco de la fuente" (21). With this
definition of the journalistic relation to sources, García Márquez apparently
functioned as a noveUst with Crônica de una muerte anunciada, for although the
novel is centered on an historical intídent, "el hecho... solo sirve como punto de
partida" (21). Yet it may be in our interests to examine to what degree Gartía
Márquez works within the frame of his sources, or, if he ventures beyond them,
what is at stake in the venturing. In discourse over the literature of fact such a
question núght not be resolved. However, it must be agreed that such a question
is worth addressing if critics intend to engage in "normal discourse," which Rorty
defines as "any discourse . . . which embodies agreed-upon criteria for reaching
agreement" {Philosophy 11). ^^9 in a certain sense the discourse of the literature
of fact may force one to tum around the main thrust of White's analysis of
historiography. Where White renúnds us that historical narratives depend for
their cohesion, not on an order discovered in actuality, but on the use of literary
devices, the literature of fact, self-constíously and openly indebted to such
devices, may benefit from being held to account on the basis of historical
actuaUty.
In discourse about the literature of fact we would not be trapped in a
bmary opposition between fact andfiction;we would not be constrained by an a
priori conceptíon of truth. ^IO We would, however, be constrained to submit
conditíons relevant to assertíng that the factuality or fictionality of a given
utterence are relevant to our reading. If we want to dispute a fact in an historical
narratíve, we must demonstrate alternatíve historical evidence of its falsity;
discourse in the literature of fact may indeed require that we retrace the
investigatíve footsteps of a given author in order to dispute tí\e factuality of a
given utterance. We may want to suggest how such a false report leads to a
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rigged condusion, or an unbalanced one, in the sense of a moral implied by a text
"narratívized" in the manner described by White. We can, in a phrase, "take
issue" with a text judged a worthy object of scrutíny in a literature of fact
discourse. Furthermore, we may be able to confront its ideology in a way that
should not be possible with texts chosen for a fictional discourse.
As White says, narratíve in the literatiu-e of fact, like historical narrative,
draws its authority from reality ("Value of Narratívity" 17). What makes an
account historical rather than fictíonal, does not rest on indices of disparate
textual attributes; it hinges on our agreement that different kinds of discourse
may be appropriate for texts bearing the ostensibly disparate labels "fact" and
"fictíon." Spedfically, it hinges on our agreement that with respect to the events
in the historical account "at least two versions of the same set of facts can be
imagined . . . [otherwise] there is no reason for the historian [or journaUst] to take
upon himself the authority of giving the true account of what really happened"
("Narrativity" 19).^^^ The difference between the factual and fictional modes of
discourse or interpretation rests in the sort of assertion and verification that can
take place in discourse about nonfiction that cannot or should not—it is here
argued—^take place in discourse about fiction. Reality can be raised as an issue in
both factual and fictional discourse. But only in factual discourse can reality be
admitted to dispute discrete elements of a text. In Gartía Márquez's short story
"La siesta del martes," a woman and a small girl arrive in a tiny, dusty town to
visit the grave of the woman's son, who has been shot and kiUed, allegedly
during an attempted burglary. Whatever one's critical approach, one cannot
make any fresh critícal contentíon about the story by asserting, say, that the
woman was not accompanied by a small giri. One may imagine how the
narratíve might have unfolded without a child present, but one would be
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imaginmg far more than a merely different orgar\izatíon of events; one would be
imagining a different story entírely. In discourse about texts treated fictíonaUy,
the veradty of discrete elements cannot be made an issue, though the possibly
desultory effect of their inclusion on the verisimitude of the narrative can be
made an issue, even if the fictíon is "based on" fact, and the discrete element
included is indeed factual. Assertíons about matters of fact in fiction ultimately
have to do with narrative plausibility, a term that might suggest a compomise
between the mode of verisimiUtude supplied by literature and the mode of logic
supplied by the methods of science. With fiction, we can demand some
adherence to logic but not the same adherence we can demand of nonfiction
texts. As Bmner writes, one may insist that people cannot transmogrify into
cockroaches; but the assertion is felt to be pointless in interpreting Kafka's
Metamorpheses {Actual Minds 12). On tiie other hand, to assert that Velasco was
wrong about the contraband cargo described in Relato, whether the assertion be
true or false, makes sense in discourse about texts treated factuaUy.
If we read a work of fiction which we believe craftily manipulates us
toward the acceptance of a certain ideological position—a statement about
reality—that we wish to reject, we can pomt out narrative devices by which the
reader is manipulated, the devices, that is, through which verisimiUtude is
achieved. But we cannot object to discrete existential statements in the text to
"deconstruct" the ideology. We can only write our own story, arranging oiu- own
discrete elements to attain our own

narratíve plausibility, and thereby

manipulate the reader according to our ideological interests. It is equally nonsensical to object to what has been "left out" of the fictíonal text, unless one is
merely suggestíng gaps in its aesthetic coherence. With the New Critícs, then,
one says that what is in the text is given. And upon this axiom can be buUt ti\e
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critíc's equivalent of the so-caUed "wilUng suspension of disbelief': a wilUngness
in advance to take marúpulatíve license for granted in the fictíonal text, and to
grant to that discoiu-se a wiUingness to concede the sense in which the ideological
assertíons might be true, even given the contrived circumstances of the text.
Conversely, reading under the auspices of a discourse on the literature of fact,
swept up by a plausible narratíve of facts, one is alert to the sense in which the
account in Us spedfics might be false. Since the critíc of the literature of fact can
point to the authority of reality, he or she is permitted to critítícize the text on
the basis of what might have been "left out." In the literature of fact, what counts
as fabula is fair game for all comers, whereas in the discourse of fiction one
allows the author to fix what counts as the "basic story stuff." The author or the
critic of the Uterature of fact carmot, however, appeal merely to reaUty in order to
justify the indusion of a discrete element in the text.
Of course, a reader of fiction can also imagine a better narrative than the
one he is reading, but he is imagining another story entirely, since, in fiction, the
author has Ucense to report solely on his own imagination. The discrete fictional
reaUty, therefore, is the only possible reality, while the historical account is one
probable reality based on the assumption of a mediated actuality "out there." To
the extent that we can agree—and agree that our sociability and sanity depend
on the agreement—that there is a fire hydrant on the corner of Elm and State
streets, we believe in actuality. To the extent that we understand that we see that
fire hydrant, each of us, in a different way, we understand the problematic
nature of reaUty.
AU texts, fictional or factual, exist in relation to culture, which PhUip Rieff,
from the vantage of a sociological theorist, has defined as "that design of motives
directing the self outward, toward those communal purposes in which alone the
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self can be realized and satísfied."^^^ jhe key phrase is "commimal purposes,"
for surely our failure to agree on the locatíon of the fíre hydrant signals a
breakdown, or the frightening possibUity of a breakdown, of just such commimal
purpose. Of course, in everyday life we often do find ourselves in disagreement
about that fire hydrant. And the violence with which we press forward our own
version of reality

should not surprise us: we are, after aU, recogrûzing that our

sanity (and, in this case, safety) depends on agreements about such simple
matters of fact. Beyond such simple matters, though, rests the great moral
universe, in which competing notions of what is are entwined in competing
notions of what ought to be. In a democracy, or in a period of cultural transition,
there are a large number of competing oughts. Debate worth its name on these
competing oughts rests on the assumption that the debators wiU act culturally, in
good faith; that they wiU not lard their interpretations with reports they
themselves regard as perverse readings of actuaUty: that is, they wiU not lie.
The moral notion of what constitutes a textual lie—a cuUural act of bad faith—
may be the fulcrum upon which the literature of fact balances, often
precariously.i^^

"Protest" From Quibdô:
Truth as "What It Is Good To Believe"
With respect to the journalism of García Márquez, the notion of "a
convenient fiction as good as reality" can be addressed by a dose look at his E/
Espectador series, El Chocô que Colombia desconoce.^^^ Ahhough extended in its
latter two parts by ostensibly disinterested descriptions of the Colombian
departamento (or state) of Chocô, ti\is series is nonethdess a piece of advocacy
joumaUsm, defmed here as joumalism which takes sides on a social or poUtical
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issue, which agitates openly for or against some kind of change.1^5 jhe change
against which García Márquez implicitly argues is a govemment proposal to
divide Chocô among its four neighboring departamentos. The narration of
Chocoan opposition to this proposal is preceded in ti\e first installment of the
series by a description of the isolation of tí\e departamento capital, Quibdô, and a
report of its citizens' tireless efforts over "many years" to get a road buUt from
Quibdô to some major city, in order to reduce their isolation. However, years of
\msuccessful pleading of this cause result in something quite different: the news
that el Chocô "sería descuartizado y repartido de una sola pluma" {VoL 2: 297).
The series decries the poverty and unsanitary conditions in most of the state. But
not untíl the last installment is the relatively modem Chocoan city of Andagoya
mentíoned. And the appearance of this thriving títy with a big power plant seals
the reporter's case. Andagoya, alas, is a company town, the power plant owned
by norteamericanos, who allow only niggardly amounts of electricity to be used
by the locals. The series as a whole weaves that poUtical concern into an
expository essay in which a descriptíve focus reminiscent of the apolitícal style of
The National Geographic is combined with broad, "mythic" strokes of reportíng
which seem to foreshadow the narratíve ingenuity of Cien anos de soledad. For
example, at one point mention is made of the need to fight fires. But it is not
clear whether this is a regular hazard in Quibdô. At any rate, the fact of a fire
alarm going off is juxtaposed with a report of how the Chocoans first heard the
news of the proposal to divide their departamento, and so this ordinary fact
invokes the pathetic fallacy deployed to suggest a passionate reactíon of nature
itself to the bad poUtícal news:
La notícia se conociô en Quibdô a las siete y media de la
noche, que es la hora en que se escuchan los radioperiôdicos
de Bogotá y también la hora en que printípian los incendios.
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Cuando oyeron la sirena, los habitantes de Quibdô, que
saben que las casas están construidas con lena, corrieron con
b^des y reapientes de lata, preparados para colaborar con d
reduado pero eficaz cuerpo de bomberos en la extíntíôn del
mcendio. Toda la poblaciôn conociô la notícia por los
altoparlantes de la calle principal, y aUí permanetíô durante
trece días, cantando, oyendo discursos, agitando la bandera
de Colombia y la bandera de Santa María la Antígua, que es
la bandera de Chocô. De esos trece días por lo menos nueve
estuvo Uoviendo implacablemente. {VoL 2:297-298)
With this passage we see a talent for the broad descriptíon of crowds and
groups, another feature of Cien afíos de soledad. And the descriptíon of the
thirteen-day demonstratíon goes on the describe a scene in which
Se sabía que los manifestantes lloraban, escribían
memoriales, y se lavaban en la vía púbUca. . . Pero la
verdadera magnitud del movimiento, sus intimidades
humanas, se desconotían por completo. Nadie supo en el
resto del país que el Chocô, con su movimiento emboteUado,
estaba redactando el acta de independientía. {VoL 2:298)

And the behavior of these demonstrators is beyond all reproach, which is
laudable because
No ha habido, en toda la historia del país en los últimos
anos, y tal vez en muchos más de los que pueden calcularse
una situaciôn más fácil de convertir en un sangriento
problema de orden público. Habría bastado un grito hostíl,
una imprudencia de las autoridades para que esta
formidable batalla cívica se hubiera convertido en un
episodio sangriento. (298-299)
The only problem with these passages is that they are descriptions of
spectacles at least partíaUy instígated and organized by the author himself.
According to Gartía Márquez, his reportíng assignment in el Chocô began as a
resiUt of E/ Espectador having received out of Quibdô a cable reportíng riots in
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protest of a proposal to divide the departamento . But in an interview fourteen
years after tí\e events described in the series, he describes a personal role in ti\e
events in Quedbô, a role not acknowledged in the series. Dispatched to ti\e scene,
Garría Márquez found a single correspondent resting in a hammock. The
correspondent had sent the cable, but admitted that nothing was happening in
Quibdô. Accordmg to Gartía Márquez, the man
había creído justo enviar los cables de protesta. . . como yo
me había gastado dos días en Uegar hasta allí, y el fotôgrafo
no estaba detídido a regresar con el roUo virgen, resolvimos
organizar, de mutuo acuerdo con [el corresponsal en
Quibdô], una manifestaciôn portátil que se convocô con
tambores y sirenas. A los dos días saliô la informaciôn, y a
las cuatro Uegô un ejértíto de reporteros y fotôgrafos de la
capital en busca de los ríos de gente. Yo tuve que explicarles
que en ese mísero pueblo todos estaban durmiendo, pero les
organizamos una nueva y enorme manifestaciôn, y así fue
como se salvô el Chocô.^^^
We thus come to the question about a "convenient fiction" being "as good
as reality," a suggestion which many wiU find appalling when raised in a
joumalistic context. We can begin by saying that in the series from el Chocô the
"conver\ientfiction"is the idea that the demonstrations were spontaneous. If we
accept, however, that a demonstration is never quite as "spontaneous" as a
natural event like an earthquake, then we wiU have to accept that any
demonstration in Quibdô would have had to have been organized by somebody.
Yet there is a joumalistic canon which in some cases insists that that somebody
not be one of the people called upon to report on the demonstratíon, one of the
people called upon to be an "objective" observer of the scene; or rather, a canon
which reqiUres that such an interest be noted in ti\e text or in a footnote.n^ Botii
of these assumptions—the joumalistic rule and the philosophic principle—are
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called mto questíon when advocacy reportíng is explained as the recognitíon of
the inextricable Unk between facts and ideology.
From one point of view, the organization by García Márquez and his
coUeague of the demonstratíons in Quidbô can be labeUed a hoax. A hoax can be
described as a Uterary spetíes of lie, and a lie can be defined—in our own ad hoc
pragmatíc terms—as mformatíon upon which its teUer would not act and which
causes the Ustener to behave m a way he or she later judges to be unproductive
or dangerous. It is important to remember, however, that a lie has little to do
with "correspondence to reality," with true statements or false statements.
Indeed, a Ue may be a true statement. If we teU you that there is a treasure buried
at a certain site, and we believe the treasure to be there although it proves not to
be, we have not lied. If, however, we send you in search of a buried treasure we
believe not to be there, and by chance the treasure is there, then we have lied
nonetheless. Yet in the latter case, the word "lie" would lose its pejoratíve force
in retrospect. Having foimd the treasure, and presumbly pleased by yoiu* good
luck, you might nonetheless continue to say that we had lied to you, but the
notíon of a lie woiUd be felt to have a merely technical connotatíon, not a moral
one, imless you felt deeply our attempt to breakfaith with you.
The notíon of breaking faith in the matter of lying directs us to a
pragmatíc notíon of truth opposed to the idea of "correspondence to reality." It is
the notíon of truth, or objective knowledge, as that upon which we can agree,
that which helps bring us together to get what needs to be done. It thus points to
a notion of truth defined by human soUdarity. But there are competing groups of
human beings with competíng interests and competíng solidaritíes. With these
concepts in mind, we can say that the staged demonstrations in Quidbô can be
judged a hoax if apparent consequences of ti\at beUef are deemed undesirable.
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Those wití\ a vested mterest in dividing Chocô among four other, more powerful
Colombian departamentos might ti\erefore find in the pejorative hoax a word ti\at
advances their ideological interests.
The idea of all reporting having an ideological dimension (or being
ideologically driven) is supplemented by what might be called the joumalistic
equivalent of the Heisenberg Printíple m physics. This printíple asserts that ti\e
characteristics of a phenomenon are affected or even produced by the fact of their
being measiu-ed. Investigatíve joumalism offers easy examples of this prindple:
a public official suddenly stops accepting bribes when a reporter calls to
investígate said bribes. Owing to the rise of mass communicatíons and the
generation of sophistícated publicity and public relations machines, the
Heisenberg Prindple is often seen in the dilemma of TV reporters painfuUy
aware that much of what "unfolds" in front of their cameras probably would not
be unfolding were the cameras not there. This dilemma has led the historian
Daniel Boorstin to assert that "real" events in American culture have been
supplanted by "pseudo-events."^^^ To this, the structuraUst would reply,
perhaps with the help of Hayden White, that Boorstín invests with too much
sanctity the traditíonal notíon of "objective" historical narratíve, and that what
one call's "pseudo-events" are merely quickie historical narratíves m which the
project of vested ideological interest shows through too crudely, as it does in
some of the Medeival chronides (White "Narrativity"). Yet ti\e point we wish to
emphasize here is that the joumaUstic equivalent of the Heisenberg Prindple is a
kind of philosophic expression of the inevitabUity of the ideological interest in all
reports, an interest which, once confessed, challenges the sharp split between
"subject" and "object" ti\ought necessary by some joumaUstic canons.
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We do not, therefore, view "ideological interests" as vimses which must be
purged from the body poUtic in order to estabUsh a perfectiy dismtereted form of
debate. Rather, we view ideologies as more or less fixed narrative hypotheses.
In Uterary debate, when we castigate someone for his or her ideological interest,
we may be saying a number of things—that we do not share that ideological
interest, or that we do not want to discuss Uterature on any openly poUtical
grounds, or that we believe the "wolf" of moral-poUtical interest in this partíciUar
case is threatening the gentility of a high culture which often uses the arts and
literature as a "sheep's clothing" to contínue a "civiUzed" conversatíon. In this
last sense, ideologues may cens\ire those of their own stripe for giving the game
away to those who might be persuaded by more seductive, "Uterary" means. But
tívilized conversation is a relative term, of course, and we can think of dozens of
instances when it woiUd seem better to set aside the so-caUed tívilizing fimction
of high ciUtiu"e for poUtical protest.
We can now use "the story behind the story" of the Quibdô
demonstratíons to help link pragmatism and journalism. We begin by saying
that even those who concede the importance of ideology and the operatíon of the
Heisenberg Printíple in joumalism may remain resolutely commited to the idea
of estabUshing the "objectíve truth" about those trumped up demonstratíons in
Quibdô. We find ourselves among them. For even those who are not well
versed in the philosophic traditíon that extends from Greek antíquity are heirs
of—often unwittíng partitípants in—that traditíon, a traditíon which celebrates
the ideal of "objective cognitíon." With a discourse labeled "ti\e Uteratiu-e of fact"
we bring oursdves to ti\e brink of a haunting fear ti\at we might be "duped" or
that we might end up walking around in fictions, perhaps as victims of lies as
defined above.
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It is here that we fmd refiige in pragmatismft-oma problem structuraUsm
had created: ti\e need to suggest a course of actíon based on the notíon of the
"fîctionality" of all texts. Spedfically, we find refuge in a pragmatíc doctrine
formulated by WilUam James and repeatedly used by Rorty—a notíon of truti\
which gives up the ideal of "objective cognition" and replaces it with a notion of
tmtii as "what it is good to believe."ll9 Obviously, this definition of truth helps
break down the binary oppositíon between fact and fictíon. Sherlock Holmes lives
on Baker Street may not be good to believe if one is continuaUy frustrated in his or
her efforts to find a detectíve on a Baker Street matching the descriptíon and
genius of the detectíve described in books by Conan Doyle. The statement might
be good to believe if it helps one foUow the detective stories, or if one continually
receives satísfying repUes over a "Sherlock Holmes" signature to letters sent the
famous detective at a Baker Street address. If those replies are known to be
composed by the Sherlock Holmes sotíety, an outsider may protest that it is not
"really" the address of Sherlock Holmes, but such a skeptic might be in the
positíon of someone teUing a child all those presents under the Christmas tree are
not "reaUy" evidence of Santa Claus. Such a skeptic might try to wear the mantle
of the Voltarian skeptíc, demanding praise for the bravery of his disbelief.
However, we suggest that our Santa Claus skeptíc wiU more likely feel
embarrassed and rather irrelevant. And we further suggest that such feeUngs of
embarrassment and Urelevance should be shared not only by siUy Santa-skeptics
but by those who harp too insistentiy on the fabricated nature of the Quibdô
demonstrations.
But to this last statement we add an important clarification. The feelings
of embarrassment and irrelevance should be shared to the extent that tiie skeptic
treats the fabrication of the demonstrations as a sensational fact, which relieves
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him or her of the responsibUity of re-narrating the Chocô debate and/or showing
how the coherence of García Márquez's account is tom when his role in creating
the demonstratíons is included in a competíng narratíve. Yíe might judge the
demonstations not only as an acceptable act of advocacy joumalism, but as a
literary device which serves weU the anthropological and geographical narratíve.
We rr\ight say that by instigating events which allowed Gartía Márquez to report
people shouting "Listen to us!" he created a Uterary device which allowed him to
shout "Listen to these articles!" Yíe might say that the coherence of these
expository reports as a whole is not threatened by a narrative which abhors the
idea that a people need to be forced to "speak up for themselves." And this
would be our ideological reading of this literature of fact, insofar as we
supported the liberal, anti-Yankee anti-imperialist ideology which comes into
dear view in the last instaUment of the advocacy reports from Chocô.

The Dynamic Solidarity
oíRelato and Its AntíUary Texts
Kolenda, in a concise summary of Rorty's work, says that pragmatic
philosophy
stresses the holistic character of experience, thus ass\u \ing
that neither knowledge, nor action, nor hope can be fuUy
expUcated when taken by themselves. It sees h\mian Ufe as a
contatenation of cognition, l)ehavior and expectation.^^O
This general printíple accords with the ideal of public debate described in
our dedaration of the literature of fact as an advocacy of a particular kind of
discourse. That discourse was linked to cultural crittísm, spetífically Lasch's
notíon tí\at we find better informatíon in ti\e process of exertísing our biases. But
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Kolenda's remarks also fit with the idea put forward here with respect to
joumalism: tí\at some form of advocacy is inevitable. AU of tiús finally prepares
us to abandon entirely the notion of truth as "corresponding to reality," even,
perhaps, especially in a joumaUstíc context. And it allows us as well to press
home a pragmatíc conceptíon of truth in light of the above dicussion of what
constítutes a Ue. If tmth is not "correspondence to reality" but "what it is good to
believe," then a lie is "what it is bad to believe." But we may note that the word
"lie," unlike the word "truth," seems to have Uttíe meaning outside a social
context. It is inextricably lirUced to a notíon of a/7reflc/i in sotíal soUdarity. Ifthis
is the case, the notíon of truth might be described in exactly the opposite terms as
that which enhances social solidarity. This in turn leads to the suggestíon that
perhaps truth might be better seen as a fancy name for the agreement necessary
to Uve together and to get things done, as what it is good for partictUar groups to
believe.121 T^ÍS lays the gro\mdwork for treating Relato de un náufrago and its
anciUary newspaper texts not as a mix of, or fluctuation between "fact" and
"fiction," or between "truth" and "falsehood," but as journalism shaped by a
dynamic sense of sotíal solidarity.
By dynamic we mean the ability to deal with the irony of shifting and
overlapping group identities. Such a d^mamic is apparent in Gartía Márquez's
burying the literary contraband of Relato in a narrative of triumph which the
goverrunent itself had to celebrate. The narrative celebration of this triumph—of
Velasco's heroic feat of siu^ival—is \mderUned in Relato when Velasco, having at
last fought his way to shore, is promised aid by a man armed witii a carbine and
accompanied by a dog.
Solo cuando el hombre se alejaba se me ocurriô
pregimtarle, casi con im grito:
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—^Qué país es éste?
Y él, con una extraordinaria naturaUdad, me dio la
umca respuesta que yo no esperaba en aquel instante:
—Colombia. (79)
Witii this one last benedictory word, closing ti\e twelfth instalhnent of the
fourteen-part series, García Márquez (sentimentally or cynically) bows to la
patria. While the government may have exploited the triumph to steer inquUy
from the tragedy, García Márquez nonetheless reflects a wiUingness, even
eagemess, to place a Itunp m the national throat, to share goosebtunps with his
political adversaries, and this wilUngness is evidence of a dynamic sense of
solidarity. With this specific bow to patriotism and its general celebration of the
triiunph, Relato is part of what we shall call the national soUdarity. The national
solidarity can be said to represent the allegedly shared middle groimd of two
other competing soUdarities, the liberal soUdarity represented by E/ Espectador as
an opposition newspaper, and the totalitarian solidarity of the Rojas PiniUa
dictatorship. Insofar as Relato deun náufrago adheres to a national soUdarity,
the text conceals any direct recognition of its author's liberal solidarity and of the
totalitarian soUdarity to which he is opposed. As we have seen, the concealment
is done in such a way that the govemmenfs own preoccupation with the literary
contraband can be described as a neurotic memory. On the other hand, the
truculent offitíal communication from the government (included at the end of
Chapter V) makes the confUct between the liberal and totaUtarian soUdarities as
blimt and misleadingly obvious as otu notion of the unexammed sensational fact.
It is at this point, therefore, that we can tum to Gartía Márquez's antíUary
reportíng on the Caldas tragedy and the Velasco triumph, ti\e better to see the
national soUdarity as a grotmds for discovuse in which the Uberal and totalitarian
solidarities rubbed up against, but did not confront, each other. Besides the
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fourteen-part newspaper series which constitutes the body of the text proper of
Relato de un náufrago, García Márquez wrote at least three other newspaper
reports for E/ Espectador on the Caldas tragedy and Velasco's survival. These
texts, all of which appeared in the month prior to La verdad sobre mi aventura
series, include the March 20 report of how the famUy of the saUor heard the
news; the March 24 report on the fanfare or lack of fanfare upon the sailor's
ret\UT\ to Bogotá; and the March 30 report, based on a press conference held by
the navy, which focuses on technical questions raised by the tragedy of the Caldas
and the tritunph of Velasco.
Dealing contemporaneously, albeit only impUcitly, with political issues
raised directly in the prologue, these antíUary texts (identified throughout this
chapter according to the date on which they appeared in E/ Espectador) can be
said to show what the prologue can only tell with respect to such matters as the
oppression of the Rojas PiniUa dictatorship. These texts unfold in time and in
response to specific events and provide a serialization of what is compacted
ideologically into the book prologue. Read in conjunction with the prologue,
they provide, as it were, a primitive Ulustration of the Bakhtian notíon of
literature as a protracted social dialogue.^22 xhey constítute also a kind of
journalistíc fossil record of the case which iUuminates the report of the actual
contraband and the reports of fair weather as literary contraband in relatíon to its
social and cultural context.

With the wisdom of hindsight, they can be

iUimUnated with ti\e idea of our tiiree competing or overlapping soUdarities.
When Gartía Márquez credulously "reconstmcts" Velasco's accovmt of his
final swim to shore (75-76), he writes under the auspices of the national
solidarity—celebrating the triumph of a national hero. Yet in considering the
same phenomenon as a daily reporter organizing his response to information
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disseminated in an offitíal press conference, he lays ground for liberal dissent
from overlapping totalitarian and national soUdarities.
Resulta completamente inexpUcable que el marinero, con
una luxaciôn en la rodilla, hubiera podido nadar durante
varias horas, depués de diez días sin ninguna clase de
alimentos ni agua potable. No hay fortaleza física, por
exceptíonal que ella sea, capaz de Uevar a cabo \ma proeza
semejante. Sin embargo, se sabe que Luis Alejandro Velasco
la llevô a cabo, a menos que exista un error en sus
dedaratíones sobre la absoluta falta de alUnentos y de aeua.
{VoL 3, p. 557)
The Uberal solidarity is seen m the "stíentific" style, troUing for chances to
derail or debtmk the narrative of national soUdarity. If coUated with the book text
of Relato, it woiUd be the voice ever in evidence in the three ancUlary reports; it
would be a dozen footnotes comprised of quotes like those just títed, the Uberal
solidarity seeking logical contradictions carefuUy hidden in the dazzling
aesthetic coherence of the nationalistic narrative. In such an imagined book text,
the protracted "pamphleteering" subtitie would be blemished by an asterisk after
the phrase "a la deriva," an asterisk referring the reader to the caveat taken from
the antíUary text of March 30, in which the reporter writes
En realidad, el náufrago no estuvo n\mca de deriva, sino que
desde el momento en que [Velasco] se abordô la balsa, ésta
fue impiUsada, en directíôn suroeste, en Unea recta, hatía la
playa de Mulatos, a una velotídad de 30 kilômetros por día.
{VoL 3: 557)
The three antíUary texts are informed by this tension between Uberal and
natíonal solidaritíes, espetíally ti\e text of March 30, from which aU of the above
quotes are taken. In the March 12 report, which appeared under ti\e headline
and subheadUne E/ náufrago sobreviviente pasô los once días en una frágil balsa. Como
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recibieron la noticia la novia y los parientes del marinero Velasco, Uberal soUdarity
appears in a touch of literary irony. This can be explained by recalUng ti\at in
Chapter H, it was suggested that ti\e Relato narrative serves to daUn for reason a
mysterious, even miraculous event, for the politícally sensatíonal fact of the
Uterary contraband is edipsed—in the main body of the book text—by the
general sensatíonal fact of the survival. The García Márquez report of March 12
deals with the human interest story of how Velasco's family and friends leamed
the news of his survival. The report underlines this sense of the miraculous, and
therefore celebrates the achievement. It creates a tone of breathless suspense, its
author having assumed the tone of an expert gossip determined to establish
exactly who told whom the news, who knew what first, and where each was and
what he or she was doing at the moment the news came. Yet the liberal solidarity
lurks in the text. Working against the joumalistíc (and natíonalistíc) diche of
unmitigated joy, García Márquez pens an ironic and psychologically astute
description of the Velasco family in the wake of retíeving the incredible news:
"era como si tm cadáver se hubiera incorporado en su ataúd: había en la casa ima
alegría mezdada de susto y desconderto" {Vol 3:527).
The March 24 report, which appeared on the front page under the
headline Oficina de informaciôn exclusiva para el náufrago crea la Marina, has an
emotional Unk with the artícle of March 12. The first artícle was a frank
celebratíon of the "mirade" of survival, and the opening of the March 24 piece is
a celebratíon of a hero's retum: the teary, goose-biunp extítement of the longawaited "pubUc embrace," so famiUar today in televised pictures of former
Westem hostages from the Middle East retuming home to their famUes.
LtUs Alejandro fue el séptímo pasajero que descendiô de la
nave, sentíUamente, cojeando un poco a causa de la luxatíôn
que sufriô en la rodUla derecha. Vestía uniforme aziU y en la
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mar\o traia una cartera de cuero. No traía regalos para la
tanuha, cuyos miembros se adelantaron a abrazarlo en la
base misma de la escaleriUa. El resto de los pasaieros,
cond^cendientes al printípio, aguardaron a que terminaran
ios abrazos para contínuar abandonando la nave. Sin
embargo, las emocianadas manifestatíones de los parientes
se prolongaron y fue preciso despejar la escaleriUa para que
pudieran seguir descendiendo los pasajeros. {Vol. 3:547)
Nevertheless, despite the sUnilar natíonal solidaritíes in tí\e texts of March
12 and March 24, there are in tí\e two reports significant differences of tone and
focus. While the report of March 12 is a "human interest" news feature, the
report of March 24 introduces in its ostensible celebratíon of Velasco's retum a
hint of his official "handUng" by the authoritíes.
Manifestô asimismo el capitán Herazo Anexy que aquella
era una aventtua digna de escribirse, pero lo previno de que
las empresas de publicidad podrían tratar de exploitarlo.
Para evitar eso—siguiô diciendo el capitán Herazo—sería
creada una oficina de informaciôn, dependiente de la
armada nacional, para que atraves de ella se suministraran
todas las ir\formatíones relatíonadas con la aventura. {VoL 3:
548)
The March 24 artíde is not an overt reflection of liberal solidarity. Yet its
narratíve form encourages a kind of subversive reading. To begin with, this
newpaper text conforms to a certain style common to eighteenth and nineteenth
century North American newspapers in which dry, straight reports were
rendered chronologically, and with a certain narrative flair, not tmfolded in the
"pyrarrúd" style of the 5 "W's" famiUar to 20th century readers (When, Where,
Who, What, and How). In the March 24 report, the narrative proceeds largely
as an apparentíy "straight" description of the heroic retum. But the chronological
presentatíon is subtíly subverted by a technical question tagged on at the end
which raises a note of skeptítísm:
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Paretía bastante extrafto que al caer al agua en medio de una
tormenta, el marinero hubiera podido encontrar al alcance
de su mano ima balsa providentíal. En su residentía Velasco
explicô esta manana el misterio: se trataba de una balsa de
corcho de un metro con 50 de largo por un metro de ancho,
que fue lar\zada al agua desde el destmctor Caldas. La balsa
tenía remos, pero el marinero comprendiô la inutiUdad de
remar en medio de la tormenta, y se deshizo de eUos a los
pocos mmutos de haber abordado el salvavidas. {VoL 3:549)
A descriptíon of the life raft, of course, hardly answers the questíon
described as a mystery—how Velasco was so lucky to have a life raft so dose at
hand. The ending raises a questíon and answers it poorly, much in the style of a
diff hanger detectíve story. It seems a vindicatíon the Uterary dicttun, attributed
to Hemingway, that a good short story must always leave the reader feeling more
than he or she knows, and therefore a violation of the joumalistic coroUary that a
good news story should always leave a reader knowing more than he or she
feels.^23

At one point in the narrative of the hero's retum, Gartía Márquez writes—
with the simple stenographic guUelessness of a rube reporting everything—that
the driver of the E/ Espectador car wamed the Velasco party that their vehide had
a tire on the verge of exploding. Since it is in the nattue of the artist to look for
portents of trouble in parades and other rituals, it is interesting to consider the
indusion of this detail as a waming symbol of the offitíal explosion to come.
The nature and the date—March 24—of the second report belie all the
more strongly the thesis of a 120 hotu coUaboration between Velasco and Gartía
Márquez, since Gartía Márquez cotUd not have had access to Velasco before his
retum. Yet if the claim of interview contacts has any shred of truth, the reporter
must have spoken with Velasco by March 30, the date of the third reportaje,
which appeared under the headline La explicaciôn de una odisea en el mar. It is
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feasible that this third artide was written with direct contradictory knowledge of
the quoted information on the Caldas tragedy attributed to a Colombian naval
frigate lieutenant, one GuiUermo Fonseca, a director of a natíonal television
program called Mares y Marineros. It is difficult not to hear perfectly measured
sarcasm in García Márquez's reference to Lieutenant Fonseca's "profundos
conocimientos técnicos y... notable sentido periodístico" {VoL 3: 554). The
suspicion of a kind of sly innocence is reinforced by Gilard's supposition that
Gartía Márquez suspected a hidden scandal, his later prefatory note about
Velasco's "bomba relojería" notwithstanding {VoL 2: 77) .^24
Nevertheless, the March 30 report is credtUous with regard to most of the
technical explanatíons ofíered by Lieutenant Fonseca. It dutiftUly reports that the
lifeboats of the Caldas were fully provisioned with survival ratíons but that
Velasco happened to cUmb into one of a group of unprovisioned rafts the Caldas
was carrying as cargo for another destroyer. It dutífuUy reports that the raft was
so constructed as to make it virtually impossible to capsize in even the highest
waves.^25 And it dutiftUly reports that technical means were adequate to spot
and recover sailors overboard only in normal conditions, and that the storm
prevented the ship from effectíng proper maneuvers and from locatíng the
castaway sailors by radar. AU of this was presiunably the content of the press
conference, in which reporters gathered to listen to technical talk. The straight
reportíng of this technical talk contributes, of course, to tiie maintenance of a
sense of natíonal solidarity.
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Stunmary
As a postscript to our discussion of solidarities, we want to antítípate, and
argue against, a nattu-al tendency to see in the literary contraband evidence of
something in contrast to solidarity. We begin with Rorty's descriptíon of
solidarity in contrast to objectívity.
There are two principal ways in which reflectíve human
beings try, by platíng their lives in a larger context, to give
sense to those Uves. The first is by telling the story of their
contributions to a community. This community may be the
actual historical one in which they Uve, or another actual
one, distant in time and place, or a quite imaginary one,
consisting perhaps of a dozen heroes and heroines selected
from history or fiction or both. The second way is to
describe themselves as standing in immediate relation to a
nonhuman reality. This relation is immediate in the sense
that it does not derive from a relation between such a reality
and their tribe, or nation, or their imagined band of
comrades. I shall say that stories of the former kind
exemplify the desire for solidarity, and that stories of the
latter kind exempUfy the desire for objectívity. Insofar as a
person is seeking soUdarity, she does not ask about the
relatíon between the practíces of the chosen conununity and
something outside that community. Insofar as she seeks
objectivity, she distances herself from the actual persons
around her not by thinking of herself as some other real or
imaginary group, but rather by attaching herself to
something which can be described without reference to any
partíctUar htunan beings. {Objectivity 21)
Assuming that Rorty means, in the final sentence, "without reference to
the beliefs of any particular human beings," one may gloss Rorty's formulation
with additional contrasting terms, using the terms "solidarity" and "objectivity,"
respectívely, with the terms matrix ofconcern and matrix offreedom. The matrix of
concem is a tragic mode, which seeks catharsis through dramatíc rituals of
shared belief, while the matrix of freedom flourishes in the comic mode, seeking
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insight through humor which is the exercise of disbelief.'^^^

This mode of

discourse attempts to articulate those unpleasant truths which can break a
community apart. It represents the highly individualistic, critícal intelligence
which may well work more efficiently than the patriotic or "compassionate
solidarity" required by the matrix of concern.^27 Voltaire, arch skeptic, is the
voice of the matrix of freedom, as are the biblical voice of Lucifer and the
historical voice of Luther, while the voice of Thomas Paine is a hybrid: the
dissenting voice of the matrix of freedom which is fueled by the matrix of
concem embodied in a transcendental communal ideal of "inalienable" human
rights.
The matrix of concern and the myth of freedom are imagined, ideaUy, as a
balance of competing interets. The world described in 1984 is too much in the
grip of the matrix of concern: the dissenting voice has been programmed out of
existence. On the other hand, the society described in Brave New World is too
much in the grip of the matrix of freedom: aU is stíentism and hedonism with no
stabiUzmg commtmal ptupose requued for the maintenance of ctUt^u-e. ^28
This formulation of a balance and contrast between the matrices of
freedom and concem feigns to be descriptive. Otu intention, however, is to wave
a flag in favor of the matrix of concern, in favor of the notion of truth as
soUdarity. But we want to do this in a specific sense by waving a flag agamst ti\e
equation of objectívity witi\ a kind of pure individuality. Our project wiU be
made dearer by yet another glossing of Rorty's contrasts, a rather melodramatic
contrast that attempts to bring into focus what might be called the romantíc
notíon of objectívity and tí\e mytí\ of freedom. To do this, let us calltí\ereductio
ad absurdum of solidarity "the soUdarity of the craven mob," and ti\e shinmg ideal
of objectivity the "objectivity of the brave, lone voice."
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We have made this invidious comparison (while pretending to be merely
descriptive) because we want to come down on the side of "solidarity," to stand
against "truth as correspondence," to avoid what the pragmatist regards as a
futíle search for the "reaUty" behind the "appearance," to give up the idea of
seeing things as they "really" are. Insofar as we concede that there is a sense in
operatíng under the auspices of the myth of freedom, a sense of operatíng under
the desire to break away from the tribe and become "objectíve," we suggest that
we are operating under what Rorty refers to above as the imaginatíon of oneself
"as the member of some other real or imaginary group." We suggest that one
cannot define one's objectivity except in relation to its contrast to the group with
which one wants to break solidarity, that we cannot seek "independence" apart
from a desire to create a different soUdarity. Thus we return to a point
developed in Chapter IV, in otu discussion not orUy of Velasco's need to teU what
had happened to him but, more importantly, of his need to be believed. This need
to be believed is Relato de un náufrago's dramatic contribution to the pragmatic
prindple that "truth" makes no sense apart from the solidarity of groups which
share beliefs.
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CHAPTERVn
CONCLUSION

Chapter I defined this thesis as an experiment in literary crititísm and so
this concluding chapter must say something about how the experiment tumed
out. In confrontíng this task, we shall keep in mind that any generalizatíons
which arise from the ensuing review are no more than "succinct formulatíons of
past achievements," a way of describing what has been done rather than a priori
principles from which the doing proceeded {Objectivity 79). Since all of the
chapters in this thesis were shaped from spontaneously written responses to
Relato deun náufrago, without the conscious applicatíon of any critícal school, we
cannot speak of a "rigorous" methodology with respect to this experiment any
more than we can speak of a rigorous methodology for writíng a novel. We can
only describe what tmfolded.
Chapter n linked Relato de un náufrago to an allegory, the acceptance of
which depended on our imagination of all life as "a struggle for stuvival." It
examined this theme through an analysis of action narratives as a formal
expression of "the wiU to live as a biological reflex." Chapter in offered a more
traditíonal allegorical reading than Chapter H, focusing mainly on the content of
the text rather than on its formal structure. Yet Chapter III had a definite
thematíc continuity with the preceding chapter: it Unplitíty suggested that the
struggle for survival also included a struggle for cultural survival. To underline
the dilemma of human culture in the light of its animal biology, Chapter ni
linked the text to a secular rewritíng of the familiar Christían myth of marUdnd's
faU from a state of grace in nature.
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Chapter IV linked the text to the interpretíve idea of the coUaboratíve
narratíve. Using as an analogy the paradigm of the psychoanalytíc dialogue, this
idea examined Relato de un náufrago in light of tí\e notíon of one man's need to tell
meshing with another man's ability to teU. If we consider the coUaboratíve
narratíve a metaphor, we can say that one part of Chapter IV took the metaphor
as just that~a metaphor, a figure which iUuminated the text. Just as the
interpretive ideas of Chapters H and III did not depend on any notíon of
authorial intention, so the figuratíve use of tiie coUaborative narratíve did not
depend on an actual contentíon about authorial practice.
However, the other part of Chapter IV stood apart from this and the
earlier "armchair" readings. For better or worse, it attempted to take the
"coUaboratíve narratíve" Uterally. This project harkened back to a notíon of genre
critícism in which it was important to understand as well as possible how a
particular text was made and how it fitted together with and differed from
artífacts grouped as part of its kind. This part of Chapter IV suggested that it
might be of more than passing critical importance to consider Relato de un
náufrago as some spetíes of journalistíc artifact, and it suggested techniques by
which similar artífacts in this designated genre can be made. In this respect, this
part of Chapter IV treated the text as a commodity, in the artisan sense of the
word, suggesting that critics (especially academic ones) might become better
connoisseurs of all the journalism of García Márquez by attaining a more
thorough knowledge of "the technical means the artist or craftsman [or joumalist]
uses," and thereby developing "an ability to preceive and point out the particular
merits of the work, how one difficulty or another was overcome or how this or
that detail was scamped or cmdely handled."^29 Chapter IV offered speculation
suggesting the value of extending the kind of biographical scholarship
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undertaken by Gilard in meticulous prologues to his compilatíons of García
Márquez's journalism. And to this specific scholariy aim can be added the
general suggestion that aitícal evaluatíon take into consideratíon the partícular
working conditíons in which joumalistíc texts are generated.^^G
This suggestíon shotUd not be weakened by our admittíng that behind an
insistence that García Márquez be a "real" journalist was a romantíc notíon of
joumalism which can be traced to the philosophical reaUsm we have tried to
deburUc. We can imravel this notion by recaUing Robertson Davies's remark that
a writer need not seek new experience so much as he needs "to survive the
exjjerience that crowds upon him from every quarter."^3l
While the fiction writer may be as crowded as the joumalist—perhaps
more so—the dramatic point of contrast is that he or she is not so publicly
crowded. AU this "crowding in" of experience is the "brute physical resistence" of
the world readily acknowledged by Rorty. In journalistíc terms, this "crowding
in" of experience is related to the things reporter must believe they saw or heard
if they are to function. Such things are "causal forces": the sight of a man
weeping protest of his death sentence, the sound of gunfire, the sight of the
rtmner crossing the finish line, a light on a way signifying a "nay" vote, in short,
anything, all sensory data. Rorty sees no way of transferring this "nonliguistic
brutality"—these these "causal forces"—"to facts, to the truth of sentences." Yet
insofar as we were philosophical realists, our imagination of the journalist hero
(Orwell as well as García Márquez) pictured a human machine "for crarUdng out
true statements in 'direct' response to the pressures of reality upon [its] organs."
Our hero was an Ernie Pyle, a reporter taking the causal truth like a btUlet in the
belly and using language "as an ultrathin cushion [to translate] the brutal thrust
of reality into statement and action as directiy as possible."
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Now, however, insofar as we have become pragmatists inventing truth as
"what it is good to believe," we can perhaps reconcUe our earUer romantic image
of our joumalist heroes with perhaps a better image of both them and ourselves
as flexible ideologues, able to "[grab] hold of causal forces and [make] tí\em do
what we want, altering otuselves and otu environment to suit our aspUations"
{Objectivity 81). This notion fits in with Kolenda's description of pragmatism as a
fusion of knowledge, action and hope and with otu own characterization of the
literature of fact as a discourse which rests on the conviction that we must
"behave our way" toward a better understanding of any situation, that the better
understanding cannot be established a priori by any rational fiat. As ideas or
metaphors, or guiding themes, the "wUl to live as a biological reflex," "mankind's
fall from a state of grace in nature," and the working metaphor of the
coUaborative narrative were aU tails pinned to the donkey of the text, or "general
interest" donkeys to which the text was pinned like a taU.^32
None of these interpretive ideas was wittingly informed by other crititísm
of Relato de un náufrago itself. Instead, they were concepts from narratology,
Christian mythology and psychoanalysis which seemed worthy of mention in
conjunction with what might otherwise be considered a negligble actionadventure tale. If Relato de un náufrago was merely the blade of grass we
happened to be chewing when these ideas were discussed, it was a blade of grass
which was dtUy examined as a legitimate point of departure.
Our metaphors were ways of "extending" the text in a conversation. We
made no claim that our conversation was an inquiry which established the
meaning of the text, only a conversation that presented three possible responses,
good responses only to the degree that they might generate other, richer
responses, allowing for a richer conversation than the mechanical exercise of
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repeatíng the plot and expressing enthusiasm about the extítement of a "good
read."
Chapter V, however, was a somewhat different case. It offered for
consideratíon a new critícal term, "tí\e sensational fact as Uterary contraband,"
but the development of this metaphor required a step beyond the interpretíve
ideas suggested in the earlier chapters.

It offered an explanatíon for

"sensatíonalism." This explanatíon suggested a sociological theory of literature,
one m which narratíve texts were treated as lingtUstíc artífacts with an inevitable
relatíon to sotíal authority. In this view, texts were miniature ideologies or antiideologies which helped shape the behavior of humans in groups.
Chapter VI was an attempt to demonstrate a definitíon of the Uterature of
fact. We imagined a literary discourse in which the immediacy of all texts was
taken for granted, and we tried to wonder aloud what kind of ground rules
might be useful in a discourse which abandoned a commonsense insistence on
distínctíons between "fact" and "fiction." Demonstratíng a definitíon required
demonstrating ways in which Relato deun náufrago and other joumalistic texts by
Gartía Márquez could be discussed simultaneously from literary and jotunalistic
perspectives. In Chapter VI, the Uterary world was Richard Rorty's pragmatísm,
which suggests that literary criticism is a good way, perhaps the going way, to
do philosophy. Chapter VI, then, suggested a way in which joumalism might cut
its tíes with philosophical realism, in favor of a view of "truth" as the product of
competing and overlapping social solidarities, as something inseperable from
groups of believers.
Chapter VI was built over abandoned attempts to write from inside a
categorical definition of the literature offact. In trying to repress a philosophical
tu-ge to say something metaphysical about "fact" versus "fiction," we confronted
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a problem analogous to the philosophical dUemma introduced in Chapter ni: the
temptation to try to escape "up," beyond language, in order to arrive at some
transcendental printíple. Although "the literature of fact" seemed to cast a wider
net of inquiry, it remained an interpretive idea, just as the will to live as a
biological reflex, the fall from a state of grace in nature, the coUaborative
narratíve and the sensational fact were merely interpretive ideas, not explanatory
systems. Therefore, we tried to remain within the pragmatic axiom that there is
really no such thing as a "theory" which is not just another form of "practice,"
and we now subnút this thesis as a rhetoric to be judged among rhetorics.^^^ We
remember that philosophic talk can keep us from from completing the concrete
tasks of saying something in particular about specific texts. Yet criticism is an
acutely self-conscious enterprise. Putting our shoulders to the wheel of some
"small-scale job," we keep pausing to justify ourselves, to convince ourselves and
others that we are not merely doing well what is not worth doing at aU, a theory
being, then, not so much an explanation as one more exhortation.
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Márquez's career, but reviews the historical interdependence of the novel and
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joumaUsm as genres. Thanks to Sims, ti\e notion of Gartía Márquez's joumalism
as representative of a literary apprenticeship must be discarded in a
chronological sense. But WUUams retains the notion of apprenticeship in a
hierarchical sense, impUtítly regarding the role of the reporter of fact as mferior
to that of the inventor of fiction.
27 Witii respect to ti\e relationship between the auti\or and the subject of Relato
de un náufrago, it should be noted in passing that this notion of a "ustuper" would
of course remain a figurative one. There is no indication ti\at the author and his
hero ever disagreed about how the story shotUd have been told.
28 Schafer, Roy, "Narration in Psychoanalytic Dialogue," from On Narrative,
W.J.T. Mitchell, ed. (Chicago, London: University of Chicago Press, 1991). See
also Donald P. Spence, The Freudian Metaphor: Toward Paradigm Change in
Psychoanalysis (New York, London: W.W. Norton & Company, 1987).
29 This is a paraphrase of a remark by W.J.T. MitcheU. See W.J.T. Mitchell in the
Introduction to On Narrative, W.J.T. MitcheU, ed., p. xUi.
30 White, Hayden, "The Value of Narrativity in the Representation of ReaUty," in
On Narrative, W.J.T. MitcheU, ed. (Chicago, London: University of Chicago Press,
1981), pp. 1-2. Additional títations in text.
31 Gilard, Jacques, "La Obra Periodística de Gartía Márquez: Cartagena (194849)," p. 501.
32 Malcolm, Janet, The Journalist and the Murderer (New York: Knopf, 1990), p.
159. Additional títations in text.
33 Of cotuse, retrospection can invest past actions with meaning they could not
have had at the tUne of their occurrence, even discountmg the element of irony,
which usuaUy mvolves the protagonist's apparent ignorance of some crucial fact
of which the reader is aware. The overreUable narrator can use mterpretive tools
in the present that could not have been present at the time of the actions now
being recounted. For a pscychoanalytic perspective on this notion, see Schafer
{Language and Insight 20-21).
34 Although an exact citatíon is not immediately available, this simple and
profound idea of feeling being a secret revealed in novels is almost certainly
from one of John Updike's many pieces of mtídental critítísm.
35 Insofaras the "objectivity" touted by daUy journaUsm is a philosophical ideal,
it might be described as a kind of radically empirical behaviorism which bars
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consideratíon of mental and emotíonal states for which there is no visible
correlative. TriUing, covering the Jean Harris mtuder trial, touches on this point
in comparing her Uberty as a book writer to the hedged-in responsibUities of ti\e
newspaper reporters filing daUy dispatches on ti\e case. "... it's not ti\e job of a
news reporter to be concemed with the character of the defendant in a murder
trial or in the psychological disposition of anyone m the courtroom. . . It's not
part of the 'story'... unless of course it shotUd empt mto action... If Mrs. Harris
were to cry, this would be a reportable fact, but if Mrs. Harris fails to cry when
she should cry. . . the imaginatíon of what this failure portends belongs to a
different kind of writing." See Diana TriUing, Mrs. Harris: The Death of the
Scarsdale Diet Doctor, (New York: Penguin Books, 1982), p. 166.
36 García Márquez reports that he did use transcriptions of 18 hours of tape
recorded interviews in writmg his account of the exiled Chilean director Miguel
Littín's secret return home to film a documentary of his country under the
Pinochet dictatorship. LUce Relato deun náufrago, the Littín story is a first person
"as told to" narrative. See Gabriel García Márquez, La aventura de Miguel Litttn
clandestino en Chile (Bogotá: Editorial La Oveja Negra Ltda., 1986), p. 7.
37 The examination of this quote appears in the New York Review of Books of
March 1, 1990, in an essay by Ma colm that became the Afterword to The
Journalist and The Murderer. The quote from the psychiatrist and its analysis are
not included in the Afterword to The Journalist and the Murderer,fromwhich all
títations save this one have been taken and which is otherwise identical with the
NYRB essay.
38 Ross makes the point more aggressively in a Ust of mles for yotmg reporters:
"Do not use a tape recorder. The machine, surprisingly, distorts the truth." See
LUUan Ross, Reporting (New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1964,1981), p. 2.
39 Third person renderings may be more problematic in terms of attempted
searrUessness than first person ones. An example: the access to the constíousness
of the interviewee by the intrepid new joumalist interviewer is questioned by
Cockburn in his mockery of Gay Talese's use in Thy Neighbor's Wife of
statements by the interview subjects. In most cases Talese did not use the
protracted mterview statements or private diaries of these subjects in direct or
paraphrased quotes but as raw material for third-person omniscient
descriptíons of the interview subject's thoughts and feelings at the tíme of the
events being described. At one point Talese writes:
Though shy in a crowd, Karen was uninhibited in
private; and durmg [Hefner's] vast and varied erotíc past, he
had never known anyone who could surpass her skiU and
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ardor in bed. The sight of her removing her clothes thriUed
him; and after he had covered her body with oil—which she
seemed to enjoy as much as he—the smooth, soothing,
glistening lovemaking on the satín sheets aroused him to
peaks of passionate pleastu-e.
Referring to this passage about Playboy magazine magnate Hugh Hefner and the
mterviews tí\at purportedly supported it, Cockbum writes,
FamUiar problems at once intrude. Since Talese excises his
own questions from the mterviews and sometUnes transfers
direct into indirect speech, you can never be sure who is
saying what. Did Hefner really proclaim, in one go, that
"after I had covered her body with oil—and she seemed to
enjoy it as much as I did—the smooth, soothing, glistening
lovemaking on my satin sheets aroused me to peaks of
passionate pleastue. In all my vast and varied erotíc past,
Gay, I have never known anyone who cotUd surpass Karen's
skiU and ardor in bed."? Maybe Hefner does talk like this.
Maybe [he] gave an opinion on a deep-background,
nonattributable basis.
See Alexander Cockbum, "The Need To Tell: The Psychopathology of
Joumalism," from his Corruptions of Empire (London, New York: Verso, 1987),
pp. 117. See also Gay Talese, Thy Neighbor's Wife, (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Company, 1980), p. 472.
^O See Gabriel Gartía Márquez, "La Marquesa de la serpiente," in his Crônicas y
reportajes (Andes, 1976), pp. 11-50. See also V.S. Naipul, "The Crocodiles of
YamoussotUcro," in Finding the Center: Two Narratives (New York: Knopf, 1984),
pp. 87-88. Naipul's treatment of a group called the Celestial Christians in a
meditative travel piece on the Ivory Coast calls to mind the "once upon a time"
tone of "La Marquesa de la serpiente." This "credulous" focus on a given group's
explanatíon of itself, as opposed to an outside observer's "scientífic" explanatíon
of the group in question, is taken seriously by Bruner, Polkingham and Rorty, all
of whom, in their own ways, use the concept of narrative to blur the rigid
distinctíon between psychology, sociology and anthropology, on the one hand,
and literary descriptíons on the other. See Jerome Bruner, the chapter "Folk
Psychology" in his Acts of Meaning (Cambridge, London: Harvard University
Press, 1990). See also Donold E. Polkingham, Narrative Knowing and the Human
Sciences (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1988). See also Richard
Rorty, "Method, Sotíal Stíence, and Sotíal ¥ío^"{Consequences 191-210).
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^\ Sims, Norman, "Joseph MitcheU and ti\e New Yorker Nonfiction Writers," in
Literary Journalism in the Twentieth Century, Norman Sims ed. (New York, Oxford:
Oxford UrUversity Press), p. 92.
42 It might be well to ask, What sort of person is Velasco? Yet in posing this
questíon we should avoid a common trap: imagining a binary oppositíon
between the "real, historical" Velasco and the Uterary construct that is the
narrator of Relato de un náufrago . As AméUe Rorty has shown, the concept of a
"person" asstunes shiftmg guises in fiction and m society. The questíon, therefore,
is not, What was the real Velasco like? but, What sort of Velasco is presented in
the pages of Relato de un náufrago? As was suggested m Chapter n, he is treated
as a character. It is important to note that characters do not only appear m fiction;
they also can be the restUt of our configurations of actual persons. AU reality is a
fiction in the sense that all perception must be organized according to
configurations that cannot tell the whole story, and thus, from the perspective of
rival configurations, must distort, must, we might say, fictionalize. As we wiU see,
the question is not What was Velasco really Uke? but What might have been the
narrative consequences of Relato had Velasco been treated not as a character but
as, say, an individual, a legal entity wishmg to directly establish his rights with
respect to the rights of the governement? The point, once more, is: we imagine
roles for persons whether the persons are factuaî or fictional. Fish (37) drives this
point home in his essay on Derrida and J.L. Austin.
43 An analogy to this joumaUstic balantíng of interests is the balancing, in the
analytic relationship, between the private interest of therapy for the individual
patient and the public interest of accounting for that therapy in scholarly
journals. Spence (140-146) examines two models of this public accounting—the
paradigmatic and the narrative.
44 Or, more exactly, by imparting meaning to chaotic experience through
narrative, or, as a psychoanalytic critic might say, by using literary form to
fatílitate psychological defenses against the terror of the recoUected or imagined
tratunatic experience. See Norman HoUand, "Form as Defense," The Dynamics of
Literary Response. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968), Chapter 4.
45 This posture is Uluminated by Spence's description of good psychoanalytic
listening: "Truly respectful listening falls somewhere between the Scylla of
evenly suspended attention and the Charybois of tmwitting projection. A certam
amount of projection is a necessary part of enhanced listening, but the analyst
must identífy his assumptíons as they come into play, label them as tentatíve,
and by all means, avoid giving them the dignity of empathy" (68). Relevant to
any mention of joumalistíc bias is the notíon attributed by Spence to Gadamer
that "prejudice does not necessarily mean 'unfounded judgment' but can be
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imderstood more broadly to refer to a set of asstunptions, wittíng and unwittíng,
which we brmg to any new experience" (146). Moreover, it must not be forgotten
that the "division of labor" represented by a phrase such as mme that "the sailor
reports, the writer writes" is only a rough sketch of the transaction. The
analysand/subject relates experience on the basis of his/her own narratíve
assumptíons. In other words, biases are built mto tiie "raw" reportmg. It is the
task of all coUaborative narratives not to transcend the biases, but to employ
them as wittingly as possible. See H-G Gadamer, Truth and Method (London:
Sheed and Ward), p. 238. Cited by Spence.
46 For theoretical purposes, "sensational ir\formation" would perhaps be a more
acctuate and neutral term, since what is treated sensationaUy can be either actual
or fictíonal. But there is a distínct advantage in using the term "sensational fact."
First, for our pragmatic purposes, Madame Bovary committed adultery and Jack
Kennedy committed adultery are both statements of sensational facts in their
respective "worlds." Secondly, by focusing on the sensational possibilities of
information whose truth is theoretically not in dispute, the sensationalism in
questíon can be isolated as an impulse upon which philosphers and tabloid
readers alike may feed. Thus the sensational fact in question is more diffictUt to
dismiss as emotionalism or irrationalism or simple ignorance. In other words,
from a journalistic point of view, reports of adultery would constitute a better
point of departure for our theoretical discussion than reports of alien beings
having landed in flying saucers, simply because the existence of the former is
widely accepted while the latter is not. Which is not to say, of course, that visits
from extra-terrestrials are necessarUy less common than marital infidelity. From a
literary point of view, of course, the arrival of the extraterrestrials could be
treated as a sensational fact in a fictional context.
47 This does not imply that scientific explanation built up on the testing of
falsifiable hypotheses is the same as the comprehensibility granted events and
behavior by their placement in convincing narratives. Bruner shows how the
two modes meet on the common ground of working metaphor; but he also
shows their distínct nature, through a view grounded in a pragmatíc view of
what members of each camp do. The iUustratíon is used rather to underUne an
analogy: In both stíence and narrative, the sensational fact is information which
must be spoken for in order to be believed. See Jerome Bruner Actual Minds,
Possible Worlds (Cambridge, London: Harvard University Press, 1986), Chapter
Two. Additional dtations in text and notes.
48 Bmner, Jerome, Acts ofMeaning (Cambridge, London: Harvard University
Press, 1990), 47,49. Additional citations in text.
49 When a phrase like "fatílitate the conversation" is used, readers of Richard
Rorty may rightíy suspect indebtedness to the chapter "Epistemology and
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Hermeneutics" in Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1979), pp. 315-356. Additional títations in text.
50 It wUl be recalled that the phrase "slipped in without syntactíc fuss" is
Chapman's, mentíoned in connectíon with his distínctíon (examined m Chapter
n) between the predonUnately presentational mode of film and the potentially
assertíve mode of prose narrative. What Chapman says of the greenness alluded
to in "The green cart came onto the bridge" can be said of the contraband in
passage [1]: "the [contraband] is not asserted but sUpped in without syntactic
fuss. It is only named. TextuaUy, it emerges by the way." See p. 11, Chapter H,
endnote 12, Chapter H.
51 The author's ancUlary joumaUstic texts on Velasco and the Caldas are
examined on pp. 122-1289 of this thesis.
52 Analyzing passage [i] in great detail, Sims decribes the conversion of what he
terms a photographic discourse into a narrative discourse.
53 Implicitly explaining the text's endurance as a story was the project of
Chapters n and in, which offered formal or allegorical readings of the text. To
explain, in turn, the weight of the sensational fact of the text requires an
examination of its historical interest. The foUowing formulation may help darify
the paradox: Under the confrontational title of the newspaper series or the long
pamphleteering títle of the book text, Relato de un náufrago can be read as a
poUtícal tract. With respect to treatments of its referential functíon, the paradox
of Relato is that the more purely imaginary the narrative as a whole could be
shown to be, the more ptueîy political would seem the text.
54 Robert SUns writes: "Una de las formas que toma el poder es la historia ofitíal
que se erige como la única versiôn verídica de los hechos. Esta historia exduye
por necesidad todas las otras versiones. García Márquez se da cuenta de la
inutiUdad de produtír otra variante histôrica porque sôlo acabará por confirmar
y solidificar la versiôn oficial" (155). Rieff drives this point home in his
monograph on the expulsion from the government councils of physicist J.
Robert Oppenheimer, officially condemned for certain private associations:
"Losing sides never get their position written clearly into the record; they are
forced to argue on the grotmds chosen by the winners, and the issue is staged for
public edificatíon after the real battie is over. See Philip Rieff, "The Case of J.
Robert Openheimer," in On Intellectuals,Theoretical Studies/Case Studies, PhiUp
Rieff, ed. (New York: Doubleday & Company, 1969), p. 314.
55 AU quotes from Henri de Blowitz are taken from Cockbum. It shotUd be
pointed out thatCockbum uses "gossip" in a purely pejorative sense—an
acceptable rhetorical device. When Cockburn says "gossip," we can read that as
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bad gossip," which wiU be characterized here, according to MUler's normative
pattem of acts (see endnote 63) as ti\e attempt to lard a narrative witi\ too many
chmaxes, e.g. to merely explain one sensational fact with anotí\er, and anoti\er,
and so on. It should be mentioned, however, ti\at beyond the realm of informal
moraUsm, gossip has long been a subject of anthropological and sotíological
scrutiny and, more recentiy and productively, the special scrutiny of Patricia
Spacks, who exanUnes gossip through various Uterary lenses to remind us of its
laudable social functíon and of its value as a metaphor for the building of
narratíves. Although I have not had tíme to study Spacks' work carefuUy, it
seems to be a fruitful area for development of the theory presented here. See
Patrida Meyer Spacks, Gossip, New York: Knopf, 1985.
56 A pejoratíve defmitíon suggests a normatíve theory, e.g. a theory which posits
what should be, not (necessarily) what is.
57 This concept was suggested by White's discussion of the notíon that events
"speak" or "teU" themselves ("Value of Narratívity" 4).
58 The point developed by Sartre and Rorty can be belabored with a parable.
Two men representing these two disparate viewpoints happen into conversation.
Mr. GtUlible mentions that the previous night he saw a television talk show on
which a psychic was able to name all the playing cards concealed in the pockets
of his host and of the guests in the audience. Mr. Skeptical says, "How
interesting," and then muses aloud, "I wonder how he did that..." Mr. GuUible
replies that Mr. Skeptical does not understand: the psychic was "definitely the
real thing." Mr. Skeptical rejoins that he does not doubt this for an instant. He is,
in fact, quite disposed to beUeve that this psychic has powers incomprehensible
to the normal discourse of modern sdence. He is merely maintaining a stubbom
hope for an explanation. Mr. GulUble once more asserts that the psychic was "the
real thing." Ai\d so on. Mr. GuUible and Mr. Skeptical wiU never find common
ground suffitíent even for argument; for the debate is not over the existence of a
psychic or supematural phenomenon; rather it hinges on the acceptance of
revelation versus the need for explanation, on whether such phenomena should be
brought tmder the control of an explanation. Mr. GuUible is content to asstune
that a sensational fact can "speak itself," whUe Mr. Skeptical insists that it must be
spoken for. Of course, once informed of the distinction that we have made, Mr.
GulUble might point out that the narrative of myth is itself an attempt to speak
for a sensational fact. To which Mr. Skeptic might rejoin, "Yes, but poorly, or at
least in ways which do not allow us to cope as well as we might like with things,
say, such as locust plagues or cholera.
59 Cf., to name only two of many, "The Forty-seventii Saturday," and "Lovers of
Theû Time," m The Stories of William Trevor (Penguin Books, 1983), pp. 200,606.
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60 In our example of the exchange between GuUible and Skeptical, the reported
psychic abilities of the talk show guest are a violation of the ctUtural canon of a
donUnant (and dominating) scientific commtmity bound to certain paradigms of
sensory cognitíon. While GuUible feels evidence of the transgression should
terminate the debate, our hero Skeptícal—no positívist bigot he, ever ready to
sneer at someone with the word "superstítion"—seeks an explanatory or
narratíve comprehension of the violatíon of a certain scientífic paradigm, the
better to dismantíe that existíng paradigm, or the better to fortífy it with "an
exceptíon" that somehow proves the rtUe.
61 Rorty, Richard, Objectivity, Relativism, and Truth, (Cambridge, New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 89. Additíonal títatíons in text and notes.
In using this quotation we have referred to knowledge as "evidence." In the ftUl
quotation from which the remark is taken, Rorty refers to knowledge as "an
abiUty." He thus directs us, as the pragmatist must, toward action and behavior.
Yet imagining that avalanche of legal documents justifying the prohibition
against murder we cotUd not bring ourselves to define "knowledge" solely in
terms of an "ability," a noun which implies competent actions far more directiy
than does the more neutral word "evidence." On such small points are one's
resistances to pragmatism iUuminated and defined.
62 This project can be undertaken in the gossip of two intelligent friends,
engaging in "emotional spectUation" about Sue's mental state, or in imaginative
literature, such as those short stories of WiUiam Trevor dealing with adtUtery
which give intelligent gossips imaginative blueprints of such "narrative
comprehension." Relevent to the notion of "narrative comprehension" of
violations of the cultural canon is the concept of culture as a system of
"interdicts" and "remissions" discussed at lenth in the opening chapter of The
Triumph of the Therapeutic. In connection with the attempts to narrate sensational
facts, Miller's narrative paradigm of a "normative pattern of acts" provides us
with a means by which to decry as sensational that information which has not
been regarded as a revelation per se but which we judge to be poorly
contextualized, that is, a sensational fact which we feel has led to a kind of
narratíve incomprehension. According to MUler's paradigm, narratíves are cydes
unfolding as a pressure to begin, a beginning, an intensification and
complexification, a cUmax, and a release. The implied sexual metaphor is useful,
of course, to any notion of "the sensatíonal." SensatíonaUstic narratíves—Uke the
sort of gossip which gives this necessary social practíce its Ubelous reputation—
might be characterized as narratíves larded with too many cUmaxes, with one
sensatíonal fact used to "interpret" the other, and so on, until one has a kind of
Chicken Little history in which the sky appears to be falling because social
authority is no longer equated with reaUty. lîtis kind of sensationalism appears
to belie what might be called the meta-ctUtural canon, namely, that there is or
should be or must be a cultural canon at all. In fact, it shouts just the opposite
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message, l^ke a duld screaming because it wants to be distípUned. See also Harry
W. MUler, The Normatíve Pattern of Acts," unpublished paper used as
dassroom material m courses taught in the Honors CoUege of ti\e University of
Soutii Carolma; Columbia, South Carolma.
63 White, Hayden, Tropics of Discourse (Baltimore, London: Johns Hopkins
Umversity Press, 1978), p. 278.
64 In the E/ Espectador artide of March 30 mentioned above, Gartía Márquez,
wnting of ti\e survival, acts as ti\e voice of this cultural canon. See endnote 54.
65 Suárez, Luis, "El Periodismo me dio conciencia política," La calle, 1978, in:
Alfonso Rentería MantiUa, García Márquez habla de García Márquez (Bogotá:
Rentería Editores, 1979), p. 200. Cited by Robert Sims, pp. 155,181.
66 James, Henry, "The Figure in the Carpet," from The Complete Tales of Henry
James: Volume Nine, 1892-1898, Leon Edel, ed. (J.B. Lippincott Company, 1964), p.
273.
67 García Márquez, according to Gilard, "[h]abía vivido bastante tiempo en
Cartagena y fue tan grande la discreciôn oficial sobre ciertos aspectos del drama,
que le era posible sospechar que había escándalo encerrado" {Vol. 3: 77).
68 Jean-Aubry, g., Joseph Conrad Life and Letters (London: Heineman, 1927), Vol.
1, p. 77. Cited by Jeremy Hawthome in his Unlocking The Text (London: Edward
Arnold, 1987), p. 94. The prior quotation from Hawthome also comes from page
94. Additional Hawthorne títations in text.
69 García Márquez describes the sailor's story as a "notitía refrita" on page 8 of
iheRelato preface.
70 White is not without critics. Waldman, for example, is convinced that the sort
of annals White puts forward as an iUustration of the lack of narrative capatíty
(owing to a non-existent or extremely primitive notion of a social center) do in
fact narrate, in their own way. See Maril)m Robinson Waldman, "The Otherwise
Urmoteworthy Year 711," in On Narrative, W.J.T. Mitchell, ed., (Chicago, London:
University of Chicago Press, 1981), p. 240.
71 In this regard, see José Salgar, Periodismo moderno in Autocrítica de periodistas.
Latinoamérica incomunicada (Bogotá: Impresa, 1975), pp. 22-23. Salgar's report was
not read at the time of the preparation of this thesis. Gilard describes it as "tm
testímonio interesante del impacto político del reportaje a Luis Alejandro
Velasco" {Obra Periodistica VoL 2, p. 79, fn 96).
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But of course such a focus would involve a callous indifference to the
justifiable need to fix blame for the deaths of his companions. In otí\er words, it
would be caUous simply to celebrate the catastrophe as something that led to tí\e
sb-engthemng of Velasco's character, even if the catastrophe had ti\at fortunate
effect. In a smUlar vein, the iconodastic Freudian researcher Jefft-ey Masson teUs
of a psychoanalyst who reports a Nazi concentration camp survivor as saying,
"Auschwitz made a man of me." Masson tells this anecdote to call attention to
what he feels is the indifference of the psychoanalytic establishment to sotíal and
poUtícal reaUty. See Janet Malcolm, In the Freud Archives (New York: Knopf,
1984), pp. 54-55.
73 Aáams,Hemy,The EducationofHenryAdams (NorwoUc, Conn.: The Heritage
House, 1970), p. 7: "Politícs, as a practice, whatever its professions, has always
been the systematic orgaization of hatreds... "
74 The specific mention of irony here owes to White's characterization of literary
tropes as modes of discotuse "History as Literary Artifact" in Tropics ofDiscourse.
The modes discussed are the ironic, the tragic, the comic and the satiric.
75 It wotUd be interesting to speculate, given the social and economic conditions
obtaining in Colombia in 1955, what kind of story the revelation of the
contraband would have made had it not been connected with a tragedy at sea.
Such a fleshing-out would require, among other information, information on
tariff laws at the time, the penalty for their violation, and whether the laws were
erUorced.
76 As for pictures lying, we have of course the possibility of technical
maniptUation, a famous instance of which is the famous Movietone newsreel film
of Hitier dancing a rather sissified jig when the French surrendered to him in a
raUway car in Compiégne. Hitler ftUtrer apparentiy did give a small leap of
astonishment at himself, but the great Canadian documentary filmmaker, John
Grierson, duplicated the one film frame of the leap in an optical printer, then
spliced the fabricated frames into the sequence to make Hitíer appear to be
dancing. LUce Lawrence StaUings, most people would "reUsh the deceit," and this
extreme example of noble propaganda is chosen as a renrdnder that whether one
is disttubed over "fictionaUzation" m a doctunentary context depends on whose
ox is being gored. Yet even when a photograph or film or video tape has not
been tampered with, agreed-upon retinal images do not reUeve one of the
responsibiUty of interpretation. Photography critic Charles Hagen writes that
"photographic images are strikingly dependent on interpretatíon for their
meanmg. In news photography, captíons play a crucial role in defining not only
what a photograph means, but even what it depicts." Hagen is writíng
spedfically about the videotape of ti\e beating of fleeing motorist Rodney King
by several Los Angeles policemen, about how ti\e pictures are not revdations m
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and of themselyes. The acquittal of three of the four policeman charged with
crimmal assualt m the King beating would seem to underUne this point.
Ubviously, the jury was not constrained by the videotaped evidence of the
beating. See Lawrence StaUings, "Hitler Did Not Dance That Jig," Esquire,
October 1973, p. 183. See also Charles Hagen, "The Power of a Video Image
Depends on tí\e Captíon," New York Times, May 10,1992, p. 32-H.
'^ Insofar as we focus on a categorical definition as having a certain usefulness,
we are at pains to describe a practice which might inform critical judgments of
certain texts, not to "etemaUze" the practice as necessary for texts treated by the
"Uterature of fact." Rorty speaks of "attempts to erect "rules" or "criteria" [which]
ttuT\ into attempts to hypostatize and eternalize some past or present practice,
thereby making it more diffictUt for the practice to be reformed or gradually
replaced with a different practice" {Objectivity 217). Rorty says ti\e point was
made by Dewey and Wittgenstein, and also more recently by Fish (315).
78 Our restricted, rather irorUcal use of a categorical definition rests on the genre
approach put forward by Ralph Cohen, who argues that "genre concepts in
theory and practice arise, change and decUne for historical reasons. And since
each genre is composed of texts that accrue, the grouping is a process, not a
determinate category." Cohen points to Frye's observation that generic
distinctions "are among the ways literary works are ideally presented, whatever
the actualities are." In employing the notion of genre as an ideaL the critic may
keep in nUnd a phrase used by Spence to characterize legal interpretation: "rtUegovemed but not rule botmd" (161). This conception of definition is consonant
with a pragmatic philosophical approach as opposed to an essentialist or
positivistic one. It implitítly rejects "the notion that. . . inquiry . . . takes place
within a framework that can be isolated prior to [its] conclusion" (Rorty
Philosophy 8,9). See Ralph Cohen, "History and Genre," New Literary History Vol.
17: 205 (1986). See also Northrup Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton, 1957), p.
247. Cited by Cohen.
79 This use foUows Rorty, describing the noun "hermenuetics" as "an expression
of hope." ". . . hermeneutics is an expression of hope that tíie cultural space left
by the demise of epistemology wiU not befilled—thatotu culttue shotUd become
one in which the demand for constraint and confrontation is no longer felt"
{Philosophy 315). Seealsoendnote61.
80 Lasch, Christopher, "The History of PoUtical Argument," Harper's, September,
1990, p. 17. Sennett, Richard, The Fall of Public Man: On The Social Psychology of
Capitalism, New York: Vmtage Books, 1978.
81 The distínctíon between the concept of private irony and public liberalism
advanced by Richard Rorty seems one that would further Uluminate the goals
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sketched out by our manifesto of a Uterature of fact. Rorty msists ti\at one can be
both a pnvate uomst ever-aware of the sheer contíngency of one's own positíon
and at the same time an earnest, unambiguous (our adjectíves) Uberal in the
pubhc arena. Perhaps a literahire of fact could help Uluminate the way in which
the two roles might rub up agamst ead\ other. See Richard Rorty, Contingency,
Irony, and Solidarity, Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989.
Additíonal títatíon m notes.
82 Rieff, PhUip, "Dora: An Analysis of Case Hysteria," in his The Feeling Intellect,
Jonathan B. Imber, ed., (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1990),
pp. 18-27.
83 Rorty: "Like most otiier disciplines, literary criticism swings back and forth
between a desire to do small-scale jobs well and carefuUy and a desire to paint
the great big picture. At the moment it is at the latter pole, and is trying to be
abstract, general and theoretical. This has restUted in literary critics taking more
of an interest in philosophy, and philosophers returning the compUment"
{Objectivity 78).
84 Other textual features—features which do not necessarily beg for critical
leniencey—^may be attributed to tírcumstances of publication. For example, the
text's "alternation between hope and desperation" (Sorela, 152) can be explained
to a large extent as the function of the narrative's original arrangement as a "tíiffhanger" newspaper serial. Of course, many novels of Dickens and others were
shaped by the reqtUrements of serialization. Hawthome (48) reminds us that the
original installment publication of Turn of the Screw helps explain "narrative
crises which otherwise seem rather crude and unproductive." A different critical
judgment seems appropriate for Relato , in which such "narrative crises" are
portions of the sjuzet which seem to fit thefabula hand-in-glove.
85 García Márquez, Gabriel, Obra Periodística Vol. 1, Textos Costenos, Jacques
Gilard, ed. (Barcalona: Editorial Bruguera), pp. 10-11. Additional títations in text.
86 in a pubUshed note of welcome to García Márquez, E/ Universal editor
Clemente Manuel Zabala recognized the neophyte coltunnist as a young man of
literary achievement (three short stories pubUshed in the Sunday literary
supplement of E/ Espectador), and referred to him as "[e]l estudioso, el escritor, el
intelectual" {VoL 1:9).
87 Simon & Shuster International EnglishlSpanish Spanish English Dictionary, New
York: Simon & Shuster, 1973.
88 Talese, Gay, "FrarUc Sinatra Has a Cold," m his Fame and Obscurity (New York:
The World Publishing Company, 1970), p. 3.
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89 Connery, Thomas B., "A Third Way To TeU the Story: American Literary
Joumalisrn at the Turn of the Century," in Literary Journalism in the Twentith
Century, Norman Sims ed., (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), p. 3.
90 Davis, Richard Harding, "The Red Cross Girl," The Red Cross Girl (New York;
Charles Scriber's Sons, 1916), p. 26. Cited by Connery, p. 3.
91 The athletíc analogy is employed by GUard as weU in his characterizatíon of
Gartía Márquez's unsigned labors on ti\e E/ Espectador editorial page column "Día
a Día": "La contísiôn que requerían las notas de 'Día a Día' le sirviô para trabajar
incansablemente su estUo: entrenamiento de atieta..." {Vol. 2:14).
92 The "plain speaking" is, of course, an affectation, too, as Hugh Kenner
demonstrates. See Hugh Kenner, "The PoUtics of the Plain Style," in Literary
Journalism in the Twentieth Century, p. 183. Witi\ Gartía Márquez, tí\e poUtical
references commence with the first column (May 21, 1948) for E/ Universal, a
disquisitíon (untitled) on the tower beUs used to announce the curfew in
Cartagena {VoL 1: 77-78). Otiiers títed by Gilard mdude E/ barbero presidencial, a
March 16,1950, "Jirafa" column for E/ Heraldo {Vol. 1: 216-217), Algo que se parece a
un milagro, an "Jirafa" column March 15, 1952 {VoL 1: 712-714), and another
"Juafa," of February 9,1951, "Memorias de un aprendiz de antropôfago" {VoL 1:
582-584).
93 SeealsoVo/. 2:42-52.
94 Such an impression may hinge on the indusion of the impish, almost macabre
detail, the somewhat iUogical or poetic touches easily granted authors of
sweeping fictional narratives but viewed with a jaundiced eye in more
conventionally journalistic accounts. For example, having just written of a
geological fissure that left "un nidal de 27 personas apelotonadas," García
Márquez condudes one section of thefirstreport with the remark
Las cosas ocurrieron con tal rapidez, que dos días más tarde
el secretario de obras púbUcas del municipio, Doctor Javier
Mora, rescatô de entre los escombros el cadáver de un
conejo. {VoL 2: 250)
95 \Ye do not use "anecdotal" evidence in the pejorative sense usuaUy employed
by exfjerimental science, which speaks of anecdotal evidence as reports from
human beings which cannot be verified by tests performed in a space and time
different from the space and time of the events that led to the reports—for
example, psychic phenomena. Anecdotal evidence, and its sifting, is a basic raw
material'of the joumaUst's trade. During ti\e initial phase of tí\e U.S. bombmg of
Iraq, ABC news anchor Peter Jennmgs repeatedly referred to reports of bombings
being merely "anecdotal." However, the news anchor was using the term in a
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pseudo-saentific manner. What he meant was ti\at the news network would not
atternpt to confum the eye-witness reports of citizens on ti\e ground until it had
received offidal anecdotal evidence from the U.S. military. This is either
joumalistic prudence or joumaUstic cowardice, depending on one's perspective
on ti\e Gulf War.
r
&
f
y
96 García Márquez is on record as being an admirer of Hersey's narratíve. See
Gabiel García Márquez, "^Quién cree a Janet Cooke?," E/ Pats of Madrid, April
29, 1981, p. 11. See also John Hersey, Hiroshima, New York: Knopf, 1946.
Incidentally, García Márquez eventually published his own interview with a
Hkoshima survivor. See Obra Periodística VoL 3, p. 666.
97 The dates of pubUcation of these artídes are given by GUard on pp. 91-98 of
the "Cronología" sectíon of Vol . 2. The texts appear as foUows: In Obra
Periodística Vol 2: Balance y Reconstrucciôn (245-262); De Corea a la realidad (402416). E/ drama appears on pp. 657-662) of Obra Periodística VoL 3.
98 Eason, David. L., "On Joumalistíc Authority: The Janet Cooke Scandal,"
{Critical Studies in Mass Communications 3,1986), p. 430.
99 Hectcher, Angus Foreword to The Literature ofFact, Angus Fletcher, ed. (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1976), p. ix.
100 Hersey, John, "The legend on the Ucense," Yale Reuiew, 70 (1), 1980, p. 2. Cited
by Eason (''JoumaUstíc Authority" 440).
lO^ The understanding of "fact" in the phrase "the Uterature of fact" is not based
on Rorty's writings about "fact" per se. It is rather oiu reading of the word "fact"
in the context of Rorty's stance against both metaphysical abstraction and
philosophical realism. So far as we know, Rorty has not commented directiy on a
notion of "the literature of fact." Of cotuse, as a phUospher, Rorty has a lot to say
about how we should consider the word "fact." And as a pragmatist argtUng
against the notion of truth as "correspondence to reality," he nattually takes pams
to demystify the word, offering "an analysis of the nature of science which
construes the reputed hardness of facts as the artifacts produced by our choice of
language game" {Objectivity 80).
102 Barzun, Jacques, The Culture We Deserve (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan
University Press, 1989), p. 111. These two roles can be imagined as readers
seated at opposite ends of a "continuum of texts." At one end—the newspaper
reader end—one would expect to find a school lunch menu, the daily weather
report, and an article on tí\e new animal leash law, At tí\e other end—tí\e fictíon
reader end—a Shakespearean sonnet. However, where a text rests on the
continuum is, finally, dictated by ti\e response, tí\e use to which it is put. One can
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easily imagine a school lunch menu framed and treated as a haUcu poem. One
can imagme the Shakespearean sonnet being used as a block of ad copy, or as—
perhaps this is more to the point—a source of leads about the Ufe of its author.
103 HoUand suggests that "the secret to experiencmg nonfiction prose as art lies
not m the text but in ourselves. To the degree that we can tum off our normal
reality testmg, we can be drawn into nonfiction as a literary experience like our
experience of poetry and fiction." However, with respect to a comparison with
the literattue of fact, U is important to note that the eschewal of "reality testmg" is
never completely possible even in the reading of fiction, for the reader must
consider the referential function of the fictional texts if only in the basic
semiological sense of having, say, a category of referential experience for the
word "tree" or an extra-textual conceptual reference for the word "love." On a
slightly dUferent plane, a carpenter reading a realistic novel whose protagonist is
a carpenter wiU likely be irritated by the intmsion of his referential sense if in the
course of the narrative he finds some misinformation, say, about the construction
of miter joints. Finally, at a much higher level, in order to appreciate the reality
testing role of the reader of historical fiction, I need look no further, say, than the
Clasicos Castalia paperback on my desk: E/ Sefior de Bembibre, with its engaging
annotations by Jean Louis Picoche. See Norman HoUand, "Prose and Minds: A
Psychoanalytic Approach to Non-Fiction," in The Art of Victorian Prose, George
Levine et a/. eds. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 322. Cited by
Darrel Mansell, "Unsettling The Coronel's Hash," in Literary Journalism in the
Twentieth Century, p. 280. Additional dtation m notes.
104 Rieff, PhiUp, Felîaw Teachers, (New York: Harper & Row, 1972), p. 20
105 This is Richard Rorty's characterization of John Dewey's "ideal society."
{Philosophy 13).
106 See Gabriel Gartía Márquez, Cien afios de soledad (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe,
S.A., 1984), pp. 341-350. Intídentally, tiiose who find the allusion to the Big Lie
too melodramatic wiU perhaps be wilUng to accept the foUowmg proposition: It
is one thing for us to concede that we are bound to construct different
interpretations of the conversation that we had in the university cafeteria this
morrUne and ti\at tí\ese disparate constructíons may even, or inevUably, lead to a
different recoUection of ti\e facts of our dialogue; it is sometí\mg qmte different,
however, for one of us to deny that ti\e conversatíon ever took place.
107 Nor can we exclude, for example, Uncle Tom's Cabin, owing to its sotíal and
DoUtícal impact; nor War and Peace, owing to what U expropriates from history;
nor even, say, The Catcher in the Rye, owing to what it says about the self image
supplied individuals of a certam generatíon. Tl\e hst is theoretically endless, as
long as one asserts plausible grounds for connecting the narrative m question to
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pubhc concems—perhaps to the public concem as defined generally by Rorty as
a desire to "become less cruel" by attending to books which help us notíce "the
effects of our actíons on otí\er people." See Richard Rorty {Contingency 141).
108 A definition is both a categorization of ti\ings according to Usts of objectíve
attributes (the fourteen Imes of the sonnet, for example), and tí\e designation of
meanmg according to response. When we insist,ti\erefore,ti\atsuch-and-such a
response is not "completely arbitrary" we are actuaUy saying that we have
conventionalized responses to certain genre labels, labels which are themselves
conventionalized responses to certain textual attributes.
^09 it may, for example, be interesting in such discoiuse to raise the question
whether, or at what point, literary devices are UnpUtítiy presented as evidence—
that is, the point at which, say, the organization of facts is openly construed as in
itself a fact. For example, a narrative discourse may leave the impression that
"one thing after another happened," implying a rapid sequence of events. A
different arrangement of the same facts within a more leisurly narrative (a more
protracted "storytime")could leave the opposite impression.
^^0 A behavioristic element of the pragmatic approach to literary discourse is
iUuminated by a crititísm of Searle's notion of what distinguishes "fictional" from
"serious" discourse. (Searle does not use fictional in a pejorative sense, despite
placing it in contrast to serious.) For Searle, as for Mansell and other
commentators, including Rorty {Consequences 118), the "utterance acts" of
"fictional" discourse, on the one hand, and "serious" discotuse, on the other, are
textually indistinguishable. This means. simply, that there is nothmg intrinsic to
the utterance "I was born on September 8, 1951" that makes it either factual or
fictional. According to Searle, what constitutes fictional discourse rests on the
intentions of the author or speaker, and so it nearly goes witiiout saying that he
has little use for literary criticism which eschews authorial intention, a strategy
he suggests is absurd, partially on the grounds that even to identify a work as to
genre "is already to make a claim about the author's intention." Yet this notion
begs for a dose of behaviorism. An author's avowal of intention is not
distmguishable from his or her attempt to prescribe or proscribe responses to the
text in question. In fact, an author dedaring the intention of a text he or she has
written is exhibitíng a response to the text in question. The notion of
intentionaUty impUtítíy propagates ti\e notion that the authorial response enjoys
a privileged status, presumably owing to an "inside knowledge" of the
productíon of tí\e text. From a behavioristíc point of view the inscrutabiUty of
intention, a mental state, makes the use of the word problematíc. But the
behaviorist would by no means be an aUy of certain New Critícs, who insist on
meaning being immanent in the text, and who would recoU at the notion of a
meaning being a conventionalized or sotíally negotíated response to a stímulus.
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See John Searle, "The Logical Status of Fictional Discourse," New Literary History,
V, 1974), p. 325. See also ManseU (273).
^" This may slightíy overstate the case; neither joumalist nor historian need
claim the authority of giving the true account; most would be content, in the
"scientífic" spirit, to discover new facts and/or to offer a more plausible account
of events. The notíon of plausibility (from science) obviously has the ring of
"verisinUUtude," tíie driving force of "lifelikeness" m fictíon which cannot entírely
be eliminated from historiography or expository accounts in anthropology,
whose tmths cannot be demonstrated in (laboratory) space and therefore rely on
documents and the empirical acuity of individual observers.
112 Rieff, Philip, The Triumph of the Therapeautic: The Uses of Faith After Freud
(New York: Harper & Row, 1966), p. 4. Additional títation in notes.
113 The reporter who wotUd be a writer is given certain expanded license to
narrativize; pressing beyond behavior, he is free to use consciousness as an
explicit element in his reports, thereby coming up with what are perhaps more
humarUy original or supple reports on a public world inconceivable apart from a
belief in a shared Actuality. But no originality is itself conceivable apart from a
tradition. The genre distinction between "the real" and "the imaginary" may be
nothing less than the way in which a culture regulates originality obtained at the
price of basic tampering with Actuality, even if Actuality itself is defined as a
fiction necessary for the conduct of the most ordinary business, spetífically that
which we can believe as "Naive Realists." The term comes from Bruner, who
writes: "At our most unguarded we are all Naive Realists who believe not only
that we know what is 'out there,' but also that it is out there for others as well"
{Actual Minds 65).
114 Gartía Márquez, "El Chocô Que Colombia Desconoce," Obra periodtstica, VoL
2, pp. 295-323. The series appeared on September 29 and 30, and October 1, of
1954. See VoL 2:92.
115 Advocacy reporting can be seen as a spetíes of what has been called New
Joumalism, which developed in the late fUties, sixties and eariy seventies in the
United States. New Journalism can be defined as joumaUsm which emphasizes
the use of fictional devices, such as narrative, in shaping stories, and the
personal voice of tí\e auti\or, as opposed to the instítutíonal voice of the daily
newspaper And it is easily ti\e best shorthand genre description for Relato de un
náufraío Díez Huélemo (44) comes dosest to this genre conception for Relato de
un náufrago in connecting the text, as a modem Hispanic narrative, to ti\e New
Joumalism. Otherwise, with respect to Relato de un náufrago m particular and the
ournalism of García Márquez in general, a certam taxonomical improvisation is
the mle of the day. Vargas Losa, in describing Relato as an action adventure
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story places it (by impUcation) in a genre largdy composed of fictional
na^atives (Sorela, 151). MuUer-Bergh places ti\e text in "one of the dassic genres
ot bpamsh and Portuguese letters—ti\e narratives of shipwrecks," a genre that
would seem to admit both ti\e factual and fictional narrative, and theû hybrid,
the du-omcle. Discounting its value apartft-omthe historical/poUtical context set
forth in the book's prologue, Foster classifies Relato as a Latin American
documentary narrative, ti\ough, more concemed with general poUtical effect, he
remams relatívely unconcemed with historical accuracy (49-51). WiUiams
characterizes tí\e work as an" entertamment" in which "historical accuracy" is not
the "highest priority" (129). Writing of ti\e early joumalism, WUliams also says
that most of it is "fiction" (118), a remark ti\at might strike ti\e ordinary American
reader as a contradictíon in terms, simple foolishness, or a good joke.
Oberhelman refers to Relato as "not strictly a work of fiction" or "fictionalized"
narrative , while McNerney calls it an "halludnatory tale" that falls "somewhere
between the genres." Rabassa, speaking of genre distinctions in connection witíi
Crônica de una muerte anunciada, impUes that a distínctíon between journalism and
fictíon is of Uttle importance in the author's work. Rabassa's comments are made
in the context of refuting the contention that by publishing Crônica de una muerta
anunciada García Márquez broke his bravado promise to write only joumalism so
long as certain Latin American dictatorships remained in power. Robert Sims, in
the most exhaustive treatment of the issue (Chapter 2), characterizes García
Márquez's ouvre as escritura bigenérica, a characterization which proves
invaluable for transcending the notion of the author's journalism as a form of
literary apprenticeship. See also: Klaus MuUer-Bergh, "Relato de un náufrago:
Gabriel Gartía Márquez's Tale of Shipwreck and Survival at Sea," Books Abroad,
Vol. 47: 462. Harley D. Oberhelman, Gabriel Garcta Márquez: A Study of the Short
Fiction, (Boston: Twayne, 1991), p. 17. Kathleen McNemey, Understanding Gabriel
García Márquez, (Columbia: University of South CaroUna Press, 1989), p. 135.
Gregory Rabassa, "García Márquez's New Book: Literature or Journalism?,"
World Literature Today Vol. 56:1 (1982), pp. 48-51.
116 Samper Pizano, Daniel, interview, "Gabriel Gartía Márquez se dedicará a la
miísica y compondrá tm concierto para triángtUo y orquesta," El Tiempo (Bogotá),
December 1968. Cited and quoted by Sorela (79,135).
117 This is the conventional joumalistic canon. In contrast to this convention, E/
Chocô is reminiscent of "Gonzo," joumaUsm, although it does not indulge
"Gor\zo's" penchant for the expressionistic use of the first person. Promoted by
Hunter S. Thompson in Rolling Stone magazine, "Gonzo" represents tí\e extreme
of partítípatory journalism in that ti\e reporter not only does not try to remain
neutral but seeks to become an actíve partícipant in the story as it unfolds. The
important difference is that the Gonzo journaUst would write openly of his
partítípation in the creatíon of the story.
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Boorstm, Damd J., The Image, New York: Harper & Row, 1961. For comment
on Boorstin's perspectíve relevant to the present inquiry see David Eason, "The
New JoumaUsm and the Image Worid," in Literary Journalism in the Twentieth
Century, p. 195: "In The Image Daniel Boorstín suggests nostalgically that
Amencans should retum to previous distínctíons between image and reaUty,
recognizing that extravagant expectatíons make reality more remote. The
modemist texts of New Joumalism argue that such a retum is impossible. The
disorder of contemporary society is rooted in the interactíon of images of reality
and the reality of images that creates a realm where there is no exit."
Nevertheless, insofar as this chapter foUows pragmatism, it suggests there is an
exit: a philosophical emphasis on judging among appearances and the
abandonment of the search for the reality behind the appearance.
119 In Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature , Rorty gives the phrase as "[WiUiam]
James's phrase 'what it is better for us to believe'" (10). Elsewhere, emphasizing
tmth as a by-product of sotíal solidarity, Rorty writes, "They [the pragmatists]
view truth as, in William James's phrase, what it is good for us to believe"
{Objectivity 22).
120 Kolenda, Konstantin, Rorty's Humanistic Pragmatism: Philosophy Democratized
(Tampa: University of South Florida Press, 1990), p.xiv.
121 Yet the entrenched Westem notion of truth as "corresponding to reaUty" also
finds its irorUc extension in a transcedentaUst philosophy as oppossed to realism
as it is to pragmatism. This transcendentalism is imbued in the language. We
must use an artide with the word lie—a Ue, the Ue—^while, Truth, of course, may
stand alone, capitalized, a transcendental thing. The gerund "lying" does not
balance it. Pragmatically, it draws our attention not to a concept but to behavior.
122 Bakhtin, M.M., The Dialogic Imagination, Michael Holquist, ed., Caryl
Emerson, trans. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), pp. 253-254. Cited by
Hawthome (10). See also the Robert Sims discussion of transtexuality (18).
123 It is the author's recoUection that this attribution to Hemingway, as well as
the suggestion of the corresponding joumalistic coroUary was made by
newspaperman-tumed-noveUst Ward Just in one of his press columns for
Harper's magazine.
124 Whether or not the third r^orfa/e is deployed as a dry preUmmary which
serves to make the sensatíonal fact more sensatíonal, or whether it is the
comcidences of an unfolding story—tí\e narratíve work simply overiappmg with
the offidal daUy reportíng—it cannot be denied that tí\e former is the effect of ti\e
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S í n ^ a t í ^ e ' ' ^ ^ ' '^^"^''' ^^^^*'°'' *°' ^"^ "^*^ retrospective knowledge of, the
125 -nUs rnay represent a govemment statement against whid\ is played another
possible, though technical, sensatíonal fact not induded in our inventory of
literary contraband, namdy, the description of the most dramatíc threat-ofdrowmng narratíve examined in Chapter II of this thesis. Obviously, that
description {Relato 59-60) belies this ted\nical daim about the impossibility of
the raft capsizing.
^
^
126 The notíon of disbelief bemg a drivmg force in comedy is an idea the auti\or
heard put forward by George Wdlwarth in a seminar on comedy at the State
Umversity of New York at Binghamton m ti\e faU of 1976.
127 The author wishes to cleariy note that the contrasting terms "matrix of
freedom" and "matrix of concern" are versions of tíie terms "myth of freedom"
and "myth of concern" which he beUeves he encountered in an essay by Northrup
Frye which was anthologized m a coUection of literary criticism designed for a
coUege course. The use of 1984 and Brave New World as contrasting examples are
also beUeved to be Frye's. The notion of "compassionate soUdarity" was
suggested by passage by PhiUp Rieff: 'The look of ti\e future need not be blank
and pitiless. Intelligence may work more efficiently, after all, than
compassionate solidarity" (Rieff, Triumph 12).
128 Rorty describes OrweU's 1984 as a world in which the rise of competing
solidarities has been rendered systematically impossible. An example of a
"competing solidarity" would be, in an example used by Rorty, a woman in
Belgium hiding a Jewish woman from the Nazis, the soUdarity "She is a fellow
mother of children" overcoming the solidarity "She is not a fellow Gentile." See
Richard Rorty {Contingency 189).
129 TrilUng, Uonel, "What Is Crititísm?" from his The Last Decade, Diana TrUlmg
ed. (New York and London: Harcourt Brace Javanovich, 1979), p. 60.
130 xhis small scale job implied large scale legwork which Chapter IV left
tmfinished. It was credtUous of the testimony of Gartía Márquez on the subject
of his working methods; and it did not provide coUaborative texts to disprove the
hypothesis that much of the preface is a literary device unsupported by
testimony of others at the scene at the time.
131 Davies, Robertson, One Half of Robertson Davies (New York: Vikmg, 1977), p.
125.
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132 T.S. EUot provides a more graphic image. See T.S. EUot, 'The Function of
Crititísm," repr. in his Selected Essays (London: Faber, repr. 1969), pg. 33. Cited
by Hawthorne (33), who comments that "when T.S. Eliot remarks that
comparison and analysis are the chief tools of the critic we can asstune that he is
talking about techniques rather than methods, especially as he proceeds to
distinguish comparison and analysis from interpretation, remarking that whereas
the former 'need only the cadavers on the table; . . . interpretation is always
produdng parts of the body from its pockets, and fixing them in place."
133 " . . . the only kind of theory worth attackmg is the kind which claims to be
more than just another form of practice." See Steven Knapp and Walter BennMichaels, "A Reply to Richard Rorty: What is Pragmatism?," Critical Inquiry, Vol.
11: No. 3. (March, 1985), p. 466.
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